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PREFACE 
This report  documents the  r e su l t s  of the Astronaut/Computer 
Communication Study prepared fo r  the  MSFC i n  compliance d t h  
the requirements of Contract NAS~-25701. 
I f  additional information is  required, please contact any 
of the  following McDonnell Douglas or NASA representatives: 
M r .  R. R. Joslyn, ProJect Manager 
Huntsville, Alabama 
Telephone : (205 ) 881-8640 or 881-0611 
Mr. H. E. Pitcher, Program Development Director 
Southeastern Region 
Huntsville, Alabama 
Telephone : ( 205 ) 881-0611 
M r .  L. G. N e d ,  Contract Begotiator/Administrator 
Huntington Beach, California 
Telephone : (714 ) 896-4821 or  896-2394 
M r .  B. C. Hodges, Project COR, S&E-COW-C 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 
Telephone : ( 205 ) 453-1385 
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Section 1 
IRTRODUCTION AIPD S Y 
This report docments the resu l t s  of the Astronaut/Compnter Comu11ie8tions 
Study conducted by the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company f o r  the MSFC 
under Contract NAS8-25701. The tasks and resu l t s  of the various ana,lysas 
reported i n  interinr. docments and the study conclusions are  discussed in %Inis 
f i n a l  report. 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
The need f o r  a mm/machine interaction and capabili ty require~lents st* is  
evident a f t e r  a cursory review of the evaluation and current s ta tus  of 
space prograuns. Guidance and control of future spacecrafl has reached the 
threshold of autonomous operations. The development of larger ,  md more 
sophisticated s p a c e c r m  with the capabili ty of extended ear th o rb iLd  md/or 
interplanetary f l igh t s  demands tha t  more mission and spacecraft con%rol 
decision capabili ty be on board. The physical s ize and payload capabili ty of 
future spacecraft w i l l  increase the number of v i t a l  functions t o  be morai"g;ored, 
The cost of providing ground control and continuous mission monitoring of 
extended space f l igh t s  can become prohibitive. More autonomous operatfond 
capabili ty of future spacecraft appears t o  be the most cost-effective a d  
pract ical  approach. 
Each spacecraft w i l l  conduct mission-peculiar experiments tha t  require onboard 
data reduction and analyses. The mission timeline w i l l  depend on ccancluoions 
dram from these data, Therefore, t h i s  information must be readily retrievable 
i n  a form or combination of forms tha t  can be rapidly interpreted by %ha crew, 
W e d i a t e  action i n  emergencies w i l l  require computer diagnoses t o  =sirs% the 
crew in  detemining the proper response. The reaction and decision t h e  on 
any space mission is c r i t i c a l l y  short and therefore requires the  c o q u t e r  t o  
be m in tegra l  par t  of the spacecraft subsystems. This c o q u t e r  must be 
progr-e LO automatically control and monitor the spacecraft m c t i o n s  and 
must p s s e s s  the a t t r ibutes  of speed, accuracy and ease of commieation. It 
nust be iikaeagrated in to  the inf  ion system so tha t  decision data can be 
effectively displayed in a f o m  which can be analyzed instantaneously. Con- 
versely, crew action i n  responding t o  alrrjs~o si tuat ions must be timely and with 
& n h m  trhmslation. Therefore, the i n f o m t i o n  system must accept comands 
and da%a i n  a s p t m  which confornns t o  the  crew's v o c a b u l q  and natural  w q  
of operating rcalher than tha t  of the computer. WithouL these inherent features,  
it w o d d  be d i f f i cu l t  for  "the 8pacecraf"t coppptander t o  exercise h i s  authority 
a d  responsibil i ty,  
The? prima= objective of %his reseasch effokt was t o  develop advasced crew/ 
c a p u t e r  comunication nethods fo r  m m e d  spacecraft using graphic d isp lws .  
Special emphasis was placed on fomulating s stmctured voc&ulalry and t o  
devising new methods of establishing crew/eomputer interact ive techniques. 
1.3 SCOPE OF STUDY 
me s%uay considered anLieipated erew functions t o  be perfomed onboard manned 
spekce vehicles within the  time freune of 1973 Lo 1980. Techniques developed 
&=iarag % h i s  stu* are  intended t o  be used with the state-of-the-& hardware 
available d u i n g  t h i s  period. 
1,4 SWDY APPROACH 
.A two-phase prograea of malys is  and design was established f o r  t h i s  study: 
Phame A--Identified and doeaented crew/computer co~ppunieation ~ e t h o d s  on 
existing and near-tern ed space vehicles. Methods of detelznining 
onbostrd erew function requirements were investigated. 
Phase B--Based on the  crew function requirements established during 
Phase A, a s t ructured vocabulary t o  be u t i l i z e d  by t h e  crew f o r  ease of 
communication with the  onboard computer was formulated. 
A s  a s t a r t i n g  point ,  ex i s t ing  and proposed methods of crew/computer in te rac t ion  
were evaluated. This resul ted i n  iden t i f i ca t ion  of spec i f ic  c r i t e r i a  t o  fom 
a study baseline t h a t  established trends from which the  degree of computer 
automation could be extrapolated. The function of each subsystem of a space- 
c r a f t  ww analyzed t o  determine the  degree of manned and automatic ean%ro% 
requirements and t h e i r  in terre la t ionships .  Vocabulary requirements were 
formulated and general software and hardware requirements were established,  
1.5 STUDY RESULTS 
The Astronaut/Computer Communications Study e f f o r t  achieved the  following: 
A. Ident i f ied the  onboard crew functions t h a t  a re  performed or ass is ted 
by an onboard graphic display computer system. Gener icdly related 
functions were grouped i n t o  categories. 
B. Devised methods by which space vehicle crewmen can commiea te  
function requirements with the  onboard computer v i a  a graphic-display 
device. 
C. Formulated a vocabulary s t ruc ture  conducive t o  crew/compu%er 
communication u t i l i z i n g  a graphic-display computer system, 
D. Demonstrated the  f e a s i b i l i t y  of onboard technology-oriented 
vocabularies within t he  scope of t he  formulated s t ructure .  
E. Recognized t h a t  graphic-display communication i s  an interim solution 
t o  the  man-machine in te r face  problem. 
A deta i led description of t he  e f fo r t s  performed i n  support of t h i s  study i s  
presented i n  subseuent sections.  .Sections 2 and 3 discuss Phase A m d  Phase B 
respectively. Section 4 presents t he  study conclusions. Detailed suppo&isg 
da ta  are  included as  Appendices. 
Section 2 
PBASE A STUDY 
Phase A of the Astronaut/Computer C icat ions contract was res t r ic ted  %o 
analyzing and evaluating existing and near-term space vehicles for  
stateof-the-& onboard computer capabili ty and technology develop111ent~ do 
identifying current and proposed onboard crew functions, and t o  devising 
preliminary methods language requirements t o  be u t i l i zed  in  perfoming onbowd 
crew functions. Detail tasks performed in  support of t h i s  phase follow:: 
Task 1--Document crew-computer (onboard) communication methods on existing 
and near-tern space vehicles. (Documented i n  Report No. MDC-G0388, dated 
w, 3.9701 
Task 2--Establish crew functions t o  be performed with an onboard computer 
for  space s tat ion and space shuttles.  Define the extent t o  which $he crw 
w i l l  par t ic ipate  i n  these functions. (~ocumented i n  Report No. mC-W388~, 
dated September, 1970) 
Task 3--Devise methods by which the  crew can communicate with the onbawd 
computer t o  perfom the  functions determined in Task 2 d t h  s p e c i d  
ernphasis upon the software and hardware required t o  support these m c t i o n s ,  
(Docmented i n  Report No. HD~-G0852, dated November, 1970) 
2.1 E A TASK 1 
This task was the research and data gathering task of the study. W i n g  tkne 
e w l y  stsges of research, the absence of onboard graphic display capabili ty 
on h is tor ic  and a i s t i n g  ed space vehicles became immediately appmen%,, For 
this reason, and because of the re la t ive ly  young age of the ed space ef f o r l  , 
the scope of t h i s  task was expanded t o  include selected representative aircraft,  
Rational supporting t h i s  decision is  based on the larger  number of on-going 
a i r e r a  gsro3ects and high-degree of onboard a i r c ra f t  computer applications 
that m e  app1icabPe t o  spacecraM, usage ( i .e . ,  the automtion trends established 
acturers provide a convenient foundation for  developing and 
prcaving spacecraft onboard computer requbements). 
There h v c  been two ed-spacecraft progratns with onboard cmputer 
~ a p a b l l l t y  r e w i r i n g  crew interaction, the Gemini and Apollo programs. This 
i l y  interested in the  Apollo system as it is s t i l l  operational. 
f i k W e  spgsee progssns in various stages of developent were analyzed during Lhis 
stu* w e  the SlrJrlab, Space Station and Space Shuttle progrms. 
T h i  G m h E  ms the  f i r s t  ed space program t o  u t i l i z e  an onbomd cornputer 
requiring ~ t r o n a u t  interface. This ms a special purpose computer designed 
mci hut LO satism mission requirments. The pr Y purpose of t h i s  system 
m8 widaace and navigation agld i n  case of serious computer malfunction, the  
mtronaut becarne the sole system backup. The computer was in i t ia l ized  before 
la~mch ~ L h  all prelaunch and ascent software. From then on the astronaiul was 
respna ib le  for loading all other mission phase softwwe (i.e., rendezvous, 
reentry, d e . )  arad entering the  appropriate data psrmeters  required t o  
h i  t i a i z e  woeessing routines ( see Figure 2-1 for  computer control equiment ) . 
The m i n i  anboard cmputer was an IBM 4~ 39 b i t  word -chine with an online 
m@e$;ic tape drive, a seven d ig i t  display device, a keyboesd, and a l h i t e d  
n u b a r  of s d l c h e s ,  l i gh t s ,  and oneters. One-third of the computer laaory was 
re& only snd housed the sof t  e executive routines and processing m c t i o n s  
c r i t i c d  Lo a s s i o n  success. The r ining two-thirds of the core was reusable 
for da%a 8nd/~l l"  other M c t i o n s  unable t o  be wconnnodated by the  limited core 
siae, Ewh mchine rord was divided into three 13 b i t  "syllables". The first 
of which generally used for  addressing, and the  remining twenty-six for  
data, &though, -we of individual naachine mrds  was detemined by the  
weseessing 8ofLwese. The online tape drive was a "read-only" device and 
MANUAL DATA INSERTION UNIT  
ADDRESS MESSAGE 
OFF 
COMPUTER MODE SELECTOR SWITCH POSITIONS 
RETRO-TIME 
ORBIT NAV 
Figure 2-1. Gemini Computer Communications Equipment 
aecomod&aked 8 550-f00t mgnet ic  tape. This tape provided auxi l iary storage 
for aof"r,wme which was not required t o  be resident at all times during the  
miesion 
.Al.1 sgsewme coding fo r  the  G d n i  computer used sixteen machine language 
bstrueti ions.  Coded progrms were assernbled and checked out on an I B M  7094. 
men pOhi$ram8 were suf f ic ien t ly  "checked-out", they were ready fo r  loading in to  
the onbbswd computer system. This was done by punching the  programs onto wlar 
taw, wid subsequently loading the  data on the nnagnetic tape or i n to  the  onboesd 
cmnwesr wstem v ia  an intermediate hardware process. 
The seven %rindow d i g i t a l  d i s p l w  was used in conjunction with a ten  d i g i t  
nunerie kefloasd. h o s t  all communications by the  astronaut with the  computer 
%re v ia %he keyboard, and conversely, almost all connnunications made by the  
computer d t h  the  astronaut were v i a  the  d i g i t a l  display. The f i r s t  two d i g i t s  
of the disflay indicated an address or  fmc t ion  and the remaining f ive  were 
meimingfid associated data. The following i s  an example of a typ ica l  
commieakion sequence: 
Caputer  would stop processing and blink the START computer l i g h t  
t o  designate action required by the  astronaut. 
e The astronaut would determine the action required by interpret ing 
the  codes i n  the  display window. 
If a software routine were required from tape,  the  astronaut would 
enter a memory address i n  f i r s t  two d i g i t s ,  a tape position number 
in the  t h i rd ,  and the program number i n  posit ions 4 - 7 of the  
d i g i t a l  display. The astronaut would also se lec t  a mode on the  
mode se lec t  indicator.  
e If data entry was required, t he  a s t r ~ n a u t  would enter the  required 
data v i a  the  d i g i t a l  keyboard un i t ,  and visual ly  ver i fy  t he  da ta  
displayed on the d i g i t a l  display un i t .  
o I n  any case, the  astronaut depresses t he  computer start button 
a f t e r  performing the  required action. 
The computer would then display the  r e su l t s  of the  action t e e n  t o  
assure the astronaut t h a t  he did comunicate, and perfom action 
required. 
2.1.1.2 Apollo 
Apollo vehicles have four onboard computers: one in the  launch vehicle, one 
i n  the  commaad module, and two in the  lunar module. The computer i n  t h e  l awch  
vehicie requires no d i rec t  astronaut/computer communicatioa except i n  the ease 
of a malfunction. The computer i n  the  command module and one of the 
computers i n  the lunar module a r e  there  for  the  same purpose: t o  oupport %he 
y guidance, navigation and control  system (PGNCS) of t h e i r  respective 
modules. These a re  the  computers which wi l l  primarily be discussed, The 
r a a i n i n g  computer supports the  abort guidance system i n  the lunar module, me 
launch vehicle d i g i t a l  computer (LVDC) is the  major component of the SaLwn V 
launch vehicles (SVLV) guidance system. The LVDC continually c a e d a t e s  
vehicle a t t i t ude  and generates guidance commands f o r  the  f l i g h t  control  computer 
(FCC) (an analog computer). The FCC controls the  thrustor  posit ion sf t h e  t h e e  
SVLV stages. The LVDC system is responsible fo r  guiding the  Apollo spacecraft 
through the  ascent, ear th  orb i t  inser t ion,  ear th  parking o r b i t ,  and Lrmalwm 
inject ion phases of the  mission. The LV computer a lso maintains attitude 
control  fo r  the  "hook-upvv of the  lunar module with the c d modae before 
comencing the translunar voyage. 
Should the  LVDC f a i l ,  the  astronaut with t he  aid of the  c d oaodnzBe computes 
(CMC), the  f l i g h t  d i rec tor  a t t i t ude  indicator ,  and a manual a t t i t ude  r o t a t i o n d  
control  would a l l y  f l y  the  vehicle t o  translunar injection.  Wen opera%ing 
in t h i s  1110de all inputs generated by euvering the  ro ta t iona l  eon%rsP axe 
routed by the CMC d i r ec t ly  t o  the  FCC f o r  subsequent thrustor  p s i t i o n % n g ,  At 
a l l  t h e s  during t h i s  operation, the  CMC displays f o r  t he  astronaut ewrent  
i n e r t i a  velocity, at t i tude (H) and attitude rate (i) calculations which m e  
needed in determining the  al ro ta t iona l  control  pasition. 
Sbedd  %he Plight control computer fa i l  pr ior  t o  translunar injection, the 
mi~sisn me-& be aborted. 
The E N C 6  of the c d and lwar modules encompass three major subsys tas :  
(8) t he  h e r t i a l  subsystem (ISS) , (2 )  the opt ical  subsystem (OSS) , and (3)  the 
computer s u b s y s t a  (CSS). The PGNCS-ave been so designed tha t  in  the event of 
a mbsystem fa i lu re  the r ining operational subsystems w i l l  continue t o  
finetion, The functioning subsystem d t h  the aid of the astronaut who, by 
use of the onboard display ezgd keyboard (DSKY), can perform all tasks necessary 
t o  @$de md control the  vehicle. 
The onborard computing hardware for  the  two modules is  nearly the sme.  The 
basic diifference being: (1) eore r equ i raen t s  for  so 
by difference i n  missions being perfomed, and (2)  t h  module has -0 
]Bsm0s. 
Rafiheon actures the Apollo computers which have a core s ize  of 38,912 mrds  
of ~ i c h  36,864 are ROPE memory and the  r e i n i n g  2,048 are  scratch pad m a o w  
for computer calculations. Memory word s ize is  sixteen b i t s .  
NOTE 
ROPE eore is  the  t e r n  applied t o  core which has been generated 
mtua l ly   ring the binary representation of a sof 
a cionstant, a tab le ,  etc., in to  mmory. The wiring gives the  
appearance of rope going in and around each b i t .  The memory 
produced using t h i s  technique is read only and can only be changed 
by saziring. 
U d a e  the G a i n i  computer system, Apollo has all sof t  e routines necessary 
for mi~s ion  acca~lplishrnent "hard-wired" into core. There i s  no a u i l i a r y  
storage associated with the  Apollo onboard computers ( i .e. , e t i c  tapes, 
dl.sk, , etc.) .  
Cc~mwI~aLion devices for  the  onboard Apollo computer system consists of: 
(1) a display p e l  which is composed of:  ( a )  three d i g i t a l  segmented l i g h t  
register, (b)  a two d ig i t  program regis te r ,  ( c )  a two d i g i t  noun regis te r ,  
(d) a two d i g i t  verb reg is te r ,  and (2)  a panel of ten condition indica%ors; 
and (3)  an electrolruninescent keyboard consisting of: (a) ten nmeric  keys 
(Q-9), ( b )  two sign keys, and ( c )  seven function keys. The display pmel 
and keyboard w e  shown on Figures 2-2 and 2-3. 
Display panel description and usage: 
A. The three segmented l igh t  display reg is te rs  indicate data  entered! 
a t  the  keyboard, or  a c by the  computer and the sign associ.ated 
with t h i s  numerical data if  it is i n  decimal. 
B. Program 2 d ig i t  segmented l igh t  indicates program being processed, 
C. Noun 2 d ig i t  segmented l igh t  indicates noun code entered at $he 
keyboard or  comraand by computer. 
D. Verb 2 d i g i t  segmented l igh t  indicates verb code entered at %he 
keyboard or command by computer. 
E. Panel of 10 condition indicators 
Uplink act Indicates uplink data being rece ivd  
No att  
Stby 
Key re1  
Opr e r r  
Indicates tha t  the ISS is not suitable 
fo r  use as an a t t i t ude  reference 
Indicates computer is  i n  the stmdby 
condition 
Indicates tha t  the internal  p r o g m  
attempted t o  use the  DSKY and f s u d  it 
busy 
Indicates tha t  the  DSKY program b s  
encountered some improper operglLing 
conditions 
FROM: AC ELECTRONICS DIV. GEN. MOTORS SM-2100 
AND SATURN V FLT MANUAL, SA-509 
Figure 2-2. Display Keyboard 
PRO 
VERB 
DATA DBPLAU R1 
DATA E)lIBPLAU R2 
FROM: AC ELECTRONICS DIVISION 
GENERAL MOTORS SM-22100 
Figure 2-3. Display Indicators 
T a p  
Gimbal lock 
Ent r 
Rset 
Pro 
Indicates t h a t  the s table  member 
t a p e r a t u s e  has exceeded i ts  design limits 
Indicates tha t  the middle gimbal has 
driven through an angle greater than 
70 degrees from its zero position 
Indicates tha t  a program check has 
fai led.  This indicator is controlled 
by a computer program 
Informs the  computer that  the assembled 
data  is complete and/or t o  execute the 
desired f'unction 
Extinguishes the  s ta tus  lamps t h a t  a re  
controlled by the  computer 
Causes the  computer t o  go t o  standby 
mode when depressed the  f i r s t  time i f  
e l  13, b i t  ll = 1. An additional 
depression can see the  computer t o  
resume operation. EJo y t h i s  key 
w i l l  be used t o  signify proceed without 
DSKY inputs t o  the computer. 
m e  DSK41 is where the Ioajority of the astronaut/computer c 
meapllished. The s i x  uses of the  DSKY are l i s t e d  below: 
A, Loading data in to  the computer. 
B, Display data from the computer and data loaded in to  the computer. 
C, m i t o r i n g  data in the  computer. 
D. Display the computer modes of operation, 
E. Systexn control  by the  i n i t i a t i o n  of subsystem and system testing 
and control  of the  systems major modes of operation, 
F. Cmputer requested operator action,  
All col~~auni@ation by computer and astronaut is e i ther  accomplished or wompted 
by the DSKY. 
B. Tracker 
Keyboard description and usage: 
A. Ten nmer ic  keys 
B. Two sign keys 
C. Seven inst ruct ion keys 
Verb 
Noun 
Indicates t ha t  the  computer ws 
re in i t i a l i zed  due t b  a Pa i l  condition, 
Indicates an opt ics  CDU f a i l w e ,  
(0-9) used t o  enter data ,  adbbess csdes 
and action request code into t h e  cci)mpu$er, 
(+ and - )  informs the  computes that the 
following data  i s  decimal andi iradicabes 
the  sign of the  data. 
Conditions the computer t o  interpret 
the  following two nmer i ca l  ehmac%ers 
a s  an action request code and causes 
the  verb display t o  be bided, 
Conditions the  computer t o  in te rpre t  
t he  following two numerical cnhwacters 
as an address code and causes the n o u  
display t o  be blanked. 
Key r e l  
Clears data  contained i n  the  da ta  
r eg i s t e r s ,  depressing the  key clears  
the  display reg is te r  currently being 
used. Successive CIdR's c lear  t he  
other display reg is te rs .  
Releases the  DSKY displays i n i t i a t ed  
by keyboard action so tha t  information 
supplied by a computer programn may be 
d i saayed  . 
Tne I m w g e  used t o  companieate d t h  the  computer is an encoded "verb" and 
'horn" Bm~agge where the  verb indicates the  action t o  be taken and the  
noun b d i c a t e s  on  at the action should be taken. The cmputer prompts the 
astronaut fir action by loading the  verb, noun, and data r eg i s t e r s  with 
ion and blinking the  verb/noun display l igh ts .  
The astrsnaut h t e r p r e t s  theSrequest ,  enters  a meaningful response i n  the  
verb, noua, and data  reg is te rs ,  and depresses the  enter key. The astronaut 
em d s o  h i t i a t e  computer request or enter data  in to  the  commter i n  the  same 
ner pas be responds t o  cmputer requested action. A l l  cornmication done by 
the  astromut is l imited t o  predefined functions progr ed i n  t he  ROPE core. 
The sstronerPlL can also be prompted t o  c nicate Kith the  computer when the 
cesndikion indicator l i g h t s  on the  display panel a r e  illurninstea. 
Bief1y9 the t e c b i q u e  used by the  astronaut t o  commiea te  with the computer 
i s  Lo depress the  verb key and enter d e s i r d  two d i g i t  code, and then 
depress the  m u  key and enter the  two d i g i t  NOUN code. 
 he order of entering 
verbs and nouns is not c r i t i c a l  t o  t h i s  operation.) He then depresses t he  
=tar key, If the  computer requires more data  t o  complete the  astronaut 's  
request, :it blinks the  "VVERB-HOUN" l igh ts .  This indicates t o  the  astronaut 
that the camwter is  not prepared t o  accept data entr ies .  Data is then entered 
via the keyboud. 
The " -NOUN1' language i s  composed of 99 verbs and 99 nouns including spwes , 
The astronaut has a guide (Cookbook) on board t o  which he can refer  i f  
necessary. To enter a request requires no more than seven keys be depressed, 
Exaunple: I f  the astronaut desires t o  display in  decimal the time Lo perigee 
he xould depress the following seven keys: 
A .  Verb 
B. O 
e. 6 
Next two d ig i t s  = verb code 
1 
Verb 06 "Display Dec 
D. . Noun Next two d ig i t s  = noun 
( Noun 32 "Time t o  perigee" 1 
6. Enter Becute request 
If data is required, the computer blinks the "VERB-NOUN" l i gh t s ,  The verb 
and noun rernain i n  t h e i r  respective displays u n t i l  the t o t a l  request i a  
conpleted. This indicates t o  the astronaut, at a l l  times, exactly wheb8; action 
is expected by the computer. 
Noteworthy is  the fac t  tha t  the ground control center has the  capabili ty of 
icat ing with the crew through the onboard computers. Just  as the 
computer makes a request of the astronaut by the "VERB-NOUN' technique, the  
pound control center can i n i t i a t e  a request v i a  uplink data. This is a 
technique which i s  not frequently used, but most remembered as a desirable 
a t t r ibute  for  future onboard communication systems. 
AU. software progrannning for  the PGNCS computers i s  done by the k4asssehuset'cs 
Ins t i tu te  of Technology (MIT) I n s t m e n t a t  ion Laboratory. SofLwe proamrs 
are  generated using the f i f ty-s ix machine language instruction se t  of the  
Rayxheon computer, but checkout i s  etcconaplished thrcbugh sinnrlation on an 
:II:RM 360/75. Prior t o  obtaining an IBM 360/75 MIT simdated software tes t ing  
on a Honepel1 800. Software t o  be used on a specific f l i gh t  is required t o  
be operational three months pr ior  t o  f l i gh t .  This time is required t o  allow 
Raj,r$heon &equate t h e  t o  "ROPE" 're and check out the computer t o  be used. 
Softwme checkout continues u n t i l  the vehicle is flown. 
The 1-m rolodae abort guidance system centers mound a smal l  four-K, TRW 
8 1 
-ratedM computer which monitors the PONCS. In the event it becomes 
netzessay Lo etbost %he lunas mission, the lunar module abort guidance system 
can t&e cornLrol of the vehicle and guide it t o  the predefined rendezvous w'th 
the eomwd mdule . 
This  system bas a data entry display assernbly which m c t i o n s  much i n  the s a e  
w m e r  as the BSMld of the PGNCS. The encoded language used in  comunicating 
w%%h this system is not as sophisticated as the "VERB/NOUNV l aguage ,  but the 
eommieaatisn teckanique is the same. 
The Swlasbb project is  an edension of the Apollo program. The innnediate purposes 
of S b l a b  d s s i o n  are : (1) t o  conduct medical experhents associated d t h  
wkended m m e d  sgtslee f l i gh t s ,  and (2)  t o  conduct a n u b e r  of solar  astronolllg 
e x ~ ~ e r h e n l s .  The solar astrono~lly a p e r h e n t s  are  of interest  t o  t h i s  study 
as a e y  m e  perfomed u t i l i z ing  the ApoUo telescope munt  (Am) tha t  d i rec t ly  
interfaces with the onboard d i g i t a l  computer which requires crew comunication. 
The ApU.0 telescope mount d i g i t a l  connputer (ATESDC) system centers mound two 
D M  4-pi % C l  computers. Only one computer is  operational 8LL a time, and should 
$he operational computer detect a fa i lure ,  as a r e su l t  of self-testing, it wi l l  
w t o m t i e d l y  p e r - u p  the backup computer and w i t c h  over. There is  no 
a u x f l i m * ~  dorage  associated d t h  t h i s  system, and all software required for  
this d s s i o n  i s  loaded into memory prior  t o  launch. The comunications lid 
between the astronaut and the  ATMDC is  provided by the d i g i t a l  address system 
(D,M] e
~trorrrae~t/eormnputer comunicea.%ion i s  accomplished by enter ing a four character 
sc$al c o d  i n  %ha D M  keyboard, (The BAS keyboard consists o f  n u e r i e  keys 
8 - 7, a clear key md an enter  key - see Fiwre 2-40, Momentari* the fou r  
&gi$ s a % d  code appears i n  t h e  DAS OrbitallPh-e Tine Remaining display 
fir visual  ver i f icat ion,  If the  m t r ~ n a u t  ver i f ied the  csnnamd, he depresses 
the enter  key a d  the desigraated function is p e r f o m d .  Currently there  a re  
approximate@ ninety-five oc t a l  codles, including spares, which maJr be used 
t o  comrnicate with the  ATMDC. Some of the  available comands cause the  ATMDC 
t o  interrogate switch se t t ings  on the  control  and display (c&D) panel. These 
comands a w  require the astronaut t o  preset  switches before entering the  
command. Capebbilities of the  conrmuu1ication system include h a d n g  data  displayed 
from on one of three counters located on the  monitor sec tor  of the  C&D 
panel. The wtronaut may a l so  have data  displwed on these counters by select ing 
a desired daLa reading on the  counters respective twelve posit ion rotary switch. 
A l l  cornmication with the A W C  is  i n i t i a t e d  by the  astronaut. The computer 
system has no method of requesting data  from the  astronaut o r  indicating 
required action t o  be perfomed by the  astronaut. 
To execute the  command "update time Prom midni&t ," t he  sstronaut p e r f o m  the  
f o l l m i n g  functions : 
A. Using BAS Keyboesd, t he  astronaut enters t he  code "~2047" (J represents 
the  address code of t he  ATlvIDC and the  oc t a l  code 2047 represents 
the  request "update time from midnight." 
B. Visually ver i f ied the  code when displa~red on the  DM orbital/phase 
time remaining display. 
C,  Depresses the  enter key. 
D, &ters the two data comer%%& is t h e  s m e  
commde 
- - 
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Figure 2-4. Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM) 
A s  alluded t o  by the character J, other hardware can be addressed from %he 
D M  Keyboard. The extent of t h i s  capabi l i ty  could not be determined wi th in  
the time constraints of t h i s  portion of the  study. 
2.1.1.4 Space Shuttle 
The Space Station and Space Shuttle programs a re  t he  two most progressive 
space progrms ever t o  be undertaken. In  keeping with t h i s  theme, the engineers 
designing these vehicles a re  incorporating the l a t e s t  hardware technolow 
advances. Some of the  hardware components being proposed have not been N l y  
developed. An example of t h i s  revolutionary design can be found i n  %he cockpit 
of a shu t t l e  vehicle. 
Gone are the familiar rows of gages, meters and switches, and i n  t h e i r  place 
are found computer keyboards, multipurpose cathode ray tube display devices 
and a head-up display (HUD) ( ~ i g u r e  2-5 ) . 
This complex equipment is  a l l  par t  of the  most sophisticated integraked a~onics 
systems t o  be developed f o r  an airborne vehicle. The proposed mini 
system is  a 6 4 ~  32 b i t  general purpose computer, and due t o  the  i m o r t m c e  of 
the computer on the shu t t l e  vehicle it has quadruple redundancy. One eomp~ia$er 
w i l l  be operational at all times and during c r i t i c a l  periods a l l  f o w  will be 
operational with one i n  command. 
The computer system w i l l  support all vehicle subsystems with one of i t s  prima$gr 
functions being onboard checkout and f a u l t  i so la t ion ,  Operating i n  tb8s mode, 
n can i so l a t e  and correct subsystem malfunctions t o  t he  l i n e  replaceable 
uni t  (LRU) level .  This is one of the  features t h a t  permits the  proposed 
shu t t l e  t o  be ready f o r  launch i n  hours ins tead of months. Other magor sub- 
systems which the computer w i l l  support e i t he r  by monitoring or  conLrollilag 
f'unctions are (1) the  Guidance and Navigation Subsystem, (2)  the  E n ~ r o m e n t d  
Control and Life Support Subsystem, (3)  the  Elec t r ica l  Power SubsysLem, and 
( 4 )  the  Flight Control Subsystem. 
The mode of crew communication with the  onboard shu t t l e  computer system hw 
been defined as requiring a keyboard and a cathode ray tube (CRT) d i a j p 8 ~ .  n e  
Figure 2-5. Space Shuttle Cockpit Configuration 
keyboard w i l l  be alphanumeric with function keys, and the  CRT display ~211 be 
multipurpose (i. e.  , supports hardware other  than t he  keyboard). Several of 
these  devices m ~ l  be s t r a t eg i ca l l y  located onboard. 
The communications language fo r  t h i s  system w i l l  be a manlmachine vocabulsq to 
be defined i n  d e t a i l  and developed at a future  date. The Echo p l a s t  technique 
w i l l  be used t o  en te r  data  i n t o  t he  computer ( i .e . ,  the  character  images on the  
CRT are generated by t he  computer). The use of t h i s  technique assures the 
crewman tha t  the  character  he sees i s  the  one the  computer w i l l  i n t e rp re t  and 
he h i t s  the  enter  key which i s  energized. This method of data  entry  requires 
more computer time, but the  r e l i a b i l i t y  fac tor  i s  enhanced many times, 
2.1.1.5 Space Station 
The computation equipment consis ts  of two multi-processor computer complexes 
physically located on separate decks, one fo r  f l i g h t  operations and subsystem 
control  and one fo r  experiment control  and scheduling (Figure 2-61. The fomer 
functions ma;y ac tual ly  be performed by e i t h e r  complex i f  t he  need sho~ald arise 
due t o  evacuation o r  l o s s  of the  primary s t a t i on  control  center. In  &ditl.on 
simplex processors have been incorporated i n  dedicated areas. During assembly 
operation, one of the  processor modules w i l l  contain the  executive progrm md 
function as  a master control ler .  It w i l l  assign tasks  and equipment t o  t h e  
other processors as the  computation work load var ies .  When equipment i s  not 
ac tual ly  operating,  it w i l l  be placed i n  a standby condition t o  conserve power, 
Periodically,  each processor w i l l  run s e l f - t e s t  routines t o  detect  fa i lwes,  
I f  a f a i l u r e  i s  detected, t h e  f a i l e d  un i t  w i l l  be switched out of t he  system a d  
replaced by another module. The crew w i l l  be no t i f i ed  v i a  the  Operation& 
Checkout System (OCS) so correct ive  action can be i n i t i a t ed .  An aux41iary 
memory provides t he  capabi l i ty  fo r  reading a var ie ty  of s tored p r o g r w  i n t o  
the  computer on an as-needed bas i s  f o r  se lected and/or in termit tent  computer 
operations. The programs w i l l  have been prepared i n  advance and kept i n  
storage i n  ant ic ipat ion of t he  above, o r  new programs w i l l  be generated as 
required e i t he r  by transmission from t h e  ground o r  by means of an onboud 
magnetic keyboard. 
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Figure 2-6. DMS Block Diagram - Baseline Computer Configuration 
In addition, the Space Station will have a number of portable CRT display 
device with keyboard and hardcopy capability. This instrument would be 
capable of being remotely "plugged-into" the computer and used where needed, 
As with the Shuttle, the communication language and techniques to be used in 
communicating with the Computers needs more definition. 
Aircraft 
The first aircraft onboard computers centered around complex and sophisticated 
guidance and navigation systems. As the onboard computer became established as 
a guidance control tool, engineers were already finding more and more applica- 
tions for the onboard computer. Today, onboard computers are the ma.J~r 
components of weapons delivery systems, onboard checkout, data management and 
recording systems as well as in conventional guidance and navigation systems, 
The two operational onboard computer systems surveyed during this effort were 
the C5A and F111D. The more advanced near-term onboard computer systems f o r  
the AWACS and F15 projects were also investigated. 
2.1.2.1 FlllD 
The FlllD is a tactical air command aircraft manufactured by Generd Dynmies, 
The onbaord computer systems consist of two general purpose computers sshich 
support the aircraft's weapons delivery and navigation systems. TWO conputers 
are used to provide backup in the form of a selective functional redundancy 
for greater probability of mission success. 
The two general purpose computers used on the FlllD aircraft are IBM 4-pi, 
Model CP-2 computers. One is the general navigations computer (GRC) , and 
the other is called a weapon delivery computer (wDC). As implied by the 
computer names, the GNC supports the aircraft's navigation system by perfoming 
such functions as route point sequencing, airplane steering, fix t&ing, fuel 
monitoring, data entry and display, etc. The WDC system supports the weapons 
system and perform system self-test. Should a system failure be detected by 
the self-test routine, the computer automatically switches to the backup mode, 
The processing programs f o r  t h e  onboard systems a r e  cont ro l led  by an executive 
rout ing  which functions a s  an opera t ing  system and contro ls  subprogram execution, 
thsas providing a t o t a l  software system. Crew communication with t h e  system i s  
aecompdished by i n t e r r u p t s  which allows t h e  computer t o  d i sp lay  da ta  o r  
receive input .  
The method of crew/computer communications i s  very similar t o  t h e  one used on 
Gemini and Apollo ( e  .g. , s imi la r  keyboard and d i sp lay  hardware are used).  The 
e lee tsokminescent  keyboard c o n s i s t s  of Len numeric keys ( 0  through 91,  a 
@ l e u  key, and an en te r  key. The language i s  a numerically encoded system which 
i s  l imi ted  t o  displaying crew requested d a t a  and enter ing  rou t ine  parameters 
required f o r  subprogram processing. I n  conjunction with t h e  keyboard i s  
r o t m y  mode s e l e c t i o n  switch f o r  crew/computer communication. This switch 
indicates t o  t h e  executive cont ro l  software rou t ine  a subprogram t o  be 
executed. The p a r t i c u l a r  subprogram may o r  may not r equ i re  add i t iona l  
co rnmica t ion  with t h e  crew. I f  t h e  se lec ted  mode reques ts  a d isplay ,  t h e  
subprogrm w i l l  d i sp lay  d a t a  i n  t h e  appropriate segmented d i g i t a l  d isplay  
register ,  and i f  t h e  mode c a l l s  a subprogrm which needs input  da ta  from t h e  
crew, the da ta  must be supplied v i a  t h e  electroluminescent d i g i t a l  keyboard. 
Data supplied i s  l imi ted  t o  t h e  d a t a  requi red  f o r  t h e  subprograms processing 
func t ions .  
The @5A,  t h e  world's l a r g e s t  a i r c r a f t ,  was designed and manufactured by 
Lockheed Airc ra f t  Company f o r  t h e  U.S. A i r  Force. This a i r c r a f t  i s  designed 
t o  t r m s p o r t  l a r g e  payloads of defense ma te r i a l s  where needed. Two onboard 
computer systems have been incorporated i n  i t s  design,  one t o  support onboard 
checkout and t h e  o the r  supports a conventional guidance and navigat ion system. 
The onboard checkout system is  t h e  most publicized of t h e  C5A computer system 
and is known by i t s  acronym "MADAR," Malfunction Detect ion,  Analysis and 
Recording System. The MADAR system i s  driven by a Nortronics 1060 e igh t  
thousand word computer. MADAR monitors approximately 1900 l i n e  replaceable 
uni t s  throughout the  following systems (1) propulsion, (2 )  environmental, 
(3 )  secondary power, ( 4 )  mechanical, ( 5 )  f l i g h t  controls ,  (6 )  i n s t  
(7 1 MADAR, (8)  radar,  ( 9 )  comunications,  and (10) navigation. When 
detects  an out-of-tolerance reading from a system sensor, MADAR pr in t s  a 
message t o  the  operating technician s t a t i n g  the  par t i cu la r s  concerning the 
doubtful reading ( ~ i g u r e  2-7 ) . 
A questionable sensor reading st imulates t he  operator t o  begin diagnosing 
the  problem. W B R  assists i n  t h i s  e f f o r t  by projecting t he  requested sys"h;el?i 
diagnostic schematic on t he  Data Retrieval  unit"  screen. The Data R e t r i e v a  
Unit contains over 10,000 16mm f i b  frames of information such as trouble- 
shooting schematics and wave-forms of system t e s t  points.  The operator can 
"call-out" a troubleshooting schematic of a system. The schematic provides an 
ana ly t ica l  approach t o  troubleshooting t he  questionable system by indicat ing 
t e s t  points t o  be checked against  filmed wave-forms. Proceeding through %he 
schematic, comparing l i v e  inages on the  oscilloscope with healthy images on 
f i lm leads the  operator t o  t he  fau l ty  l i n e  replaceable un i t  (LRU). AP"$er 
f inding the  bad LRU, MADAR pr in t s  on t h e  online p r in t e r  and records on the  
magnetic tape information which i den t i f i e s  t h e  f au l t y  LRU. The 0perPl;dok can 
then take corrective action.  
Even though the  W A R  system i s  r e s t r i c t ed  t o  checking system s t a tu s  and 
performing onboard, online system checkout. The method by which onbowd 
checkout i s  performed is  of par t i cu la r  i n t e r e s t  because of t he  man machine 
in te r face  i n  an online checkout mode, t he  u t i l i z a t i o n  of an alphanumeric 
keyboard, and the  hardcopy pr in te r .  This system w i l l  be analyzed i n  nore 
d e t a i l ,  but lack of avai lable  data  prohibi ts  fu r ther  invest igat ion a% this 
time. 
The C5A navigation system i s  conventional i n  t h a t  all mi l i t a ry  and c o m e r e i d  
a i r c r a f t  a r e  not being manufactured with a computerized navigation system, The 
C5A guidance and navigation system incorporates two Nortronic 1051A computers 
(one fo r  redundancy backup ) u t i l i z i n g  d i g i t a l  segmented l i g h t  r eg i s t e r s  and 
a nwrneric keybomd with function keys as the  communication media. 

Computer communication with t he  crew i s  l imited t o  da ta  tolerances edi t ing of 
a i r c r a f t  f l i g h t  capabi l i t i es  such a s  t u rn  angles, which the  computer ver i f ies ,  
Sholald a command be given which t h e  a i r c r a f t  i s  incapable of per fomi l~g ,  the  
computer indicates an e r ror  condition t o  the  operator. The operator, after 
determining the  command problem, c l ea r s  the  incorrect  command from the  processing 
system, and enters  the  correct  command. 
The operator 's  kke~rboard i s  d i g i t a l ,  containing numeric keys 0 through 9 and 
several  function keys ( ~ o r t h ,  South, East ,  West, Plus, Minus, Clear, and 
Enter) .  The operator indicates t o  t he  computer, v i a  a numeric encoded Panpage,  
the  function t o  be processed and enters  t he  required da ta  parmeters  needed by 
the processing software. This technique i s  f a i r l y  standard throughout the  
a i r c r a f t  and spacecraft industry ( ~ i g u r e  2-8). 
2-1.2.3 Airborne Early Warning Command System 
The Airborne Ear ly  Warning Command System (AWACS) command control  system is  an 
onboard comand center controlled by d i g i t a l  and analog computers utilizing 
integrated display function consoles. The onboard AWACS computers are 
multiprocessors responsible fo r  acquis i t ion,  reduction, and fonnating of all 
sensor surveil lance data,  corre la t ing air t r a f f i c  data with all air movement 
within given sectors ,  and performing weapons assignment and direct ion.  DP?mie 
updating of the  onboard data  base containing weapon s t a tu s  and characteris-kies , 
f l i g h t  plan data and any enemy a c t i v i t y ,  i s  performed continuously by meanis 
of specia l  ground s t a t i on  uplink. A l l  data i s  stored online i n  mass drum 
storage and auxi l iary  memory. 
This information is available t o  the  console operator at h i s  option, The 
console i s  made up of a graphic cathode ray tube (CRT),  keyboard, l i g h t  pen, 
expansion control  and category switches. Figure 2-9 shows a typical  console 
configuration. In  the  AWACS system there  a re  three  mador onboard eonso%e 
f&stional a l locat ions  ( 1  ) commander, (2  ) weapons d i rec tor ,  and (3  ) air 
surveillance. A l l  consoles al located t o  these a re  iden t ica l  i n  e o n f i w a t i o n ,  
primarily t o  meet system ava i l ab i l i t y  requirements. There can be up to 
Figure 2-8. NADAR C5A Crew Control Panel 
Figure 2-9. AVVAeS On-Board Oprators Console 
fourteen o r  f i f t e e n  consoles onboard and should one malfunction, processing 
Gasks associated with t h a t  console can be red i rec ted  t o  t h e  remaining consoles, 
under processor control .  
The air survei l lance  console (ASC) i s  operated by mny  d i f f e r e n t  o f f i c e r s  
responsible f o r  various survei l lance  functions ( t r ack  recognit ion,  t r ack  
i d e n t i f i c a t i o n ,  t r ack  cor re la t ion ,  e t c . ) .  The processing of all incoming radar 
re taTns  i s  performed by analyzer software. Those which have been f i l t e r e d  
through as a r e s u l t  of a qua l i ty  ana lys i s  a r e  displayed on t h e  CRT. 
The se lec ted  re tu rns  a r e  categorized by type,  and a r e  then used f o r  associa t ion 
with c e r t a i n  t r acks  meeting r i g i d  c r i t e r i a  (point  of o r i g i n ,  ve loc i ty ,  t r a j e c t o r y  
or flight path,  e t c . ) .  This associa t ion enables t h e  computer t o  a i d  t h e  operator  
i n  presenting a true-up-to-minute a i r  p ic tu re  t o  a l l  opera t ional  personnel. 
Those data which appear t o  be representa t ive  of a t r a c k  ca r r i ed  i n  t h e  AWACS 
system w i l l  be displayed as  cor re la ted ,  and those which f a i l  t o  a ssoc ia te  w i l l  
be displayed as  uncorrelated.  Once a t r a c k  has been es tabl ished t h e  operator  
poin ts  t o  it with the  l i g h t  pen and en te r s  it i n  t h e  t racking system f o r  
idena$ificat ion.  I d e n t i f i c a t i o n  i s  accomplished analyzing all a i r  movement f o r  
that sec to r ,  If t h e  t r a c k  is  i d e n t i f i e d  a s  one designated t o  t h a t  sec to r ,  it 
i s  monitored. However, i f  it i s  not i d e n t i f i a b l e ,  it i s  designated h o s t i l e  and 
turned over t o  t h e  Senior Director .  
Because cbf t h e  t r a f f i c  i n  survei l lance  volume, t h e r e  i s  of ten  more than one 
air  survei l lance  console operat ing simultaneously. I n  t h i s  event, each ASC 
is  delegated a port ion of t h e  many a i r  survei l lance  du t i es .  The ASC has a 
ash~ning  Light matrix t o  a l e r t  t h e  operator  t o  c e r t a i n  system condit ions.  Track 
i s  accomplished through monitoring of radar  pa t t e rns  and t h e  assignment of 
mean$nghl  symbols t o  these  trails as  a computer representa t ion of a t r ack .  Then 
t o  na in ta in  and, i f  necessary, modify t h i s  representa t ion i n  accordance with 
p e c d i a r i d i e s  and deviat ions of t h e  re tu rns .  The computer program e s s e n t i a l l y  
performs t h i s  t a s k  with t h e  help of t h e  operator ,  who manually a s s i s t s  t h e  
prssgrm by maintaining a c lose  survei l lance  of all t racks  on h i s  screen. 
The commitment of a weapon agains t  a t a r g e t  i s  based on an ana lys i s  of the  air 
pic tu re  ( t h r e a t ) ,  combined with thorough knowledge of ava i l ab le  weapons. The 
proper pa i r ing  is  general ly based on a minimum "Time To GO," t o  i n t e r c e p t ,  wi%h 
emphasis on weapons t a c t i c s ,  armament c a p a b i l i t i e s ,  and f u e l  considerat ions,  The 
computer program provides both s i t u a t i o n  and t abu la r  a i d s  t o  a s s i s t  t h e  operator 
i n  h i s  decision. This information i s  analyzed continuously by t h e  Weapons 
Director  (WD). The da ta  i s  ava i l ab le  and displayed t o  him a s  required In 
t abu la r  and graphic form showing a constant  moving operat ions t a r g e t  Lo point  
of in te rcep t .  
The senior  o f f i c e r  i n  charge of t h e  crew i s  t h e  Senior Director  (sD). A11 f i n a l  
t a c t i c a l  measures of t h e  a i r  b a t t l e  a r e  h i s  r e spons ib i l i ty ,  and t h a t  o f  h i s  
designees. He can assume t h e  job of WD. It i s  t h e  WD's  t a s k  t o  assign a d  
d i r e c t  weapons agains t  a l l  t a r g e t  t r acks  i n  t h e  system. He i s  i n  complete 
command from t h e  f i r s t  evaluation of t h e  enemy t h r e a t  through t h e  f i n d  
moments of t h e  in tercept ion.  
With the  expansion capab i l i ty  of t h e  console each o f f i c e r  can handle anealtiple 
t r acks  a t  a time. A l l  d a t a  is routed t o  each console and i s  se lec ted  by the 
operator  by means of category s e l e c t  switches. Therefore, by merely switching 
from one category t o  another t h e  operator  can handle many types of tracks, 
The F15 is  a t a c t i c a l  air command f i g h t e r  plane being developed f o r  the U,S, 
A i r  Force. I ts current  s tage  of development and t h e  na t iona l  secur i ty  involved 
with t h i s  a i r c r a f t  p roh ib i t  t o t a l  d isc losure  of i ts  proposed computer con t ro l l ed  
function.  The computer being se lec ted  t o  support t h i s  a i r c r a f t ' s  needs - w i l l  
be a t h i r d  generat ion general  purpose computer. It w i l l  be word machine m d  will 
not have aux i l i a ry  storage.  A s  with t h e  Fl l lD,  t h e  guidance and naviga%ion 
and t h e  weapons deployment system w i l l  be computer driven,  with backup modes 
of operat ion.  Unlike the  Fl l lD,  t h e  F15 w i l l  u t i l i z e  CRT" and a lphanwer ic  
keyboards f o r  d a t a  d isplay  and entry.  The appl ica t ion communication language 
t o  be used by t h e  crew when enter ing d a t a  o r  request ing d a t a  from the  computer 
i s  undefined at  t h i s  time. 
In s~waizing the results of this task the following statements are of 
particul= significance: 
A, No manned spacecraft programs were found to utilize onboard graphic- 
display computer systems (i. e. , Mercury, Gemini, or Apollo) . 
B, Project Gemini's interactive system utilized segmented light registers 
for displaying data and a Manual Data Insertion Unit (MDIU) for 
entering commands and data into the computer. A computer mode 
selector switch was also used to signal computational modes to the 
computer. The astronaut via numerical encoded language was capable 
of communicating commands and data to the onboard computer through 
the MDIU and computer mode selector switch (see Figure 2-1). 
6, Apollo vehicles utilize a display and keyboard (DSKY) to provide a 
media for crew/computer communication. The keyboard is digital with 
nine functions and the display panel consists of five segmented light 
registers and a computer operating status panel. The language 
selected for crew/computer communications is referred to as a 
VERBINOUN language. Briefly, the astronaut simply reduces the fbnction 
he wishes to perform to a descriptive verb (action to be performed) 
and noun (object to which action is to be directed), converts the 
verb and noun to their predefined two digit numeric codes, and enters 
the codes into the computer via the DSKY for subsequent computer 
processing (see Figure 2-2). 
D, The primary functions of onboard spaceborne computers are guidance, 
navigation, and control (i.e., maintaining desired trajectory and 
vehicle attitude required to achieve mission objectives). 
E. Automation trends for future manned space missions as eviden"c'$y 
aircraft deisgns are being directed toward onboard checkout, mission 
control, mission planning, etc. The underlying ground rule pronoding 
the increase in onboard computer compatibility is vehicle autsnomy 
for future manned space vehicles. 
F. Manned aircraft projects substantiate the feasibility of the automation 
direction selected for future manned space missions. 
6 .  Crew/computer languages for past manned space vehicles were Pfrnfted 
to guidance and navigation or did not exist at all. Further s h d y  
has been recognized as a necessary requirement for future space 
vehicles although little effort has been expended to date. There was 
no good base to establish a crew/computer communication laniguage 
requirenent, therefore language structures that were found %o exist 
(e .g .  , Apollo verb/noun) were limited in capability and not deemed 
sufficient for application to data entry devices and processor 
configurations available for use in future space vehicle designs, 
2.2 PHASE A TASK 2 
Phase A Task 2 was the data assimilation and evaluation task of the study with 
the purpose of establishing a list of crew functions to be performed onboard 
future spacecraft and to identify the areas where the onboard computer can assist 
in performing these functions. This task was only concerned with interactive 
functions (i.e., those functions in which the crewman utilizes the onibooard 
computer in performing a task). 
Task 2 was also the critical task of this contract as it established the basis 
for the remainder of the study, the ultimate purpose of which is to d.efine a. 
structured vocabulary and establish methods by which space scientists and 
astronauts can communicate (in performing onboard functions) with the onbowd 
computer. 
I n  dekemining onboard crew functions f o r  fu tu re  spacecraft ,  an assumption w a s  
made that fu ture  spacecraft would be as autonomous a s  state-of-the-art technology 
wo~ald pern i t .  Ground support functions performed f o r  Gemini and Apollo missions 
were considered as onboard function requirements f o r  fu tu re  spacecraft .  To 
cozapfle a, composite l i s t  of spacecraft functions an in-depth analysis  was 
eon&dcted i n to  the  following areas:  
Ground support functions required by ex i s t ing  and past  spacecraft  and 
space missions. 
Onboard functions required by ex i s t ing  and past  spacecraft .  
e Proposed functions f o r  fu tu re  spacecraft  (Skylab, Space Shut t le ,  and 
Space S ta t ion) .  
ULhough much of the  advanced system concepts were found i n  fu ture  manned space 
rec~uisments ,  a high percentage of supporting data  was obtained from the  air- 
erafL  industry. The a i r c r a f t  industry has more on-going projects  than does the  
spsceeraft  industry, and has a more de f in i t i ve  automation di rect ion.  A review 
sf %he aau.lornation d i rec t ion  being followed by a i r c r a f t  manufacturers provided 
a po in t  of departure o r  a building block fo r  developing mechanized spacecraft  
functions.  
A csefagl  invest igat ion of current  methods of documenting o r  l i s t i n g  onboard 
Pa;i9actions of both a i r c r a f t  and spacecraft disclosed t h a t  several  techniques 
were used. The more conventional methods were oriented toward mission t imeline,  
mission phase, or  vehicle hardware subsystems. These techniques were generally 
volminous i n  nature and redundant i n  content and therefore unsatisfactory f o r  
the pwpose of t h i s  study. 
A s  previolusly mentioned, one of t he  objectives of t h i s  study was t o  define a 
s t ruc twed vocabulary and es tab l i sh  methods by which space s c i e n t i s t s  or  
astronauts can communicate with t he  onboard computer. I n  ident i fying t he  
onboard Tunetion by technology or  d i sc ip l ines ,  a s t ruc ture  is  thus established 
and a direct function, method and vocabulary relationship defined. l:t is for 
this purpose that the technique of grouping related f'unctions into categories 
was adopted. 
The nine function categories listed below have been established as a result 
of the analyses conducted as Task 2 of this study. 
A .  Mission Control--Functions required to monitor and evaluaLe a e t u d  
versus planned mission data, and to adjust mission plan or correct 
vehicle performance as required to achieve desired mission gods. 
B. Data Management--Functions required to acquire, process, store, 
maintain, and retrieve data as required to support the vehicle and 
related mission functions. 
C. Communications--Functions required to select the desired commieations 
media (i.e., radio, TV, radar, etc.) and related frequency/channel, 
antenna and route of communications. 
D. Flight Control--Functions required to maintain vehicle attitude and 
traJectory as required by the flight plan. 
E. Guidance and Navigation--Functions required to acquire and reduce 
G&N data so that the vehicle's current versus planned position m,d 
trajectory can be determined and the degree of deviation and 
compensating control functions can be computed. 
F. Experiments--Functions required to perform, monitor, and control 
experiments being performed from space vehicle. 
G. Maneuver Management--Functions required to initiate, execuke, and 
evaluate success of a vehicle maneuver. 
Ha Operational Status--Functions required to monitor and maintain vehicle 
and crew operational status. 
I. Mission Independent Crew F'unctions--Functions required to maintain 
crew proficiency and efficiency during long space missions. 
These cakegories have been defined in terms of functions and detail subfunctions 
(~ppendix A) to a level that Task 3 can logically devise methods and techniques 
for crex/computer interaction. As an example, a proposed Space Station 
Astranony Experiment shows the versatility of using function categories. The 
brelshedom of this experiment shows the interrelationship of functions and how 
methods, lanmages, and commands are derived. Typical experiment operation is 
discussed in Appendix B. Appendix B contains an excerpt from a System 
Development Corporation report which describes the "X-ray polarimeter experiment" 
proposed for Space Station. Figure B-2 depicts where and how this particular 
experbent  would show in the Experiment function category structure. Figure 
33-3 provides an example of the procedural and vocabulary languqe formats 
which could be developed to perform an experiment function. 
Appendix C contains a breakdown of the function categories in Appendix A with 
respect to computer assistance in performing the identified functions. The 
a c t u a  breakdown covers past, present, and proposed spacecraft programs. The 
results show that industry is leaning toward a completely mechanized vehicle. 
acy current aircraft and spacecraft crewmen are capable of interfacing 
d t h  %he onboard computer as follows: 
A, Loading data into the computer. 
B, Modifying data already in the computer. 
C, Werying for data status, in the form of; lines, points, tabular 
summaries, graphics, etc. 
D. Initiating commands to vehicle subsystems, 
The crew/computer interactive capability for the Gemini, Apollo, and space 
vehicles currently under development is identified in the matrices in Appendix C 
for each of the function categories established and defined during this study. 
Although this list includes all function categories established during the study, 
it is not intended for the reader to assume that the named function categories 
have been fully developed. There is need for much additional work Lo identify 
and develop total interactive computer capability for an autonomous space 
vehicle. 
The results of this task support the philosophy that each function category 
will have its own unique interactive hardware and language requirements, This 
is not unreasonable to expect when considering that individual ground disciplines 
have dedicated computer/communication requirements and that future space lanwage 
will, by necessity, have to be easy to learn and easy to use. 
After a thorough review of the Syntax compiler development, i.e., the MeDonneBB 
Douglas Syntax Directed Compiler, the above stated approach does not appear to 
be impractical or unreasonable. Future space missions will probably find the 
onboard computer user performing his job functions using a language a d  t o o l s  
that are normally associated with his job function and/or discipline in brief 
the Syntax directed compiler is defined as a computer software system which 
provides a means for defining Syntax in terms of a computer's "machine 
language." The defined Syntax can then be used to communicate problem r e q ~ ~ i r e -  
ments with the computer. The output of the McDonnell Douglas Syntax Directed 
Compiler can be used to recognize and analyze statements written in %be defined 
language. Appendix F gives a detailed description of operation. 
2.3 PHASE A TASK 3 
Phase A, Task 3 was the initial development task of the contract. Specifically, 
this task devised methods for the onboard crew to communicate function 
requirements to the computer. The derivation and recommendation of methods 
by which the crew can communicate with the onboard computers to perform the 
functions defined in Appendix A has been shown from analysis ( ~ e f  Appendix D) 
to require considerations of a broad range of technologies associated with an 
t i o n  system. As such, we have found it necessary to establish a broad 
definition of the term "method" as used in the context of this study. Method 
rela$es do the integrated operation of the processing equipments, the graphic- 
display teminals and the computer software, driven by operator commands to 
provide for, and allow, crew members a systematic means for performing their 
assigned tasks. The combinalion of the equipment and software is considered 
as She operating system needed to interpret and act upon the operator commands. 
The operator comands relate to the vocabulary. By this approach, we have 
found i t  feasible to define a structured vocabulary around which can be 
$omdated equipment operational characteristics and software functions. In 
this mmner, assessments of the interaction of each can be made in relation to 
overall o~eratina requirements. However, it becomes necessary at this time to 
that the scope of this contract is =to establish a hardware design. 
hareassrare portrayed in this document is done so to illustrate that the 
comunication methods and techniques being devised by this study are feasible. 
Also, %he software discussed in this report is limited to that software which 
initiates, drives, and/or queries the status of application programs (i.e., 
those computer programs which perform actual functions such as trajectory 
detemination, onboard checkout, etc . ) . These two points will be reiterated 
as required to ensure proper understanding of material being presented. 
After beginning this phase of the study, it became evident that no one man/ 
=chine comunication method could be devised to satisfy the requirements of all 
fme t ions  in all function categories. For this reason a decision was made 
that q method devised for performing onboard spacecraft crew functions 
sh0d.d be : 
A. Flexible in Design--Methods must be "open-ended" for f'uture 
enhancaents and readily susceptible to change for ease in 
modification. 
5, "straight-Forward" in Use--Methods must be easy to learn and easy to 
apply so as to minimize the training process requirements. 
C. Consistent in Approach--Methods must be similar in perfomawee for 
different functions in all function categories, and methods for 
performing identical functions for different space vehicles- 
Methods devised applying the preceding rationale were found to have basic  
communication hardware and language similarities. In general, interfacing 
communications hardware will require a minimum configuration of a gen,eral 
purpose Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) with light pen and/or automatic cursor 
capability, a multipurpose keyboard consisting of selected predefined 
function (i.e., on/off, clear, enter, etc.) keys, general purpose comagad 
keys, CRT line select keys and a numeric digital keyboard. 
The man/computer comunications media identified for development to support 
on-board interactive requirements is a technology oriented structured vocalalaulary 
(i.e., each onboard discipline will have an indigenous vocabulary for eamuni- 
cating respective function requirements to the computer). Individual discipline 
languages will be accessible through the use of function and CRT line select 
keys that provide a conversational means for selecting the desired lanmage 
level. The conversational approach to obtaining a language allows time for 
preprocessing software and hardware initialization. Many objections q p e m  
when manned space flights are discussed along with conversational crex/computer 
communications. One must remember that each discipline is being handled 
separately, and preplanning should solve any critical timing problems, 
The vocabulary structure being developed will permit onboard compute:r users to 
select the language working level conducive to solving the particulm problem 
of interest. A language will have a function, command and procedural levels 
of problem solving capability. The "function" level will perform gross t a sk  
(e.g., display current G&N measurement data), the "command" level perfoms 
a more controlled task (e.g., display the vehicle's current attitude using the 
inertial reference system), and the procedural level will permit finer eoatrol  
over the task being performed (e.g., determine the vehicle's current attitude 
by using telescopes "A" and "B" to sight celestial bodies "c" and "D'? 
respect ive ly) .  The f l e x i b i l i t y  generated using t h i 8  technique centers  mound 
t h e  ueere  a b i l i t y  t o  obta in  t h e  exact da ta  he des i res  and t o  chain vocabulary 
scmenta t o  pe r fom even m r e  sophis t ica ted  tasks .  Appendix E contains a 
c e r ~ t r d  discussion of t h e  vocabulary and theticcsll of usage. 
In add i t ion  t o  the  user  vocabulary described, t h i s  study did  r evea l  fu tu re  
rcguirment t o  modify onboard softwwe. This too is a cont rovers ia l  subjec t  
which is challenged by t h e  onbomd progr ing and software ( i . e . ,  compilers, 
assemblers, e t c  . ) support r e q u i r a e n t s .  The need f o r  t h i s  requirement i s  
outside the  scope of t h i s  study and w i l l  not be discussed fu r the r .  It w i l l  
a u f f i e e  $0 say t h a t  the  requirement has been i d e n t i f i e d  and t h a t  i t s  solu t ion  
must be t r e a t e d  aa t h e  subjec t  of a Future study. 
Phase B, Tasks 1, 2, end 3 s tud ies  develop and enhance t h e  preliminary e f f o r t s  
begun i n  Phase A i n  formulating t h e  s t ruc tured  vocabulary, ident i fy ing s o f t  
requirements and ident i fy ing hudware requirements respect ive ly .  Paragraph 3 . 3  
i s  a discussion and descr ip t ion  of a minimum hardware configurat ion of a 
graphic-display device which is  f e a s i b l e  and capable of a s s i s t i n g  crewmen i n  
perfoming onboard functions. The l ack  of  mul t ip le  configurat ion should not 
be in te rp re ted  t o  mean t h a t  no requirement e x i s t s  f o r  mul t ip le  onboard d isplays  
or different and enhanced display  configurat ions.  There i s  an absolute need 
for mult ip le  d isplays  ( te rminals  ) and add i t iona l  per iphera l  support equipment 
mo~$ of which i s  contingent on t h e  veh ic le  and mission t o  be performed. The 
d isplays  depicted i n  Phase B, Task 3 a r e  cons is tent  with t h e  study objec t ives  
for perroming a requirements analys is .  
Section 3 
PHASE B STUDY 
It is readily apparent from Phase A studies that onboard commieation methods 
between man and computer applicable to last half of the 1970's and ew1y 1980 
will require advances in both hardware and software technologies; first, Lo 
overcome the users'limitations prevalent in today's airborne/spaceborne 
vehicles and secondly, to accommodate a broad spectrum of new requirements that 
will be posed by future space missions. Space Systems envisioned for the nre* 
ten year period have emphasized concepts of sophistication, quick reaction $ime, 
extended deployment, and multiple missions not yet realized on any mamed 
airborne or spaceborne system operational at this time. 
These concepts differ drastically from previous manned space programs in thea;$ 
they are intended for application in an operational environment rather than 
be R&D in nature, thereby creating a need for autonomous onboard ope~raticiras 
and minimal ground support operations for real-time activities. 
Phase I3 was the development phase of the study and included perfomalace of 
the following tasks : 
Task l--Formulate a structured vocabulary which will allow the crew to 
communicate easily with the computer by means of graphic-displays. 
Task 2--Perform a requirement analysis, based upon the crew functions and 
the vocabulary, to establish the software operating system nece-ssa;"?r to 
accomplish crew-computer interaction. 
Task 3--Perform a requirements analysis, based upon the results fron 
Task 1 and 2 above, to establish the hardware operating system necessq 
to accomplish crew-computer interaction. 
W i n g  this phase of the study, primary emphasis was placed on development of 
a vocabulary structure. It was determined that this control software was the 
L i d  betzseen the crew and the software applications program. 
3.1 PUSE B, TASK 1 - STRUCTURED VOCABULARY 
Phase B, Task 1 was devoted to formulating a structured vocabulary which will 
faeililate crew communication with an onboard computer via a graphic display 
device, One of the major problems in developing a tool such as a structured 
voeabdary, is to perfect a feasible problem solution which will receive 
mininrm resistance from the anticipated user. Therefore, before the task was 
f o m a l y  initiated a list of basic requirements were established as guides for 
%his design effort: 
A, The structure must be condusive to graphic-display usage. 
B, The structure must satisfy the requirements of all function categories 
determined during Phase A of this study. 
C, The structure must present a logical and normal communications 
technique to the user (i.e., the technique must be easy to learn and 
easy to use). 
D. The structure must be flexible and susceptible to change without 
incurring major rework. 
E, The structure must be consistent for all function categories. 
F, The lowest level of the structure should support a command capability 
for performing functions ( i . e . , the user commands an onboard function 
to be performed via the computer, but the computer may be required 
to perform several calculations and initiate several hardware 
components, the complexity of which, remains transparent to the user). 
6. The structure must be capable of transferring from any level of one 
category to any level of another and return, closing all open 
category segments. 
3-2 
Using the structured vocabulary approach and applying the preceding ground 
rules, a vocabulary structure that parallels the function category bre&dom 
established during Phase A was formulated. This structure not only s&t;is%ies 
the basic requirements, but gives the added capability which permits development 
of individual technology oriented vocabularies. 
To establish the adequacy of this vocabulary structure, selected functions were 
implemented on the Space Shuttle simulator cockpit configuration in St ,  Louis* 
The simulator is driven by a time sharing Sigma 7 computer. Under progrm 
control of the computer was a microfilm carrousel projector (which acted as 
a graphic-display), and the function keys, line select keys and numeric 
keyboard described in Task 3. The purpose of this experiment was to EeeLemine 
how the vocabulary would "stand-up" under test in a space vehicle envlrsment , 
Tests confirmed that the vocabulary structure does not break down when changing 
display configurations. Photographs of test performance are included in 
Appendix E to illustrate the communication technique. The vocabulary s%ructure 
was also found to have the following attributes. 
A. It is conducive to conversational interaction with graphic-displays, 
B. It is felxible to change (i.e., as additional onboard functions =e 
mechanized, no real unexpected problem arises). 
C. Implementation of vocabulary components can be phased by requirements, 
D. It is straight-forward, thus, giving to simplicity. 
E. Individual elements can be massaged to meet specific requirements 
without impacting other defined elements. 
The structures lowest level is the vocabulary, which is the basic mea.ns of 
communicating onboard function requirements to the computer. 
F i w e  3-1 illustrates the vocabulary structure highlighting the parallelism 
w i t h  fuxlction category structure and the usage technique. The primary reason 
for the vrocabul~ structure is to allow keywork identification of the desired 
task to be performed. Using this technique a crewman can be assisted by the 
onbowd computer in locating the function to be performed. The lmguage 
s$ruc$ure is four levels with the lowest level, the vocabulary, subdivided into 
two modeta. The four levels of structure provide a logical approach to attaining 
the desired working level. The vocabulary level of the structure was divided 
into two nodes the command or procedural mode. Either mode is capable of 
in i t ia t i rhg  a desired crew function. The normal mode of operation for the 
vocabulmy software is the command mode. However provision has been made for 
a proced~ral mode of operation. This mode of operation will allow more control 
of the stsucture by the crewman. 
C o r n a d  Mode--A command is one or more words used to identify an action to be 
perfomed by the computer. The extent of the action to be performed depends on 
-&he subfunction being executed. Characteristics of a command must permit the 
eremen to communicate easily and naturally with the computer, and yet, provide 
a fomrzted statement to the computer which can be efficiently recognized and 
processed. The commanded format includes Operation, Class, Arguments, 1, 2, 
* * *  H-13 N :  
Operation: The operation is the action to be performed by the 
comput ere 
Class: The "Class" is a coding which identifies a type of command 
for efficient software editing and processing. 
e Argument: Arguments identify the action operator and operand and 
defines data control parameters involving execution tolerances, 
display requirements, etc. 
STRUCTURE 
LEVEL LABEL 
1. CATEGORY 
2. FUNCTION 
FUNCTION CATEGORY STRUCTURE OPERATION 
SELECT "X-RAY POLARMETER" 
PREPARATION EXECUTION SELECT EXECUTION PHASE 
SELECT CONTROL 
TARGET TRANSMIT 
SELECT DATA 
Procedura  Mode--The procedural mode of operation permits the knowledgable user 
the capakbllity of chainingllinking commands, both within and without of the 
category being performed for the purpose of performing complex functions. Once 
a procedure has been established, it can be saved and reused. This technique 
of creating procedures is accomplished through the manual mode of the vocabulary 
softwaare , 
The procedural mode will satisfy the projected requirement of ptrfoming 
periodic repetitive tasks. This requirement is particularly evident when 
exmin ing  onboard experiments. An experimenter is periodically required to 
check t h e  status and display results of his experiment, and contingent on the 
data displayed perform an action. Through the use of the procedural mode, an 
experimenter will be capable of fabricating a reuable procedure which can be 
Lnt i t a t ed  as required, and thus, free himself for more important tasks. 
Under nomal operating conditions both the command and procedures modes are 
controlled by the computer (automatic). However in certain cases it may be 
desirable for the operation to intervene, in which case the automatic 
sequence can be interrupted and manual action taken. Future study in this 
area w i l l .  be required to determine the exact methods. 
Appendix E presents a general but brief discussion of the vocabulary breakdown, 
reiterr%"cng points already made. Also contained in this appendix is an 
exwple illustrating the usage of the vocabulary and graphic-display. 
Development of a "computerized" structured vocabulary consisting of onboard 
techsBoEogy oriented vocabularies has become feasible with the advent of language 
compilers. McDonnell Douglas is currently developing such a compiler which 
provides a means for defining syntax in terms of a computer's machine language. 
The compiler generates a software system which is capable of recognizing and 
analyzing statements written in the defined syntax. The syntax can then be used 
to ccamuinicate function requirements to the computer. The McDonnell Douglas 
language compiler is being developed in Huntington Beach, California, and is 
referred to as a Syntax Directed Compiler (SDC) . The significance of this 
technique is that individual vocabularies can be expanded and/or changed without 
affectLng other vocabularies or the operating system. 
A technical discussion of the concept and development of the SDC is contained 
in Appendix F. Appendix G is an example of how the SDC would be used. to 
generate an onboard command. 
3.2 PHASE B, TASK 2 - SOFTWaRE OPERATING SYSTEM 
The software requirements analysis is based on Appendix D for crew/cmpu%er 
interaction. The structured vocabulary is to be used in the perfom.nee of 
those crew function categories requiring interactive communication. 
For purposes of this discussion, the vocabulary supporting software l .8 
separated by categorizing it as follows: 
A. Operating System Supervisor (~xecutive )--That software responsible 
for performing the multiprocessing functions of the onboard system, 
B. Application Program Software--That software (or program nodue ) 
responsible for performing a specified task/application as sugemised 
by the operating system. 
C. Display Controller Software--That software responsible for direct 
communication with onboard display system in support of the previous 
two software users. 
D. Subroutine Library--Programs universally used by the Supemrisor 
or Application Programs. 
The ~ocabulary controller software is, in reality, a part of the subroutine 
library, but is considered separately because of the importance of t h e  interface 
with the display console. Thus, the vocabulary software is considered t o  be 
that software which interfaces the display terminal with the onboard operating 
system software, as well as application programs (or program modules) a d  
subrautines used in the performance of the crew functions requiring interse%ive 
displays. The configuration of the software is depicted in Figure 3--2, The 
onboard system is considered to be under the control of an operating system 
executive or supervisor, responsible for executing the application pirogrms, 
as we11 as controll ing t he  system da ta  bus. Within t h i s  system configuration, 
the vocabulary software i s  responsible f o r  t he  display terminal data  transmissions 
(as received and sent  on the  system da t a  bus) i n  support of the  applications 
progrms a s  controlled and monitored by the  operating system executive. To 
meet these respons ib i l i t i es ,  two functional areas of vocabulary software can 
be defined. They are:  
A. Display Controller 
B a Subroutine Library 
Figure 3-2 shows t h a t  t he  control ler  in terfaces  with the  display t e m i n a l ( s )  
md the operating system supervisor while the  subroutine l i b r a r y  provides t he  
interface with the  application programs. The t o t a l  environment of the  v o c a b u l m  
software is  defined i n  Subsection 2.2. 
3.2.1 System Characterist ics 
The vocabulary software must support a high degree of operator in teract ion with 
the o p e r ~ ~ t i n g  system. With the  communication envisioned, it becomes apparent 
that  the operator has an almost unlimited amount of control .  The software 
mst s q p o r t  act ion on a s tep  by s tep  bas i s  o r  execute procedures from 
beginning t o  end with no need f o r  intervention. 
b i rnwi ly ,  t h i s  study recognizes t h a t  t h e  man i s  continuously i n  the  loop and 
should have the  capabi l i ty  t o  exercise maximum control  of the  system. It also 
recognizes t he  c r ea t i v i t y  of man and provides him with the  means of creat ing 
online may actions o r  sequence of events he wishes t o  perform without having 
do rely ent i re ly  on preprogrammed procedures. 
The g o d  here is  t o  provide t he  operator with the  a b i l i t y  t o  i n i t i a t e  programs, 
provide data input,  receive outputs and generally control  the  operations 
of the system. 
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Additiona.lly, from the considerations of flexibility and autonomy, it is 
a p p a e n t  that the software must be capable of supporting automatic console 
reassigment since the primary consoles provide backup for one another in the 
event of equipment malfunction, as well as providing software support necessary 
to &low each console to have the capabilities required for a given application, 
t h a t  is, the software augments the general purpose display to allow performance 
of specific, application-oriented functions. 
To provide the operator with a positive indication of being "in the loop" and 
to inspire confidence in the interactive system, the system must indicate, in 
a timeby manner, that it is responding to operator actions. 
3.2,1,1 Display Terminal Characteristics 
The display hardware provides the following data items of vocabulary software: 
A, Numeric Keyboard Data. 
B, Function Keys. 
@. Vocabulary Command Keys. 
D, Screen Pick Device (i.e., light pen, cursor). 
The display has eight function keys to be recognized. The keys are used in 
eonjulaetjion with the structured vocabulary. The interpretation of each key 
is as follows: 
A, Category Select--Request for display of the nine crew function 
categories. 
B. Function Select--Request for selection of execution phases 'initiate," 
'execute,' and 'terminate.' 
C ,  Procedure Select--Selects procedural mode of execution. 
D. Data Select--Request for data from system data base. 
E. Enter--Signals end of data entry. 
F. Execute--Signals request for command/procedure execution Lts begin, 
G. Clear--Cancel current operation. 
H. Manual--Signals bypass of normal operations to go directly to 
vocabulary level. 
The twelve vocabulary command keys are controlled by the application progrm 
to display the instruction repertoire required for performing a selected 
category task. The keys require updating as the operator proceeds from task 
to task. Arguments for the commands are entered via the keyboard. 
The screen pick device is used to select specific lines or entries on the 
display, such as selecting an entry in a category or subcategory lis't, Each 
item provides a unique data type for software processing. 
The display receives the following data items from the vocabulary software: 
A. Test data displays. 
B. Graphic displays. 
C .  Vocabulary Command Key control signals. 
3.2.1.2 Application Program Requirements 
The application programs provide the primary link between the crew and $be 
onboard system. Each application is programmed to meet the requiremends of 
the crew function categories previously defined. Within each application mmy 
specific tasks are performed. When these tasks involve the use of the displays, 
the interface is via the display subroutine library. 
To facilitate both the programming and the execution of the various tasks, the 
subroutine library nust provide for the two-way exchange of all display data 
%me8 req~dired by the tasks while minimizing the amount and complexity of 
ing the tasks. 
The application programs are responsible for interpolation of the manlmachine 
i n f o m a t i o n  exchange via the display system. The variety and classes of data 
i s  &os& limitless (since any application within the automated system 
eapabi1i . t~ can be a candidate for implementation). However, the following 
list of d'ata items, extracted from the communication analysis given in 
Appendix .D, is wesenled as a baseline and guide to establishing at least a 
minimm set of requirements upon the software data handling capabilities. 
A ,  Text Messages--Direct English language statements pertinent to the 
presently executing program used to indicate status or request 
operator action. These messages may be relegated to a specific 
area of the screen. 
$, Tabular Data--Program output data optionally containing variable name, 
value, and units. Standardized format is recognized as a trade-off 
of flexibility versus program simplicity. The program has the 
responsibility of providing display/column identifiers to enhance 
readability. 
C, Menus--Essentially lists of items to be selected from as requested 
by the application program. Data types will include programlprocedure 
names, command lists, or program peculiar options. Menus should also 
be considered for display on specific portions of the screen. 
D. Status Background Data--Depending on the hardware capability, this 
will encompass slide/film projection, TV canera, or other similar 
mechanisms for providing display background information which stands 
alone or is augmented by dynamic, program supplied data. Static 
data will also include display or canned software generated graph 
formats, schematics, table overlays, or any type of fixed data 
not economically or practically feasible to implement with a 
'picture.' 
The individual application programs are the key to the implementation of &ha 
structured vocabulary. It has been previously identified that each crew 
function category has unique vocabulary requirements. Within the application 
program, then, the operator inputs are related to the vocabulary defined Psr 
a specific task. The application program includes the related se 
procedures and data input processing to permit usage of the syntax-directed 
compiler. When the data has been received from the console, the application 
program activates the SDC to interpret the data, the SDC being availe.ble in 
either the subroutine library or accessible through the operating system, The 
compiled data is hen executed and control returned to the application progrm. 
Note that the interpretation of the input data may be more efficient3.y perfomed 
by the application program when considering fast reaction time and li.aited core, 
3.2.1.3 Operating System (OPSYS) Interface 
The onboard operating system must control the allocation of resources a d  the 
execution of crew tasks. As such, it must provide the necessary status and 
mode information to allow ~ssignment of shared displays to specific tasks. Addi- 
tionally, it must be capable of activating any display as well as subverting any 
current task in favor of a higher priority task. To meet these requirements 
the operating system must interact with the vocabulary software to perform the 
following system-oriented tasks: 
A. Recognizing/allowing console starting. 
B. Restriction of console use to allowable applications. 
6. Reassignment of console to higher priority application. 
D. Current display override/add-on for critical message/paraeter display ,  
This study recognizes that display usage conflicts are inevitable whenever a 
higher priority communication task occurs involving a display currently in use 
by another application. The problem existed on Apollo and will exist in h t u r e  
missions. The operating system executive will be required to inform the crew 
of critical conditions or failures. To meet this requirement, the operating 
sys"ce?ra mttst be capable of forcing display of data relative to the critical 
eondit ion, 
The requirement then exists to retire current user by either (1) task immediately 
emcelledl, (2) task retired on an orderly manner allowing for retention of data 
collected1 to this point, data base updates/resets, equipment shutdown/safing, 
and ( 3 )  task placed in hold for future restart. 
At this point, it must be assumed that the following ground rules apply. 
A. OPSYS recognizes the need for a forced display. 
B. OPSYS has the capability and need to perform resource allocation. 
@. OPSYS has access to the Display 1/0 routines and status tables. 
D. The application program, alone, is aware of its status and the 
status of equipment dedicated to it. 
E ,  The application program will have within itself the ability to 
hold, stop, or shutdown in an orderly fashion. 
P, If the application cannot be terminated/held, and must be abruptly 
terminated it should, upon restart, allow for manual/automatic 
corrective measures to be undertaken before resuming. 
3,2 ,2  Functional Definition 
Figure 3-3 illustrates a functional flow typical of an onboard operating system 
with $he characteristics previously defined in Subsection 2.2. The vocabulary 
software is available to both the operating system and any currently active 
application program. The subsystem executives may be considered to represent 
either continuously active processors (i.e., Mission control) or periodically 
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active processors (i.e., ~xperiments), The concept is sdaptable to the general 
class of onboard systems currently envisioned for the next decade of manned 
spacecraft. 
3.2,2,1 Display Controller 
The displ.8~ controller software package directly interfaces the display with 
the opersrting system. Insofar as possible, the software herein should isolate 
the hwclwsxe from the remaining software. The Functions of the controller 
m e  : 
A, Data Input--Processes all data input from the display and passes 
data to applicable subroutines. 
B, Data Output--Transfers all data to the display per request of the 
display subroutines. 
@, Status Monitor--Responsible for establishing, maintaining, and . 
monitoring the operational status of the display. Determines 
legality/relevance of both input and output data based on current 
status. 
Wen the onboard system is activated, the display controller is notified to 
initialize the display. The controller is responsible for establishing the 
operating condition for the display. The status and/or mode of a display 
is estab:Llshed to the level of honoring inputs from the display operator 
or output data from an application program. 
Primarily, the controller is to perform display communication as requested by 
routing in the subroutine library. The subroutine library, in turn, provides 
the li& between the application programs and the display. In so doing, the 
subroutine library insulates the display system from the application world 
and provides an optimum programming interface for the applications programs. 
" r e  csn.t:roller performs final formatting and all connunication with the onboard 
data "i=ramsmission link within constraint of the operating system. 
3.2.2.3 Subroutine Librmy 
The subroutine library provides the software interface between the application 
world and the display. These subroutines are universally used in support 
of those nine crew function categories requiring the use of onboard display 
system. The functions of the subroutine library are: 
A. Output Data 
I. Text Data Displays--Category and subcategory lists, proeedme 
statements, status messages, error messages, menus. 
2. Graphic Displays--Plot trajectories, attitude displays. 
3. Tabular Displays--Parameter lists, status tables. 
4. Vocabulary command key control signals. 
B. Input 
1. Function keys. 
2. Vocabulary command keys. 
3. Numeric data input and verification ( includes requiremerad for 
automatic playback and update of entered data). 
b . Screen Picks--Manual selection, category or subcategory 
selection, line selection. 
To facilitate the use of the display, certain utility routines require inclusion 
in the subroutine library to provide the following services: 
A .  Output Data Formatting--Conversion of tabular data to plots, text 
data manipulation, data conversion (e. g. , floating point to display 
code), vocabulary command key control command formatting. 
B, Input Data Formatting--Screen pick interpretation, data conversion, 
vocabulary command key interpretation. 
@ ,  Status Checks--Interpretation of status tables, 
This study recognizes that additional library routines may be required depending 
on the acItu&l hardware configuration; thus, the above requirements represent 
a minimm level of application program support. 
As can be seen, the subroutine library performs a wide variety of services. 
However, i n  each case, the goal is performing a specific function for an 
application program, The primary services performed in astronaut communication 
are : 
Identification of items picked from the screen by the operator. 
Identification and indication of function key activation. 
Providing formatted data entries as input from the operator as 
well as displaying those entries for operator verification and/or 
modification. 
Vocabulary command key setup. 
Vocabulary command key interpretation. 
"k fwdhes  illustrate the role of the vocabulary software, Table 3-1 gives a 
brief description of the activity involved in the performance of an experiment 
by a crew member. The interplay between the operator, the application program, 
the operating system and the display through experiment oriented, is generally 
applicable to the entire range of crew functions. Therefore, the prime 
responsibility of the vocabulary software is to provide the line between the 
crewman and application software programs. 
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3.3 PwE B, TASK 3 - MIN WARE CONFIGURATION 
&though the design of computer co1~1unications hardware (~ata Entry/Display 
Ternin&) is beyond the scope of this study, it is recognized that the require- 
ment features are an integral part of the method for communicating with a 
computer, Therefore to facilitate discussion of crew/computer communication 
methods, a minimum hardware configuration of a remote graphic-display terminal 
is shorn on Figure 3-4. Two factors which highlight the differences in function 
comunice,tion requirements are ( 1 ) manned space vehicles have common function 
requirements, but have different missions, objectives, and configurations. All 
of which sure influencing factors in devising interactive methods. Examples 
woud be the difference in guidance and navigation, onboard checkout, and flight 
control requirements for Space Shuttle and Skylab. Both vehicles have a need 
to perform all the functions, but their requirements are very different and 
( 2 %  interactive functions performed onboard manned space vehicles have a comon 
requirement to conununicate with the onboard computer, but each has unique data 
acquisition problems which prohibit a common hardware solution. Example: 
Maraud control of the in-flight vehicle, a flight control function, enters 
data t o  the computer via remote sensors which transmit the position of the 
m m u a  controls (i . e. , yoke, translation and/or rotation devices, etc . ) . On 
the other. hand, updating ephemeris data in the computer's data base, a GIN 
function, is accoaplished by the graphic-display terminal keyboard. (Figures 
3-5 and 3-6 show the various display and control requirements for decks 2 and 
4 respectively of' the proposed Space station.) 
This graphic-display terminal configuration not only provides an instrument 
for discussion and developing a communications vocabulary but a prototype 
for futwe designs. A discussion of the components which comprise the graphic- 
display terminal depicted in Figure 3-4 follows: 
A. Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) Display--The CRT display is a multipurpose 
device capable of receiving and displaying data from the computer, 
remote television camera and/or mechanical pro Jectors ( i . e . , micro- 
film projectors which display an image on the back of the CRT by 
CATHODE RAY TUBE 
CRT 
Figure 3-4. Remote Graphic Display Terminal 

Figure 3-6. General Rrpose bboratory (Desk 4) 
projecting the image through a window in the rear of the tube). The 
CRT via a light pen or cursor position also provides a media for 
entering data into the computer. 
B. Line Select Keys--Line select keys correspond to data lines on the 
face of the CRT. When a line select key is engaged, the computer 
receives a discrete impulse. This impulse is correlated to its 
respective data line, and the software, being cognizant of the 
data displayed, performs those preprograrnmed functions required by 
the data on the line. 
Functioa Keys--A graphic-display terminal is a general purpose device 
capable of performing or assisting in the performance of all onboard 
interactive functions. The function keys associated with the terminal 
are used to inform the operating system that the terminal is active 
and preparing to perform a specific task. As a crewman manipulates 
the function keys to assign meaning to the vocabulary/comand keys, 
the operating system initializes the application program software. 
Function keys retain their predefined and preprogrammed identity and 
can be used to select and perform various tasks as required. Function 
keys are also used to initiate data transmission to the computer and 
indicate to the software end of data, begin execution. 
Eight function keys are proposed to satisfy the structured vocabulary 
sad execution requirements of crew/computer communication methods. 
The identified keys are listed for information: 
1 CIS - Category Select 
2 F/S - Function Select 
3 P/S - Procedure Select 
4 D/S - Data Select 
5 EPrm - Enter 
6 EX - Execute 
7 CLR - Clear 
8 MNL - Manual 
(For detail description of function key usage refer to Appendix E.) 
Vocabulary/Command Keys--Once the graphie-display terminal has 
been initialized, via the function keys, the vocabulary/commnd 
keys will display the instruction repertoire for performing the 
desired task(s). Each activated key represents a command for the 
computer to perform an associated task(s). The vocmbulary/c 
keys are general purpose (i.e., will accommodate all onbomd 
functions). Normally commands require arguments to control the 
function being performed, Arguments will be entered through the 
numeric keyboard, 
E. Numeric Keyboard--The numeric keyboard provides the terminail. user 
the capability of entering data to the computer. The data will be in 
the form of arguments to commands. Example: POINT telescope k, 
20 degrees elevation and - 5 degrees azimuth, FOCUS - 500 mi. '"PQINTPF 
and  FOCUS'"^ commands. "TelescopeM 1, 20, 5, and 500 are  asgwents  
entered by the terminal user. 
F. Light Pen/Joystick--The light pen or joystick will be used for course 
cursor alignment and rapid answers to "binary" type conversationd 
statements. The light pen is the preferred device and yiel-ds the 
greater capability. 
G. Automatic Cursor--The automatic cursor keys are used for fine d i m -  
ment of the cursor to the beginning of data fields. 
In summary, the minimum hardware configuration identified in this section is 
concerned with the general purpose components that can be utilized bjr d l  
spacecraft and all functions. This study did reveal and does recognize the 
requirement for other general and special purpose communication's hhardwme 
in performing onboard interactive functions. These components and requirements 
are discussed in Appendix D. 
Section 4 
CONCLUSIONS 
The p r i n w  objective of t h i s  research ef for t  was t o  develop advanced 
crew/cmputer c icat ian methods. This objective has been achieved md ie 
represented by the structured vocabulary discussed i n  Appendix E of t h i s  report,  
Preliminas~r t e s t a  of t h i s  vocabulary were made on the Space Shuttle C o e b B t  
Simulator at the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company, St. Louis, 840, fithasugh 
these t e s t s  were limited t o  a single task i n  one of the  nine functioin categories 
identified during t h i s  study, they verif ied tha t  the basic s t ruc twe  of thisa 
vocabltlary i s  a sound foundation on which t o  build. 
W i n g  the f i r s t  phase of t h i s  study, analysis of spacecraft functiatnas md 
nethods of astronaut/eomputer col~llunieation i n  the performance of these f u c t i o n s  
was perfomed, These analyses demonstrated the f eas ib i l i t y  of the oesbowd 
technoloay-oriented vocabulary and substantiated the premise tha t  a graph3 e- 
display comunication system should be an in tegra l  par t  of the man/ma@hine 
interface.  
Development of a computerized structured vocabulary consisting of o~ibomd 
technolom-oriented lwguages has became feasible with the  advent of Barnage 
compilers. McDonnell Douglas i s  currently developing such a compile!r which 
proddes a means for  defining syntax i n  terms of a computer's mlnc~ehinie Siweagc, 
The cornpiler generates a softwase system which i s  capable of reco@f.zing mdi 
arrslyzing statements writ ten i n  the defined syntax. This syntax cmi now be 
used t o  comunicate function requirements t o  the computer. The sigmificmce 
of t h i s  technique i s  t h a t  individual languees  can be expanded or ehmged 
d t h o u t  d f e c t i n g  other languages or operating systems. These tecbiiques, as 
presented i n  t h i s  docunnent, have been implemented at MSFC on an IBM 709nb, md 
at mAC i n  a Space Shuttle cockpit simulator. Through these efforlsi, this 
technology has proved effect ive and usable, 
This research e f fo r t  resulted i n  new approaches t o  Purther develop the 
techniques and technologies discussed i n  t h i s  report .  The basic structure of 
the voeabaaay developed in  t h i s  study should be fur ther  expanded t o  encompass 
a crew/ computer conversational procedural language f o r  application support. 
A gcnera;L progrswnrning language for  the development of onboard software genera- 
tion, upclate and modif ics t ion  should be considered. Implementat ion of a t o t a l  
~ t n c t w e i d  vocab\alasy representative of the nine function categories should 
d ~ o  be considered f o r  future refinement and tes t ing ,  
m e  a t i m t e  orew/computer communication i s  voice conversation, both from the 
cremen md the computer. Currently e f for t s  are underway t o  develop techniques 
far accomplishing t h i s  and the r e su l t s  should be incorporated i n  future studies 
of esew/computer communication. 
t h i s  study established the cornmications l ink between the crewrnen 
md the copplications program stored within the onboard computer. This l ink  t i e s  
%ha fkancl;ions t o  be performed with the onboard computer programs necessasy t o  
perfom them. This study has l a i d  the  ground work and basic foundation upon 
which future spacecraft interactive software can be developed. 
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Appendix A 
FUNCTION CATEGORIES 
This appendix discusses the nine fluletion categories detemined in Phase A, 
Tapsk 2. The intent is to define the Functions comprising each funckion 
category and to mphasize the reguirment (s) for said Functions. The $ o m %  
for this discussion will be to present a pictorial overview of the m e t i o n  
category king described d t h  accompanying prose citing les for cBw%ty. 
M y  of the Functions described herein are proposed or anticipated Lo be 
operational on ed spacecraft during the time frarne considered for this 
stu*. (1973 to 1980.) For this reason all functions are discussed colleedively 
as if they were operational today. 
Figure A-1 shows the f"unctions which must be performed by the 
pilot and/or copilot of the proposed Space Shuttle orbiter. 
It also provides aphasis on the control and display 
capability needed to perfom the onboard functions. 
A.l mSSION CONTROL 
Mission control (Figure A-2) encompasses all Functions and subfunctione; that 
as-& be perfomed to assure crew safety and mission success. Basic m e t i o n s  
associated with this category are  (1) mission planning, (2) dssion perfo 
monitoring, and (3) c ding. Currently, the perf ce of these mcBions  
is a sound support responsibility, but to achieve the degree of veb,ic%e 
autono~~ly hing proposed for Space Shuttle and Space Station and to meomplish 
m u r e  ed space missions (e.g, , W s  Fly-by, Grand Tour, etc.) , Bakrasion 
control Punctions will be required to be perfomed onboard the in-flf@t 
vehicle. This is 8ubstanLiated by the econdcs and logistics invol.ved in 
raaintaining a dedicated ground support mission control center, 
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Figure A-2. Mission Control Function Brmkdown 
Mission planning functions are pr ily concerned with the generation and 
mintenwee of the mission timeline, a chronological list of mission events 
$0 be pe~f~med. The mission timeline also contains the following data 
relaked to event perfo ce requirements : 
A, &en% support requirements ( i . e . , subsystems, resources, etc . ) . 
$8, The estimated status of the vehicle and subsystem before and after 
an event is performed. 
6. Resources and expendables required by the event. 
D, Grew participation requirements. 
E, Ephemeris data associated with the vehicle prior to event execution. 
F, Other necessary data required for judgment decision involving event 
execution. 
The ansigssion timeline is also used as a "yardstick" for measuring mission 
ee (i .e . , actual requirements versus planned ) . 
T h e l i n e  Went Analysis--Before scheduling a timeline event the event 
requiremerals must be identified to establish the capability of the vehicle 
"t opeform the event. Once this is established, an analysis is conducted of 
other everaLs already scheduled to identify conflicts which could effect event 
aehedding and performance (i.e., computing for resources, counteracting 
events, etc,). 
Once the vehicle is found capable of performing the 
event, wd the timeline can accommodate the event, the event is scheduled, 
&en% scheduling is a tedious task for any event change. A critical analysis 
must be mde of the timeline to determine exact times available for event 
execution and should the event being scheduled require a specific time, 
scheduling confl ic ts  ( i . e , , resource and subsystem avai lab i l i ty)  nuat be 
resolved v ia  predefined shif t ing or rescheduling algorithms. 
A.l,2 Mission Monitorina 
The vehicle "c d e r ' h u s t  continuously monitor mission p r f o  
subsystem s ta tus  and resource u t i l i za t ion  rates .  In t h i s  nmner he i s  able t o  
&e decisions concerning the mission. For past ed space programs ( ~ d n i  
and A p o ~ o )  t h i s  ac t iv i ty  was performed on the ground with the ass i s tmce  o f  
a laLPge Illission control s t a f f .  For f i t w e  ned space progrms t h i s  ~ c t i o n  
dl1 be prformed onboard with the assistance of the onboard cmputer and 
computer so 
Mission Perfo ce--me perfo ce of the mission i s  detemined by eeompmi~ 
a c t m l  data generated by the mission i n  progress with planned data generated 
prior t o  the rnission and predicting mission success based on timeline event 
requirements and new data ra tes .  These flunctions a re  performed aulomtiecaUy 
by the onbosrd computer by colnparing the mission tirneline with data ob%r%iraed 
d i rec t ly  *om vehicle subsystems. In t h i s  e r  vehicle, crew and schedule 
ce are  detemined s t a t i s t i c a l l y  and displayed fo r  information rsillid 
action by the f l igh t  c der. 
Vehicle Subsysten Status--Monitoring vehicle subsystem status  is another W e t i o n  
automt ica l ly  perfomed by the computer fo r  the  "f l ight  c 
Resource Uti l izat ion Rates--The f l igh t  comander w i l l  monitor the u l i l i za t ion  
r a t e s  of vehicle har es  for  s t a t i s t i c s  generated by the 
computer. The raw data used i n  computing these s t a t i s t i c s  is obtained directQ 
from hasPdwanoe sensors. Interpretation of the computed s t a t i s t i c s  provides 
v i s i b i l i t y  of r e souce  u t i l i za t ion  perfo ce. Crew capabili ty and avail- 
a b i l i t y  wi l l  be lnaintained in  the colnputer% data base of s k i l l s  invantory 
and duty rosters .  
ding fbnctions a r e  those decisions made by the  f l i g h t  commander i n  
determining the  future of the mission being performed. The commander makes 
the f ina l  decision whether o r  not t o  continue or  a l t e r  the planned mission 
a d  hplements h i s  decision by issuing commands t o  effected areas. C 
ern  be verbal orders t o  crew members, but i n  many instances 
h computer oriented functions which a re  i n i t i a t e d  by the c d e ~  from the 
control  and display panel on the mission control  console. ( ~ i g u r e  A-3 
depicts a version of the  proposed Space Station mission control  console .) 
-Decisions made t o  continue the planned mission w i l l  
be of the  more routine type commanding functions t h a t  a l loca te  resources, 
assign tasks and enable computer programs required t o  maintain the planned 
dssioga. 
-If the f l i g h t  c der decides a mission change is 
required, he must determine (1)  i f  a modification t o  the  planned mission i s  
adequate, (2) i f  an a l te rna te  mission is possible,  or ( 3 )  i f  an abort  
situakion exis ts .  The ultimate decision w i l l  be made by the  c 
assisting t he  naission change requirement and the capabi l i ty  of the vehicle and 
crew $0 p r f o m .  
Onbeard ed spacecraft data agment ( ~ i g u r e  A-4 ) is  concerned with the  
computer Punctions executed i n  acquiring, dissemination, storing,  and re t r ieving 
data, These Functions are  stimulated at the request of executing software 
(i ,e , , application ' s programs or  operating system) or  interrupting hardware. 
The significance of t h i s  statement and the point intended t o  be aphas ized  is 
.&hat no d i rec t  crew interface i s  ident i f ied  with data management functions. 
0nbowd dRLLa agemnt Functions a r e  analagous t o  a sophisticated "input/ 
output" control system with all crew requests being made through interfacing 
soflw&$9"e. 

Figure A-4. Data Management Function Breakdown 
Onboard data acquisition deals with data as  it is  received Prom the d&%a 
buses. A s  there is  no absolute ww of predicting the exact type, mom%, 
or sequence of data tha t  w i l l  be obtained from the data bus(es),  the 
responsibil i ty of data ident i f icat ion and assimilation i s  assigned t o  the data 
acquisition procedures. 
Data Identification--As jmcoming data i s  ident i f ied,  a data agement identi-  
f icat ion code is generated md  " t ~ g e d "  t o  the data fo r  in te rna l  processing use 
by data management procedures. To minimize data location problems a d  t o  
optilnize data r e t r i eva l  processing problems, an entry is made i n  the daka 
avai lab i l i ty  index. This i s  referred t o  as cataloging. 
Data AssiIIlilation--Due t o  the random and sporadic manner i n  which da-&-&a is 
received f rom the data bus(es),  assimilating data i n  a working area 06" 
storage becomes a necessary Function. This provides a convenient md.  oimple 
method fo r  grouping and formatting data without interferr ing with otlaer 
processing Rrnctions. Data gouping functions assure data in tegr i ty  by 
verifying reception of the t o t a l  message, while data formatting opt i~ i izes  data 
core requirements for  e f f ic ien t  in te rna l  computer processing, 
A.2.2 Data Storage Functions 
Data storage Functions are  required t o  -age the variety of storage media 
supporting the onboard computer. Future onboard computers a re  expected %o 
have auxiliary and bulk s t o r q e  capabi l i t ies  as well as increased =in  frme 
storage. Data storage tasks must m i n t a i n  a continuance inventory of" storage 
u t i l i za t ion  and wllocate r a i n i n g  storage as required. 
ent storaige wi l l  be provided in  various forms ( i  .e , , discs , 
tapes, etc.  ) . A u x i l i q  storage i s  the f a s t e r  access storage which 1.8 e q e c t e d  
a te  the operating system, subroutine l ibrary ,  and frequently used 
b t a  p a s l e t e r s  and/or f i l e s .  Bulk storage wi l l  store large volurnes o f  data 
d t h  l u t e d  access requirments and wi l l  be slow access storage. 
M&n Frasy-P.3ain frme storage will provide "scratch-pad" memory for 
i n t e r ~ e d i a ~ t e  processing by application programs and buffering areas for file 
blocking a d  processing functions. 
A , 2 , 3  Data Dissemination 
-
Data disseanation is the term associated with the computer fknctions that 
process d l  requests for the computer to transmit data to remote stations on 
a data bs. Such a request can originate from the remote station itself, from 
s different remote station, or from f'unctions performed by the operating system. 
Data dissednation flmctions snalyze the transmission request to determine 
foma* w d  routine tasks to be performed. Fxample: A message is originated 
as a G&N function to display current G&N data on mission control and flight 
control  asplays. Data dissemination f'unctions interpret the request, format 
%he message for line transmission, and route the message (i .e . , add the hard- 
m e  &&ess of the remote station(s), place the message in a data transmission 
buffer , a d  initiate hardware transmission). 
-Data encoding and message blocking are performed by the 
softwwe to ensure hardware and line compatibility, respectively. 
=--Data dissemination Aulctions provide the message har 
line &&essing data and initiate transmission sequence. 
~ ~ 2 ~ 4  s a  Retrieval
Data retrieval Aulctions perform the more obvious data agement tasks of 
locating, exlraeting, and transmitting data for subsequent computer processing. 
Lwa%ion--Data location involves interrogating the data availability catalog 
to r ap iuy  d e t e ~ n e  the existance of data and scanning the data location index 
for ab80Bu.te data address should the data exist. 
&traction--Once the desired data has been located, it must be extracted from 
%be data file as requested. 
Transmission--The data is then transmitted t o  a working area of m i n  core for 
application prop-  processing. 
A.3 C ICATIONS 
Data nnanagernent discussed one type of onboard comunication, online cmputer 
communication Kith remote s ta t ions  located on a data bus. This section 
discusses the r a i n i n g  t m e s  of c o ~ m i c a t i o n  which deal  with the  more 
conventional comunication techniques ( i  .e . , radio,  te levis ion,  t e l eme tq ,  
e tc .  ) ( p i w e  A-5). &aslples of t h i s  type of communications requiremen% 
would be : 
A. P e r f o d n g  coordinated crew task onboard. 
B . Perf o d n g  landing/docking xnaneuvers . 
C . Ground support comunication . 
D, P e r f o d n g  external vehicle ac t iv i t i e s .  
For discussion and study purposes onboard c m u n i c a t i o n s  a re  divided i n t o  two 
m c t i o n s ,  transmission and reception. 
A.3.1 Message Wanmission 
The onboard computer is  expected t o  perform most of the  i n t r i c a t e  and!  % b e  
ng functions assoc ided  with message transmissions. The comtmiea$ions 
operator deternines tha t  transmission should occur and the messages t o  be 
t r a s m i t t e d ,  The computer w i l l  a s s i s t  with message formatting, hardk~we 
selection,  and message routing. The communications operator se lec t s  % Y m  a 
menu of options presented by the  computer the  communications method for  
p e r f o d n g  h is  task.  
-One of the major problems confronting f'uture manned space 
lnissions is i n f i n i t e  data generation capabi l i ty  exis t ing onboard fitwe space 
vehicles versus the l imited storage and transmission capabi l i ty  fo r  saving 
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FigureA-5. Communications Function Breakdown 
data. C icat ions  software wi l l ,  of necessity, require data compression, 
e l i d n a t i o n  and encoding a l g o r i t h s  fo r  l imit ing the  mount of data being 
transmitted. These te rns  may Wpew t o  connote similar meanings buL each 
algorithm perfoms a uxlique task. 
A. Data Compression--Those a l g o r i t b s  reduce the b i t  requirenzegats for  
d i g i t a l  character representation. B m p l e :  I f  a traasmissican =re 
h o w  t o  contain all nwer i c  data ,  a character could be represented 
i n  four b i t s  as opposed t o  eight or the binary representation of 
the n u e r i e  f i e l d  could be t r a n s d t t e d .  
B . Data Elimination--Algoritbs eliminate similar o r  redundant da%a, 
Example: If a themometer were being sampled asld a constant readiw 
ms obtained, the  first and last smp1es with respective t h e s  mdd 
suf f ice  fir data reeonstruetion p q o s e s .  
C, Data Encoding--Algoriths abbreviate data. EKantple: I f  a 1 M t e d  
nuniber (10) of data parmeters  are  being transmitted in rm,dom 
sequence, a single unique character mu ld  edequately ident i fy  the 
data. 
-Selection of data transmission har e is  conlinkgent on 
the t~rpe  of data t o  be transmitted and the receiving capabi l i ty  of the  station 
being contracted. For %his reason l ~ l d  the uncertain a t t i t ude  of the  vehicle 
d e n  message transmission accurs, message transmission system must be 
coordinated. This means the  commieat ion media, compatible antenna md 
transmission eequency fo r  data t r m k s s i o n  nnrst be selected and al lwed &fore 
successful Lrmsmission can occur. The computer performs many of these tasks 
at the direct ion of %he c icat ions  operator. 
-Message routing functions detersnine the route a messbage must 
tajke LG, reach the addressee, Message w i l l  be sent d i r ec t ly  t o  the s takion for  
which the a s s a g e  intended, buL there  w i l l  be times when contact i s  required 
with s ta t ions  not i n  t r m d s s i o n  range of the  vehicle. For t h i s  % m a  of 
trmslolission, message routing Mill d e t e M n e  the  message re lay rouLe for 
trmsmission. This route may utilize one or a combination of data relay 
satelli t t ;~, ground support stations, or other manned space vehicles. 
A,3.2 p/ressage Reception 
Message ~cpeceptiora flznctions are required for message reception, communications 
&dw%$se aligment and message verification. These f'unctions are initiated 
prior to station contact and continue until all data received has been 
evalual;e<k/interpreted either by crew members or the computer system. 
-Message acquisition can be performed directly by the crew 
or by the? computer data management system ( i . e . , teleprocessing techniques ) 
providing a requirement for a wide range of interactive tasks. Direct message 
wquisftfon could either be visual or data obtained for immediate action or 
ion. Even though the actual data communication is coordinated with 
the msisstmce of the computer, the text of the message travels directly to the 
&@essaer. Data management, on the other hand, intercepts messages for 
compu%er interpretation prior to disseminating the data. 
-Onboard message reception requires har 
interactl.ve Functions. The communications operator must synchronize the 
receiving channel with that of the transmitting station and optimize the 
p a i t i o n  of the receiving antenna for "static free" reception. Hardware 
a f g m e n t  functions are accomplished via the onboard computer at the direction 
ications operator. 
--Message verification functions are performed by the data 
receiving: atation to verify the integrity of the message being received. 
Messages received directly (i .e., bypassing the computer system) are verified 
by %Sac receiver at the time of reception or inspection. Message received 
the data ananagernent system are routed to communications so e applications 
p r o g r a e  for processing. Soft e procedures analyze the message and perfom 
the follo~ng %unctions as required: 
A, lExpand the data by reversing the data compression and dirnination 
algorithnns applied prior to transmission. 
B. Validate the data big computing and capa r ing  data check orordo 
translluitted as a wt of the message tex t .  
C, Dec&e data by replwing predefined data abbreviations w%th 
respective nzeaningkul data parmeters.  
F l i W  control ( ~ i p e  A&) w c  sses those functions perfomed i n  fQ%Biw a 
space vehicle from laurneh t o  landing. Flight control interfaces closely d t h  
gunetions described u d e r  aaission control, guidance and navigation, emd 
agement. dis t inct ion between these functions and those 
described herein i s  tha t  f l i gh t  control m e t i o n s  a re  concerned with %he 
diate  and near-mure problem msoeiated with maintaining a given f l igh t  
traJeetory t o  achieve the mission objective. The major functions ident i f ied 
with f l igh t  control m e :  
A. PerfoMng trajectory/f l ight  path analysis. 
B. hplementing LraJecLory changes. 
C. EBaluating t rajectory changes. 
In  the course of maintaining a given fl ightpath/trajectory continuom m e s l s  
must be rnade of the vehicle" actual position versus required nosition, Should 
a fl ightpath deviation of a mgnitude requiring corrective action be detected, 
an h-depth study of the course change requirements must be made MLh p t i e d m  
consideration given t o  resources requirements and subsystem availabi:lity, 
-Course change analysis i s  instigated t o  de te~rdne  %he 
corrective aetion required, Inquiries are  made of the guidance and nwigakion,  
Illission control, and agement functions i n  detemining coinse 
correction requirements. After detemining course correction requireaen%s, a 
-%her stu* is  perfomed t o  deterxnine the optimum time t o  execute 'the 
corrective %unctions. Such op tb iza t ion  must take ful l  advantage of %he 
vehicle" p s i t i o n ,  external vehicular forces, and percent probab8lf.t;y o f  success, 
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Figure A-6. Flight Control Function Breakdown 
Resource Availability--In conjunction with the analysis perfomed t o  de t emne  
course change r e q u i r a e n t s ,  functions nust be executed t o  ascer ta in  ~ u b s y s t a  
and resource u t i l i za t ion .  It is inaportant t ha t  the  subsystem selected 
be capable of perfoming the required euver and not consume excessave 
q u d i t i e s  of valuable resources. The e f fec t s  of resource usages must be 
considered i n  determining a b i l i t y  of the vehicle t o  complete the  bsraion 
~ t h o u t  endangering the crew. 
A .b .2 Tragectory Change Implementation 
After determining a t ra jec tory  change is  t o  be implemented, sequenci13~; m e t i o n s  
=st be d e t e d n e d  and i n i t i a t e d  fo r  performing the change. Sequencing 
deternrination is essen t ia l  and requires careful  planning t o  assure no step 
w i l l  be overlooked. In  some instances a "dry-run" of the  p l w e d  sequence d 1 P  
be required. 
-A major W e t i o n i n  establishing a change sequence i s  event 
scheduling. Event scheduling'coordinates all subsystem and resource require- 
m n t s  t o  assure ava i l ab i l i t y  and timely execution. Event execution 'baidng is 
c r i t i c a l .  A s  event scheduling is  accomplished, control  function r e q d r a e n t s  
w e  allocated. Control function allocation m y  be performed by the . f l ight  
control ler  i n  indicating t o  the onboard computer the  sources of control  data 
(i .e. ,  autopi lot ,  hand controls,  rudders, e tc . ) .  
I n i t i a t e  Control Function Sequence--The f l i g h t  control ler  perfoms the m i n i m a  
function of i n i t i a t i n g  the control  function sequence t h a t  starts %he t r a j e c t o v  
euver. From tha t  point on the f l ightpath change is  perfonmed by 
the  computer under the  auspices of the  f l i g h t  control ler .  The d e g e e  o f  
in teract ion required by the f l i g h t  control ler  during the  execution of a 
t ra jec tory  change is a discretionary decision made by the  f l i g h t  con.troUer 
based on t ra jec tory  change requirements. 
The i n i t i a t i o n  of a t r a j e c t o m  change sequence signals the  time t o  begin 
t ra jec tory  change evaluation. The f l i g h t  control ler ,  u t i l i z i n g  the  ~ n b o m d  
computer, ilnonitors the performance of the change being executed by viewing 
e r i t i c d  flight control data displayed on the control and display panel. 
Featuczs of the control and display panel permit manual control of the changes 
in prouess,  if required. At completion of the trajectory change the flight 
csaatroller lnakes a detailed evaluation of the new trajectory. Many of the 
tasks prflomed evaluating the vehicle's new trajectory are identical to those 
discussed in Subsection ~ , 4  .l. 
formnce Monitoring--One of the major tools available to the flight 
contapoiler is the onboard computer and its display capability. Utilizing 
this tool the flight controller can monitor the performance of the vehicle. 
He does this by directing the computer to display and keep current that 
io;n of interest. He also queries the computer to obtain data from 
%he ~ornput~er's data base as required in performing his job duties. 
t o q  Deterinination--The flight controller determines the vehicle's 
t s a j e c t o q ,  as altered by the change, by interrogating the guidance and 
navigation system. If he has achieved the desired course, he enters a flight 
t r a j e e t o q  nonitoring mode, but if he has not, he begins again the sequence of 
fmet ions  to bplement a trajectory change. 
A,T G U I D M C E  AND NAVIGATION 
Guidmce and navigation (G&N) functions (~igure A-7) determine the trajec.tory 
a d  ~ l d a a a c e  requirements for flying a manned space vehicle to a predetermined 
destination. To perform these functions measurement data indicating the 
vehicle's attitude and position must be determined. This data, in turn, 
is reduced m d  processed to compute the vehicle's velocity and estimated 
wtual tragectory. Continued processing yields the trajectory deviation, if 
q, and control requirements for deviation compensation. The results of G&B 
ca lcua t ions  are used by mission control, flight control, and maneuver 
-nagemen$ in perfoming their respective fbnctions. 
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Figure A-7. Guidance ik Navigation Function Breakdown 
A , 5 * 1  G&M Measurement Determination 
One of the first Functions t o  be performed is determining the vehicle 's  
attitude, This data is used i n  s tab i l iz ing  the vehicle 's  a t t i t ude  so t h a t  
navigation measurement Functions can be in i t i a t ed .  
Attitude Measurements--Attitude measurements are obtained u t i l i z i n g  both an 
iner%ial reference and an i n e r t i a l  measurement un i t  (IMU). Angular measure- 
ments m e  imde *om opt ica l  sightings of predetermined stars. An IMU is s 
egrs~o system, e i ther  gimbaled or strap-down, which generates measurement data  
of the atditude of the  vehicle with respect t o  the reference derived *om the 
~ t ~ l j i ,  
Measurements--Functions performed t o  obtain navigation measurements 
utilize m.tive range ( i .e . ,  radar)  or op t ica l  hardware. Radar is used i n  
perfomink; s ta t ion  keeping and docking type functions ( i .e . ,  radar is  used t o  
detemine the r e l a t i ve  posit ion of the vehicle with respect t o  other f r e e  
f Iying &dies). Radar can also be used i n  determining the vehicle 'a posit ion 
relakivs; Llo the  ear th  when the vehicle achieves adequate distance at which 
a memingfuP measurement can be obtained. I n  most instances an op t ica l  system 
is used to detemine the vehicle 's  posit ion r e l a t i ve  t o  the  ear th  or any other 
celestial b d y  suf f ic ien t ly  close t o  the vehicle. Optical techniques determine 
the vehielie% re l a t i ve  posit ion from opt ica l  sightings of ear th  land 
or c e l e ~ t i ' a l  bodies. 
8.5.2 GLH Data Reduction and Computation 
Data obtained from the performance of G&N measurement detemination functions i s  
reduced m d  processed t o  determine (1)  the  actual  t ra jec tory  of the  vehicle,  
( 2 )  the t r a j e c t o q  deviation, and (3)  the  controls required t o  correct  the  
deviation. aN data reduction and computation functions a re  executed 
8utomaticaUy by the onboard computer system, and maintain current data  
pmmeter8 fo r  use i n  performing mission control ,  f l i g h t  control ,  and maneuver 
mnagmemt M c t i o n s .  These m c t i o n s  can also be interact ively controlled 
for mle;8%Bon plaming. An example would be t o  es tabl ish a new t ra jec tory  for  an 
alkernate d s s i o n  not contained i n  the  mission timeline. 
""Rceursive" and "batch" are  terns  applied1 $0 
techniques used i n  cmputing a space vehicle ' s trajectory deviation (E , e , , %he 
difference between the reference and planned t rajectory) .  The recwsi.ve 
technique i s  interactive i n  approach and lends i t s e l f  nicely t o  a real-time 
enviroment Mith limited empuling resources. The batch technique aecmdates 
data points md  increases i n  colnputation time requ i raen t s  xiah the addition 
of each data point. The recursive technique is adequate for  the job that must 
be accomplished and is  recornended for  limited onbowd conputex facilJ.&ies. 
This technique can also be used i n  a nonreal time mode t o  assist i n  d a l f i n f ~  
Lrajectories i n  support of mission planning. 
Cmpute Required Controls-Once the vehicle's reference t rajectory has been 
compu%ed md the t rajectory deviation established, the G&N %urmctions ~appQ 
the"equations of motion and guidmce laws i n  computing the control recguirmenta 
for  achieving the p l m e d  trajectory. Since all G&ES Functions are educaLed 
guesses based on scienLific compulation, the  calculation of control require- 
m n t s  becomes ag interact ive technique with the f l igh t  controller i n  %he 
"loop * '# 
Onboard space experhentation i s  one of the more interactive functionls 
( ~ i g u r e  A-8) t o  be perfomed on future ned space vehicles. The natme of 
experimentation prohibits discussion of unique functions required In ~serfcming 
individual experbents.  
This is due t o  the current nmber of planned space experiments, the continuoups 
ident i f icat ion of new experiments, and t o  the unique solution r equ i raen t s  of 
each experbent.  For t h i s  reason experiments are  discussed collectivc?ly so 
as not t o  prohibit aowth or l imit  solution requirements. Basic eqeleimend 
Functions are t o  i n i t i a t e ,  execute, and teminate  the experiment within the 
constraints of the mission enviroment. These Functions are  clear ly sepwa%ed 
from other d s s i o n  functions and are considered by some organizations the 
responsibil i ty of a d s s i o n  director. This report does not intend ts m@e 
t h i s  point, but t o  discuss the  functions nasled above. 
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Figure A-8. Experiments Function Breakdown 
~.6.1 Initiate 
This iateractive function assists the space scientist in planning and prepwing 
his aperiment. This flwction assures a coordinated effort and that %he 
gxperiment can be cmpleted once started. 
Plan--Experhent planning calls for a detailed determination of the eqeriment 
- 
requirements (i .e . , subsystem support, expendables, hardware, etc . ) and 
scheduling needs. An experiment must be scheduled considering the total 
onboard requirements with respect to the limited resources. Cross sehsdding 
requirments are perfomed by the space scientist with the computer dedewning  
detail schedule requirements and conflicts. 
fieparation--Once the experiment is planned the space scientist obtains 
experiment mterials ernd prepares his laboratory for execution. He coordinates 
subsystem interface requirements by verifying connection and the opererfilng 
status of his experiment related equipment. 
A. 6.2 Execute 
The space scientist must monitor and maintain real-time control over h%s 
experiment during exeuction. These functions provide him with the visibility 
he needs in deciding the direction of his experiment. 
Monitor--Mlonitoring the experiment's status and progress is a computer assisted 
function which frees the experimenter for other duties. While lnonitoring the 
experiment the computer records pertinent data for reference at fitwe times, 
Control Real-Time--Real-time control of onboard experiments will provide %he 
space scientist with a "computerized" approach executing his experimeaal, He 
will be able to direct or alter his experiment's progress by initiating 
stimdi from his experiment computer control panel. 
&perinen% termination is an important phase of experiment processing. The 
basic fwetions involve securing the experiment, documenting the experiment, 
a d  evaluating the experiment results. The space scientist will find the 
onbomd computer a valuable tool in performing these functions. 
Seewe--As the experiment is completed the space scientist will release his 
-- 
hwdvme interfacing subsystem and unused resources to the availability pool 
for lase by other experiments. He also organizes his experiment data for 
docmenta%ion and evaluation purpose by compiling experiment results and 
indexing for easy access. 
Evalu&--&periment evaluation becomes a simplified task since the computer 
h~ recorded the data during execution monitoring. The space scientist can 
now m w z e  experiment results by automatically messaging the computerized 
b t a  to fornulate experiment conclusion for publication. 
Docment--Docmenting will be a manual task with exception of statistics and 
-- 
chmts which can be automatically generated from the computerized data. Once 
docwaented the experiment results are distributed for consideration and 
interprekation by other space scientists having similar interest. 
Weuver  maagement (F'igure A-9) is a unique category of functions established 
Lo coordinate the various interfacing functions required to identify, define, 
md execute a vehicle maneuver. In many instances a maneuver requirement will 
be identified by mission control, in others by flight control. G&N determines 
the control requirements of the maneuver and flight control performs the 
eliver. The responsibility of euver management functions is to coordinate 
%wet ion  interfaces preparing for the maneuver, executing the 
evaluating success of the maneuver. The functions described here are 
dist inwished &om those discussed under flight control in that flight control 
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Figure A-9. Maneuver Managernen? Function Breakdown 
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in concerned with mintaining a predefined flight path. Maneuver 
the other hand is concerned with rendezvous, docking, station keeping, and other 
euvers which cease to be trajectory oriented. 
A , T , l  - Pre 
Vehicle maneuvers are scheduled on the mission timeline at sufficient time 
intervals to allow for the extensive preparation requirements. A checklist 
of m e t i o n s  must be performed and systems must be initialized in anticipation 
euver requirements. 
Cheekjlfst--Checklist functions are performed to verify condition requirements 
euver being planned. The checklist is an accepted technique for 
r a i n d i n g  cremen of the tasks which must be performed in verifying the 
vehicle" operational status and readiness to perfom the maneuver. Checklist 
m e t i o n s  fir ned space vehicles are expanded to include an analysis of the 
events required to perform the maneuver. This analysis establishes the timing 
a d  interactive function requirements for performing the maneuver. The purpose 
of chscUist Functions is to minimize, if not eliminate, operating problems 
ewver execution is started. 
em EnbLfalization--Prior to performing a euver, vehicle onboard systems 
mst be initialized. This requires that the intital conditions for 
respective subsystem be set to accormnodate maneuver requirements. Sane of 
the su%>s;;grsa;erns will have components which must be enabled before the components 
respond, (.An exmple of a component-enable requirement would be hardware 
settings required for abort situations. This enabling technique requires double 
eonaideration be given the task being performed.) Software, as well as hard- 
m e  conditfone rmst be initialized. Guidance & navigation ephemeris parmeters 
must be updaoLed Lo reflect current status of the vehicle so that any accwulated 
M N  b t a  errors are corrected prior to the 
Mmeuver execution functions actually schedule the euver, initiate the 
sequence of events which perform the euver, and monitor the mneuver's 
wograss to completion. 
A-26 
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Schedule Maneuver-Maneuver scheduling Functions allocate the actual time md 
t h e  &ation for  the euver, ensuring subsystem and resource ava i lab i l i ty  
r equ i raen t s  . 
I n i t i a t e  Sequence of Events--Initiating the sequence of events as described as 
that  funzction(s) which ase requhed t o  issue the control c d(s )  tlr.a% dl1 
a e c u t e  the events zJhich perfom the 
-Future euver progress functions dl1 be 
res t r ic ted ,  a b o s t  ent i rely,  t o  computer interpreted and displayed dat+a, There 
w i l l  be television personnel vieMing of euvers but decisions wi l l  be based 
on perf ce evaluation data being displayed by the onboard co111puter system, 
Maneuver managmat requires both pre- and past-evaluation of maneuvers, 
ChecWist Intearetation--h-e-evaluaLioa of the maneuver is  limited $0 $he 
interpretation of data obtained as a resu l t  of performing checklist fk%ract%onas, 
Position Change Review--Past-evaluation of a maneuver en ta i l s  a review 08 %re 
euver obgectives (i .e. ,  position change) and an interpretation of the success 
euver ( i  .e, , were objectives achieved). 
A. 8 OPERATIONAL STATUS 
Operational s ta tus  ( ~ i g u r e  A-10) is  the term applied t o  the interact ive fuct isans  
which are  perfomed onboard the in-flight vehicle t o  maintain the vehicle" s d  
crew's operating capability. The requirement for  t h i s  type of function c a  
be at t r ibuted t o  the proposed long dwration mission and vehicle autonow, [Po 
achieve these objectives the capabili ty must reside onboard the in-fl ight 
vehicle t o  detect,  diagnose and correct subperforming systems. This require- 
ment is  sa t i s f ied  by the capabili ty provided by the operational s ta tus  fmcLioas, 
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Figure A.10. Operational status Function Breakdown 
A.8.l Crew 
Mintaining the  operational capabi l i ty  of the  f l i g h t  crew is the  concern of -the 
l i f e  support and enviromental  control  functions performed t o  susta in  life in a 
space m i r o m e n t .  Crew safety  is  the  m J o r  fac tor  i n  ned space fEighGs, 
and crew aperational s t a tu s  M c t i o n s  a re  designed t o  detect  aLnd iden t i fy  for 
corrective action any spptoms which could prove hazardous t o  l i f e ,  These 
functions a l so  provide a means fo r  W i n g  l i f e  i n  space as comfortable as 
possible considering the  imposed l imitations.  
Life Support--Life support encompasses those f'unctions which are  concerned d t h  
the  physical needs of the  body. Specifically,  (1 )  is  the body medieally f i t  
t o  p r f o m  ( i .e . ,  mental or  physical) ,  (2 )  are  adequate resources available 
Lo sustain l i f e  ( i , e , ,  food, water, oxygen, e tc . ) ,  and (3) is  the uaste 
agment system suf f ic ien t  and operational? 
Enviromental Control-Environmental control functions maintain cabin endron-- 
nent as well as  space s u i t  enviroment. These f'unctions maintain a 
'khirt-sleeve" enviroment i n  the  space vehicle by controll ing the  temperature, 
pressure, and atmosphere within the cabin. Future spacecraft w e  being 
proposed t o  support an a r t i f i c i a l  gravity system. This function when defined 
w i l l  be considered an environmental control  f b c t i o n .  
A. 8.2 Vehicle 
Vehicle operational maintenance functions deal with the more popular subjects 
of onboard checkout and e l e c t r i c a l  requirements. These in te rac t ive  Pezasctisws 
perni t  rapid pref l ight  preparation of the  space vehicle and in-fl ight error 
detection and correction. Primary requirements f o r  vehicle operational s t a t =  
functions a re  i n  response t o  vehicle autonomy objectives and proposed long 
duration naission. 
Onboard Checkout--0nboard checkout is  an obvious function which p e m t s  onbomd 
e subsystem analysis and correction of hardware t o  the  l i n e  replaceable 
un i t  (LRU). A e re  with the assistance of the onboard computer can detect 
hrdware ~FPaults, avoid f a u l t s  by detecting w g i n a l  fmct ioning par t s ,  i so l a t e  
fasiilwes which are  not innneditltely appetrent, correct  the  f a u l t ,  and verify 
the success of the  corrective action taken. 
Electrical--Electrical functions are  separated from those of onboard checkout 
because of the dependence of onboard checkout Functions on the  computer which 
requires electrictill power. Rationale i s  based on the  need for  troubleshooting 
power f a i l n re s  i n  the absence of e l e c t r i c a l  power. For t h i s  reason e l e c t r i c a l  
~ w e r  is sepwate13r considered and assigned functions fo r  determining and 
o u p p r t i n g  t o t a l  power requirements, a l locat ing the source of power, overal l  
d i s t r ibu t ion  and load leveling of power, and of course, i ts  own optional 
min tenwee  system. 
Dwing the  course of ned spaceflight,  par t icu la r ly  of the  type proposed for  
space s-takions, crew morale and technical  conapetence become a problem. It 
doesngt require much imagination t o  ant ic ipate  problems i n  maintaining a 
skills lefrel onbosrrd a vehicle with high r e l i ab l e  par t s  and infrequent function 
ce problems. This problem has not been solved, but it has been 
identified. It is  the purpose of t h i s  section t o  emphasize the problem and 
discuss t ra ining and recreation &actions vhich w i l l  a l l ev i a t e  the problem 
(~ime A-11) . 
Bain ing  is  composed of two basic problems (1) maintain a s k i l l s  l eve l  (i .e . , 
keeping crewen prof ic ient  i n  t h e i r  job du t ies )  and (2)  developing new 
skills (i ,#e. , t ra in ing  a c r  t o  become prof ic ient  i n  a job s k i l l  contrary 
to his bac~sic job function).  Training requirements are  based on the  l imited 
vehicle support crew which w i l l  be onboard, and contingency problems which 
m y  occw during a crew i l l n e s s  or other unanticipated problem. 
mintain Sk i l l s  Level--0nboard refresher  courses will be a technique for  a 
crewan t o  use i n  reviewing h is  job dut ies  and becoming mentally e of the  
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Figure A-1 4.  Mission Independent Crew Fune"rion Breakdown 
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r e c y i r a e n t s  of perfo g h i s  job. He wi l l  a lso perfom job simulation 
exercises t o  mintazin dexter i ty  associated x i t h  respective Job functions. 
-A formal progrm of on-the-job t ra in ing  w i l l  ex i s t .  This 
~ 1 1  p e m i t  vehicle tecknnology support crewen t o  a s s i s t  one mother ,  and thus 
bcome acqmlnted with functions performed i n  a d i f fe ren t  s k i l l .  For a more 
concen$ra$ed approach self - inst ruct ional  courses K i l l  res ide onboard fo r  
use as required. This type of course i s  encampassing but assumes the t ra inee  
b o  a reasonable background on technology vehicle support. 
A,9,2 Recreation 
Recrea$ion gunctions m e  those which a re  associated with maintaining the  
morale of" the crew. The degree of interact ion required during the scope 
of this s t u w  b s  not been detemined, but wlth evolution of the 
progrm md contimed mechanization of onboard functions, there  i s  no question 
that t he  onboard computer w i l l  a s s i s t  in the performance of these N c t i o n s .  
&sic r u e t i o n  requirements considered a s  recreation a r e  entertainment, 
a e r e i s e ,  and relaxation,  
BnLerLaiment--Entertainment hnc t ions ,  a s  expected, provide a means fo r  
eremen %o diver t  t h e i r  a t ten t ion  t o  l i g h t e r  subjects and amusment, Typical 
finetions would include mtching  te levis ion,  listenizlg t o  the  radio, reading 
md/or playing gmes. 
&ercfse--Elxercise i s  a required function fo r  naainlaidng physical f i t n e s s  
i n  a space enviroment, A need w i l l  ex i s t  f o r  tracking crew perfo 
ka&erenec t o  predefined physical f i t n e s s  programs. 
-A hard requirement ex i s t s  f o r  each c r  t o  spend time relaiw 
(i,e,, sleeping, res t ing,  writing, e tc , ) ,  This Function w i l l  be a crew 
t h e l i n e  W c t i o n  and s t r i c t l y  enforced, The ra t iona le  i s  t o  have each 
ere egapable of p e r f o w n g  when required, not a s  he desires. 
Appendix B 
TEICAL OPERATIONSo 
The Operating Procedure Flow Diagrm ( ~ i g u r e  B-1) depicts the  operations 
perfomed during a no 1 experiment obsemation sequence. This flow i s  
presented as a typical ser ies  of operations t o  i l l u s t r a t e  the sequence of events 
i n  a preecheduled operations plan, and is not intended t o  ref lec t  the mmy 
possible operations which might be gerfomed at the discretion of the emeri- 
menter. The procedure is  independent of any automtion system tha t  m y  be 
aployed. However, it is  assmed tha t  fo r  these operations the sequence begins 
wjith the astronow mdule in position re la t ive  t o  the Space Station, m d  a11 
all a t t i tude  control, potrer, and data handling systems active. Real--the 
control and monitoring is  raaintained on board the Space Station by *e 
onboard experimenter, and overall  experiment control is  exercised from the 
earth by the principal investigator. 
The folloKLng discussion provides de ta i l s  on each ac t iv i ty  of the Operating; 
Procedures Flow Diagrasn: 
A.  Calibrate Telemetry--Astronomy module telemetry should be calibrated 
periodically during the operations. This is  necessary t o  papwide a 
high level  of confidence in  the resultant data and t o  provide 
calibration benc ks for  use in  telemetry data reduction. 
B. Power-Up and I n i t i a l i z e  Experbent-Power application t o  the 
experhent apparatus must be accomplished i n  a step-by-step fashion, 
verifying the proper completion of each step before the nex$ i~h t e e n ,  
*This Escperiment imd Solution Requirements were extracted from a repop& 
p~oduced for NASA by System Development Corporation. The report fit& 
and er m e  "AAnayses for the Requirements for Computer ControZ d 
Data Processing aperiment Subsystems--werimat Control mrd Data 
Processing Requirements Specifioation Report" and TM-(L)-W-033/000/00 
rsspectiveZy, dated 25 May 2970. These pages are direct excerpts f ~ m  tb
above report. 
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Figure B-3. Operating Procedure Flow Diagram 
C. Checkout Polarimeter--An act ive checkout of the  polmimeter appma%us 
must be perfornned e i the r  as an in tegra l  par t  of the  power-up psequence 
o r  a f t e r  all power is applied. A Function generator is used t o  
check all experiment e lectronics  except the  proportional caude r8 ,  
A short  scan of cer ta in  w e l l  known c e l e s t i a l  X-ray sources ~ l l  
provide an adequate counter ver i f icat ion.  
D. I n i t i a l i z e  Target Sequence--A l i s t  of t a rge t s  and the  order i n  
which they a re  t o  be studied i s  prepared i n  advance of the  a ~ e z s i -  
ment operation. I n  carrying out a no& observation sequence, 
the  ta rge ts  a r e  scanned i n  the  order indicated. 
E. Count Target Background--The X-ray background w i l l  a f f ec t  the data 
study of a discrete  X-ray source by adding t o  the  t o t a l  corn%, l$y 
noting the l eve l  of t h i s  background, compensation can be made in 
the  data. Also, since the background count c m  provide valuable 
ion about the  leve l  and wavelength of absorption bjr the 
i n t e r s t e l l a r  media, it is an important clue t o  the  density m d  
composition of t ha t  media. 
F. Acquire Target--Target acquisit ion is accomplished au tomt icaUy 
by the astronomy module pointing and control system on cornanad from 
the Space Station. The Space Station observer accomplishes %=gat 
veri f icat ion by comparing aspect camera images with reference sdar 
f i e l d s  . 
6. Select Polarimeter Rotation--The degree and r a t e  of p l a r i m e t e r  
rota t ion is  specified by the pr incipal  investigator fo r  each Smged, 
This i n f o m t i o n  i s  stored along with other data i n  the  t a ~ g e t  
sequence list.  
H. Open Aperture Disc--Since the aperture disc  pa r t i a l l y  occults 
X-ray emission, t h i s  operation assures t h a t  the disc  i s  removed 
before observations of a t a rge t  begin. 
I, Reset Scalers Registers and Data Buffers--Binary registers provide 
a running total of proportional counter outputs, This operation 
resets those registers in preparation for a new counting sequence. 
BT-  Begin Counting--This operation simultaneously opens the input gates 
to all of the binary registers to begin taking data. 
K, Scaler Overflow--Scaler overflow occurs when all bits in a binary 
register read "1" and another pulse is applied to the input. 
L,  Count Above Acceptable Threshold--Very intense X-ray sources may 
tend to saturate the data handling capability of the experiment. 
This may be signified by a number of scaler overflows occuring in 
a specified period of time. 
M, Position Aperture Disc--This operation will result in a calculated 
reduction in counting rate. 
Read Pulsar Mode Data--The binary string which is the output of 
the pulsar mode counter is continuously scanned to reveal any 
source pulsations. 
0, Read Beam and Data Counts--Proportional counter outputs are sorted 
by pulse height analyzers into one of eight height levels and stored 
in appropriate binary buffers. These buffers are read to determine 
the number of counts and their approximate amplitude. 
P, Read All Scaler Data--High energy radiation such as g rays 
or heavy particle counts are signified by counts from the anti- 
coincidence circuitry or from the pulse ~hape discriminators, 
Binary scalers store these counts and are read to determine count 
rejects. 
&, Is Polarimeter in Last Position--The polarimeter table is rotated 
by applying pulses to a stepping motor. The number of steps and 
hence, the degree of rotation is included in the target sequence 
list 6 
B 4  
R. Advance Polarimeter Position--This rotates the polwimeter %able 
one step. 
S, Display and Store Target Data--Target data is autolnatically provided 
in prepocessed form to the Space Station observer aad to ground 
personnel, and is stored for later analysis. "~aw" data is 
available upon request. 
a. Last Target-Operations are terminated when observations 0% $he 
last target on the target list are complete. 
U. Power-Down--Pover is automatically removed from the experbent 
apparatus in accordance with a pre-established procedure. 
V. Display S y Data--Overall summary data will be provided in 
tabular and graphic form to supply 'quick look" infomion on 
the results of the data sequence and to summmize the perf0 
of on-board systems during the sequence. 
A number of operations must be performed aboard the astronomy module which m e  
of a routine nature. Periodic monitoring of secondary instrumentation such 
as voltage, temperature, pressure, etc., will be controlled by the experbent 
spbsystem, 
Appendix C 
SPACE PROGRAM IHTERACTIVE FUNCTION COMPARISON 
The tabular data i n  t h i s  appendix i e  a comparison o f  interactive f"uaet9ons of 
past space programs and those anticipated for  near-term space promasns 
( i .e . , Skylab, Space Shuttle ,  Space Station 1. 
MISSION CONl'ROL 
Spas e Space 
Fmc't ions Gemini Apollo Sky1 ab Shutt le Sta t ion 
No onboard No onboard Limited t o  
planning planning experiments 
Timeline event M /A il /A X 
ma ly~ i s  
Timeline event N/A M/A X 
sehad.uling 
Vehicle sub- Limited 
sgrsteiol s t a t u s  
Rewouree b i m 3  t ed 
u t i l i z a t i o n  
rate 
N/A N /A 
Limited Limd t ed  
Limited Limited 
Continue Fixed Fixed 
plmned 
mission 
Alter planned Fixed Fixed Abort X X 
mission abort o r  abort o r  v i a  r e t w n  
a l te rna te  a l te rna te  vehl c l e  
X ~ u j . l y  interactive 
DATA MANAGEEvlENT 
Space Spaee 
Functions Gemini Auollo Skylab Shuttle Sta t ion  
Acquisition 
Ident i f icat ion N/A N/A Limited X 
Assimilation X X X X 
Storage Fixed Fixed Advanced 
models 
Pemanent N/A N /A Limited X 
Mainframe Limited Limited Limited X 
Retrieval Fixed Fixed Advanced 
models 
Location -- -- Limited X 
Extrmtion -- -- Limited X 
Transmission -- -- Limited X 
Dissemination N/A N/A Advanced 
models 
-- -- Limited X X 
Routing -- -- Limited X X 
COMMUNICATIONS 
Space Space 
W e t  ions Gemini Apollo Skylab Shut t le  Station 
Messrzple Limited 
foma,Lt ing  
Wwdwme Fixed 
se%ec.kiaa 
Messwe Fixed 
routing 
Messwe Fixed 
acquisi t ion 
Hardware Fixed 
ali w e n t  
Messwe Limited 
verlf"ication 
Limited X 
Limited Limited 
Fixed X 
Limited 
Limited 
Limited 
Limited 
Limited 
F'LIGHT CONTROL 
Space Spwe 
Functions M i n i  Apollo Skylab Shutt le SLation 
Trajectory/Flight N/A N/A Fixed o rb i t  
Path Analysis 
Course change -- 
araalysis 
Reeousce 
ava i l ab i l i t y  
Trajectory Change 
Implement at ion 
Change Fixed 
sequenci.ng 
I n i t i a t e  Limited 
control  
function 
sequence 
Tra.3 ec to r~ r  Change 
Evaluation 
-- Atti tude 
only 
Fixed 
Limited 
Limited 
Change Limited Limited -- 
perf ormance 
monitoring 
New t ra jec tory  Limited Limited -- X X 
deteminat ion 
GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION ( G&N 
Space Space 
m c t i o n e  Gemini Apollo S kylab Shut t le  Sta t ion 
G&M Measutement 
Detererainat ion 
Naviga%ion 
& renge r a t e  
measwernent a 
Define Liml tied Limited Limited 
reference 
trajectory 
De Pine X X X 
t ra jec tory  (o rb i t  
devi 81% ion only 
C mgut e 
required 
controls  
X Att i tude X X 
only 
MANEUVER WAGEMENT 
Spas e Space 
Functions Gemini* Apollo Skylab** Shu t t l e  Station@** 
Limf ted 
require- 
men% 
Check.lbst Highly Highly 
manual manual 
System Limited X 
i n i t i a l i z a t i o n  
Limited 
require- 
ment 
Iden t i fy  f 
schedule 
mneuver 
events 
I n i t i a t e  
sequence 
of events 
Manual 
X 
Limited 
Monitor 
mneuver 
progress 
EvaLuat ion 
Checklis t  Manual Manual 
i n t e r p r e t  a t  ion 
Pos i t  ion Limited Limited 
change review 
"Gemini w a s  a manud system except f o r  ascent  and descent - a m n u a l  descent 
c a p a b i l i t y  d i d  e x i s t .  
"*Skylab w i l l  have a f ixed  o r b i t  mission only requi r ing  a t t i t u d e  c h a n ~ e a ,  
*@*Space S ta t ion  w i l l  have a l imi ted  maneuvering c a p a b i l i t y  which W u r e  
tugging requirements w i l l  a l s o  be requi red  t o  con t ro l  f r e e  f l y  modules, 
OPERATIONAL STATUS 
Space Space 
Funetians Gem1 nl Apol3.0 Sky1 ab Shut t l e  S ta t ion  
Crew 
Ground Liml Led 
based 
Limited Limited. 
Vehicle 
Onbomd Faul t  Faul t  Limited Ground X 
checkout de tec t ion  detec t ion  based 
Electrhea1 Fixed Fixed Limited X X 
EXPERIMENTS 
Space Space 
f inca t  i.ons Gemini Apollo Skylab S h u t t l e  S t a t i o n  
P r e p e a t  ion 
Execute 
Mani tor 
Control 
real-time 
N /A Fixed Fixed N /A X 
N/A Manual Lirni t e d  N/A X 
N/A N/A x N/A x 
N/A N /A Limited B/A X 
N /A N /A Limited N/A X 
N/A N/A Limited N /A X 
N /A N/A Ground N/A X 
based 
MISSION IIYDEPENDEIJT CREW FUNCTIONS 
Space Space 
Functions Gemini Apollo Skylab S ta t ion  Shuttle 
Training 
Msint ain  
skills l e v e l  
Develop 
new s k i l l s  
Limited No 
require-  
ment 
i n i t  i a l l y  
No 
require-  
ment 
i n i t i a l l y  
Reereat ion 
Entertainment -- Limited X Limited X 
i n i t i a l l y  
Exercise -- Limited X Same X 
Relaxation Limited Limited X Same X 
Appendix D 
PHASE B S m Y  ASTRONAUT/C ICATIONS ANALYSIS 
These s tudies  indicate  t h a t  it i s  possible t o  derive requirements f o r  m 
operator cornmication method t h a t  can meet expected astronaut/erex eprperienee 
and psychological f ac to r s ,  sElLisfy t he  ant ic ipated onboard tasks  t o  be 
aec~lnplished dwinp  prelaunch, ascent,  inorb i t  and descent operation@ m d  be 
capable of being implemented i n  8.n onboard processor c o n f i w a t i o n  of the tme 
anticipated f o r  t h e  1973-1980 time period. 
These requirements d i f f e r  d r a s t i ca l l y  from those f o r  previous 
progrants i n  t h a t  they are intended f o r  application in  an operational envlran- 
ment, rathcn t h m  one t h a t  i s  R&D i n  nature.  Therefore, t h e  requirernenta 
ssllfs,si?y the  need Ror a u t o m ~ a u s  onboard operations and minimal ground support 
operations f o r  real-time a c t i v i t i e s .  
The increased operational complexity, necessitated by autonomous operations, 
w i l l  increase t he  re l iance on automated methods t o  a s s i s t  i n  the  ut i l%ea%le~n 
and maintenwee of t he  systems, s i m i l a r  t o  those found i n  wound comaand a d  
control  systems today, These methods which encompass the  use of processorzr, 
cornputer prolgrms, and operating procedures i n  an e f fec t ive ,  integra%ed 
nnanner t o  provide a responsive /machine combination have evolved i n t o  a 
funaction commonly defined a s  " interact ive  communications." 
The degree t o  which in te rac t ive  communicatian methods are  implemented t o  incresae 
manlmachine performance onboard spacecraft i s  a trade-off against the  job( a 
t o  be accomplished, t he  operator (background, education, s k i l l  l e v e l ,  ete,  1, 
and t h e  environment i n  which the  job must be run and the  oaerator must work, 
A t  one extreme a s  found i n  t he  ear ly  days of com~uter  appl icat ions ,  i s  a highly 
t ra ined  operator,  specialized i n  d i g i t a l  systems, entering o c t a l  values; into 
t he  processing system memory v i a  an input control  consist ing of b % n q  neon 
displays and momentary action push buttons and observing r e s u l t s  v i a  binary 
rea&ou-&.aa m d  meter/annuciator readings. A t  the  other extreme one m y  visual ize  
a user t ra ined i n  h i s  pa r t i cu lm profession, not neeessturily familias with 
computer .$ethnology, "conversing" with t he  computer v i a  voice and wri t ten 
sta%emensts and observing on a display screen responses presented i n  a c a b i n a -  
tion of graphical and tex tua l  information, Obviously, space systems of the  
h t w e  w i l l  Lend towads  the  l a t t e r  extreme, but an ingredient of the former 
d l X  &so be needed f o r  maintaining t h e  system. 
-Thus, i n  reviewing and analyzing fac tors  contributing t o  
ion "methods," fo r  space systems, t h i s  phase of t he  
rs$uQ eoneentrated upon the  influence and interact ion of both the equipment 
featwcs iaad software s t ructures  and t h e i r  net  contributions toward increasing 
ce of the  overa l l  space system v i a  conversational type vocabulary. 
Perfomwee was elddressd from two aspects;  t h a t  which i s  associated with the 
o n b w d  processing enviroment,  s imilar  i n  nature t o  those conditions inherent 
in *$May% bbul ddaL p r o c e s s i ~  f a c i l i t i e s ,  and those fac tors  t h a t  per ta in  
Lo o v e r d l  operation of the  spacecraft ,  ( pe r fomnee  assessment, in terface 
aoe%rol, propulsion, e tc .  1. 
However, it must be recognized t h a t  design d e t a i l s  on data entry equipment, 
display devices and types of recording hardware play an in tegra l  par t  i n  
b i luanc ing  the  exact method(s) used i n  =n/machine eommicat ions  and the 
reaid%=% responsiveness of t h e  system. To c i r c  n t  presenting perfomance 
requireaents based on one o r  two applications,  the scope of the  study has been 
orl.ented towasds investigations i n to  the functional aspects of "c icat ion 
met,hodsW ckpplicable t o  aerospace missions. For the  purposes of t h i s  study 
task, then, we ident i fy  (1) those da ta  handling charac te r i s t ics  of display/ 
control  t h a t  a r e  of greates t  impact upon responsive interact ive cornmication 
met;hods, ( 2 )  the  operating environment associated with 
( 3 )  the onboard operating system needed t o  f a c i l i t a t e  crew/cmputer comunica- 
$ions, &hen s ingle  out functional performance requirements t h a t  best  s a t i s f y  
a memod sui table  f o r  aerospace applications (as defined by the function 
eatagbsriles), The f e a s i b i l i t y  of the method was then tes ted  by a structured 
vocsabdq  approach on the  shu t t l e  cockpit simulator i n  the McDonnell Douglas 
plmt i l r a  S t .  Louis, Missouri. Results of the  t e s t s  a re  discussed i n  Appendix E. 
The ident if ied pe r fomace  cheuraeteristics have been w t h e r  influenced by 
considering equipment techniques tha t  are within the state-of-the-arst md 
which c m  be most easi ly implemented within the  1973-1980 time period, "Flkais 
approach allows us t o  identify a e;rovth oriented hardware/software spesat iq  
system n e c e s s q  t o  achieve crew/caputer interaction without presenting &s!t&ls 
tha t  should be l e a  t o  the  designer for  a peurticular qp l i ca t ion .  
Figure D-l  depicts the  areas asld approach taken t o  accomplish t h i s  stsaw. m e  
following sections discoass the findings and resul t s  of t h i s  s t u w  on as%ronaut/ 
D,1 O N B O W  OPERATING SYSTW CONSIDERATIONS FOR INTERACTIVE C 
From the requirements ident if ied herein, based on crew factors ,  olaboard 
workloads, the structured vocabu lw,  processing Fiunctions anticipated, md 
the estiraaLed pr t y  of equipment8 i n  a space vehicle, an operating system 
capsbble of providbg a responsive and re l iab le  method for  crew/co~ppu$er inter-  
=Lion has been ident if ied,  The method i s  predicated on satisfying three 
rnaJor fuaictions tha t  must take place throughout the  ent i re  nission %a order 
t o  m s w e  successful accomplisbent. These are: 
A. E i f  e support (crew operations ) . 
d and control. 
C. Scient if ic  experimentation and exploration. 
The operating system is  fomulated around a central  computerized d&a sowce, 
and a prom= l ib ras~r ,  augmented by special purpose display/c&rol sofiwwe 
and generd  puspose data e n t m  and displsry devices t o  allow crew coa%rol over 
both the onboa~d and the 
ia  a structured vocabulw.  
FUNCTIONS 
The exLent t o  which the i n d i v i h a l  crew members interface with onbocnrd 
processors has been detemined by e ing the onboard fwaction categories, 
The exdent of the  interface hae been her d e t e d n e d  by allocating b te r -  
active function capsbbilities t o  those ed actions hvolved ~ t h  the processor 
be ,g. , resowee eallocation) aahd those involved x l t h  onboard operations (perfor- 
ce assessment), Amendix C shows $he re la t ive  mgnitude of these operatlc~ns 
FsBth respect t o  each ftaasiction category. It i s  postulated and *%her elaborated 
on mder  the  difscussion of spacecrafl operational envimment tha t  a amber sf 
eonsoles md  processors w i l l  be required t o  perfom operaions of t h i s  mmit%gadei, 
The system comuaicatbon problem hvolved i n  such a multiple processo~?/console 
configznsatiosl have been found Lo be considerable, but once solved offer  a depee  
of ve r sa t i l i t y ,  r e l i a b i l i t y  , etlcld operator convenience not available or? t he  
s m l l e r  system used i n  mission operation tode~r,  For exmple,  fsom a data 
handling standpoint, mss ive  data t r m s f e r s  between processors be needed 
for  rad ica l  chmges of the picture on selected displays. To sa t i s fy  t h i s ,  
trsulsmission r a t e s  rnust be high, buffering must be u t i l i zed ,  progrm pwti$ion- 
h g  between processors mst be implemented, and console/data assignxnea* 
algorithms developed. Neither hasedware or software techniques by themelves 
w i l l  s a t i a Q  the  above conditions. The combination of equipment and B O % W W ~  
w i U  hwe  t o  thoroughly be integrated t o  f o m  m effect ive,  Pnteractive 
comunication system. Figure D-2 depicts a Punctional diagram of such a system, 
A s  c m  be seen from the diagrm, a dis t inct ion i s  apparent between the hwdvwe 
a d  softwase, however, the  cornon interface with the  operator is  v i a  the 
data e n t q  (conLrol) w d  display devices contained w4thin an operators eonabolle, 
Therefore, i n  determining the data handling chmlzcteristics f o r  an operating 
system peculiar t o  the interactive operations given in  Appendix C ,  and the 
structured vocabulary, perf o ce features as related Lo factors  have 
been considered. In the broad sense, two m j o r  areas are ident i f ied (1) the 
means by which man enters and ipulates  data based on h is  background, 
t ra ining,  md s k i l l  and (2)  the factors  concerned i n  h i s  observation ewad 
subsequent reaction t o  i n f o m t i o n .  
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With respect t o  h i s  observatf on of i n  ion, two separate se t s  of 
performance requirements have been identif ied (1) those dealing with the 
display information i t s e l f  and (2) those tha t  r e l a t e  t o  the equipment and 
software which produce the information, Ttne perfomance requirements were 
based upon studies performed on human motion perception* using oscilloscope 
type d i s p l v  techniques. Those performance requirements are l i s t e d  below: 
e Lurainmce o Ilgage Duration* 
e e Color e Image Dieplay Rate* 
a, Viewing Conditions a ObJect Motion* 
e FramctRate e Background Information* 
e Response Time* 
*Can be influenced by sofiware. 
In  considering data entry means, the  term "means" re la tes  t o  the data entry 
equipment and the manner i n  which tha t  equipment is  used, which i n  t h i s  
study has been determined t o  be a structured vocab~lary. 
The above was taken t o  be baseline considerations and the most important 
factors i n  the  interwti t re  requirements analysis performed under t h i s  study. 
Important i n  the sense tha t  the observed data as presented by the onboard 
processors requires control (formatting, selection, updating, routing, etc.)  
which csn almost ent irely be done by a processor ( fu l ly  autcansted system), a 
processor augmented by manual input requests (semiautomatic) or a processor 
under complete control of manual request (maraual ) , The extent t o  which the  
awtronaut participates i n  t h i s  control, through the data entry devices 
available t o  him and the companion "data code" he employs t o  w e  those 
devices and manipulate the data, represents a further level  of definition on 
the interactive operations given i n  Appendix A. The data code in  t h i s  case 
refers  t o  the  structure of data s e t s  in to  a vocabulary type ''high order 
en tha t  is easi ly adaptable t o  meet a variety of user needs and 
processing applications, However, a determination must also be made as t o  
what extent general purpose data entry devices w i l l  be applied t o  cratisfy 
(or constrain) language requirements as8 the  user and what special Function 
switches and panel displays w i l l  be needed t o  meet the application and 
equipment s . 
The "language" used by the astronauts onboard the  Apollo spacecraft is an 
example of a rudimentry type language used within the fraglework of limited 
computer data entry devices. In the case of Apollo we found tha t  the  language 
was restr icted,  not because of functional applications, but because of 
processor related equipments features and operations procedures. A 10-digit 
numerical keyboard, augmented by seven special purpose function switches 
(keys ) were the data entry means the display was limited t o  three,  5-digital 
segmented display registers  and three, 2-digit registers ,  augmented by 
f i f teen  computer driven annunciators. The language derivative from t h i s  
equipment configuration was a numerically encoded verblnoun structure,  
procedurally oriented, using the  maximum 2-digit count available from the 
keyboard, 0-99. Therefore, 99 (00 was not used) verbs (actions ) , aad 99 nouns 
(subjects) i n  combinations thereof were available t o  the astronaut for  
computer communications. It should also be noted tha t  approximately 350 
other data entry and display devices (e.g., switches, knobs, meters, e t c , )  were 
available t o  the astronaut during f l i g h t ,  
Somewhat surprisingly, t h i s  study found a para l le l  situation also exists  i n  
. commerciaJ. and military ar icraf t  cockpit design. Functionally speaking, the 
a i rcraf t  cockpit display/eontrol system supports two major onboard function 
categories, performance monitoring by the f l igh t  engineer (on commercial 
a i r c ra f t )  or systems engineer (on military a i r c r a f t )  and navigation and 
control accomplished by the pilots.  For comparison these two functions are 
considered equivalent i n  characteristics t o  the colllmwications, f l igh t  control, 
guidance and navigation, and operat ional st atus funct i on categories defined 
during Phase A of t h i s  study, For the DC-10 a i rc ra f t ,  the cockpit panel 
displays /controls consist of approximately 40 d ia l s  , 100 annunciators , 90 data 
entry devices (switches, knobs, etc .)  4 of which are keyboards and 53 
d i g i t a l  readout devices. It should be noted tha t  the above count includes 
the co-pilot penel which contains redundant switches/indicators. On the! 
f l igh t  engineers panel, 87 d ia l s ,  185 annunciators, 136 data entry devices 
(one keyboard) and l b r  d i g i t a l  readout devices (mechaniccrl, mgnet ic  , e%c ) 
w e  enaployed, Tbe above i s  based on a three crew. By contrast , 'the 
DC-9 d % h  a two-man crew, h& a t o t a l  of 453 display and control devices, me 
pi lo t  and co-pilot of the  De-3 were confronted with 109 such devices, By 
eoapwison, Mercaugr Spacecraft (NO. 20) contained 102 devices, Gmini , 3112, 
and design plans fo r  MOL c d l e d  for  522. The xnaJority of these were 
electromechanical sensor driven devices rather  than computer driven. 
It i s  evident from %he rabove tha t  t o  equip future space vehicles d t h  the 
aecesscK.Jr hardware and sofP;wme t o  accomplish an effect ive mm/machine cammi- 
cation interface fo r  a l l  functions given i n  Appendix A ,  the use of s p e c i d  
purpose equipment must be aninhized, and a degree of f l e x i b i l i t y  maintained, 
The advantages of "comu11itive'bsgstern concept such as now used on aircsen$t/ 
spacecraft are obvious but also as equally obvious are  the l h i t a t i o n s ,  
particufarly i n  the area of panel layout a d  c lu t t e r  consideration, C 
sequences are f a i r l y  l imited and fixed i n  structure.  Extensive t raining t o  
l e m n  the language code i s  required scnd on-the-spot adaptiveness i s  l:km%$ed 
due t o  minimm t u t o r i a l  display nethods. The quantity of data t o  mke 
decisions is  held t o  the most c r i t i c a l  and displays are oriented towwds 
tex t  data (c d )  as opposed t o  "picture type" ( interpret ive)  . m e r e  %his 
approach i s  sui table  for  a c lass  of specialized problems it has serious 
l h i t a t i o n s  in  applications where more than one user needs t o  re ly  heavily 
on the colnputer and a nurnber of tasks must be performed simultaneously, On 
the other hand, a data  entry and display console, which has the capabili ty both 
t o  display large quantit ies of infonnalion rapidly from a central  data  sowce 
and enter multiple operator requests, has an inherent danger of causing opera- 
Lional problems by overloading the processing system, 
Two part icular  areas h w e  been noted during the course of t h i s  study. 
F i r s t ,  the operator may become impatient with a response t o  t h i s  requeat, 
p a r t i c d w l y  when he i s  operating i n  a timeshared processing enviromcn%. 
Second, the chance of h i s  momentwily " 1 o s i n g ' ~ r i t i c a l  data displayed on h i s  
screen i s  increased during extended mission operations, 
To circwvent t h i s  s i tua t ion ,  it has been found t o  be imperative t h a t  f u t u e  
softxme rmd equipment designs pravide the following capabi l i t ies  : 
Equitable and re la t ive ly  concurrent computing service t o  a l l  
operators , 
e The interact ive data handling "systeml"e at tent ion oriented i n  
application, 
e Hard copy docwentation of selected info ion be provided. 
W o  enviroments m e  readily apparent from the  above, f irst ,  tha t  which deals 
~ t h  $he processing aupproach and tha t  which i s  concerned with operational 
condi"$ons. A discussion of these two environments as related t o  interact ive 
commieation for  future space missions follows. 
Eaegiminag with the  space shut t le ,  space systems of the future w i l l  be directed 
$mads operation& deplopent rather  than R&D. This requirement i n  i t s e l f  
forces a d i s t inc t  change i n  the operating enviroment fo r  spacecraft as we 
b o w  it toda~r. The nuolber snd complexity of the function categories ident i f ied 
i n  Phase A of t h i s  study (~ppendix A )  i s  indicative of the operational environ- 
ment tc3usBss expected onboard. An equal mix between housekeeping a c t i v i t i e s  and 
d s e i s n  opera ions  i s  readily appesent. Therefore, t he  designs of the  avionics 
Lo be f lom must be capable of accatllaaodating operations s i m i l a r  t o  tha t  found 
i n  p o m d  ~ystems i n  operation today. Such a c t i v i t i e s  as simulation and 
t r a b i n g ,  mintenwee,  log i s t i c  nianwment, recreation and in ters ta t ion  
ications w i l l  become necessary. 
T ~ k s  of t h i s  nature, perfomed onboard w i l l  expand the spacecraft c m a n d e r ' s  
role one of p r h a r i l y  a p i l o t  t o  base c der with a l l  i ts  attendant 
prsomel and c ication problems. 
W t h e r  coniplicating operdions,  onboard avionics designs w i l l  need t o  
wconaraodate nmerous s k i l l  levels  of sc i en t i f i c  and engineerhg crew personnel 
perfoming s broad spect of reseasch a c t i v i t i e s  i n  such areas as a e t r o n w ,  
astropwsbcs, biomedicine, biology, and space physics. 
There is no lack of i n f o m t i o n  on potential  experbents t o  be perfomed i n  
space ( a d  supported on the g r o u d ) .  For e x a p l e ,  the space &ation definition 
doepunen%s (DRL 9) called "Crew Operations Definitions'Yistls no Pees thm 
t h i r t y  sepesrrte experinaenta. They include such experhent areas as warzing 
,incedenee x-ray,  telescope, advanced solar  and s t e l l a s  astronomy, p l a sm 
physics , small vertebrates , plant specimens , and m r e .  Obviously, %he 
esltegories of info ion required t o  be processed and displayed are  Wense 
asrd varied, raslging from "quick lookl"nfo ion t o  detailed analysis 
I t  reports ." In  most cases the  processing tasks w i l l  beconse a mix of grsscedma 
and problem oriented Jobs. 
Table D - l  shows the crew colapl%ment mt ic ipa ted  f o r  a space s ta t ion  of the 
1970's. Preeent planning i n f o m t i o n  r e v e a s  the sc i en t i f i c  crew membertis 
p g h l l  not be specificall;r t ra ined fo r  space f l igh t s  i n  the sense t h a t  0i8Lronauks 
of t o d w  m e  trained. In l i e u  of specialized t raining they K i l l  become 
knowledgable through work i n  laboratories associated with the ground systems 
which support spec@ operations o r  ase users of info ion *om it. *om time 
t o  t%ms they m y  be required t o  work i n  a space vehicle operating env%rcamnt 
a d  space ferrying vehicles beeom operational, t h i s  m y  beeme a frequent 
occurrence. The future space sc i en t i s t  would thus work i n  a space vehicle 
leor a r b i t r m  short o r  long periods without the need for  special  t ra ining as 
operating personnel of the spwecrslft. Table D-2 bewe t h i s  out d t h  the 
ersw conzposition being divided in to  operations personnel, s i m i l a r  i n  nralwe 
t o  todws  a i r c r a f i  ing, and the users ( e  .g. , sc i en t i s t s  1. It is natwal 
Lo sesurne then, these users K i l l  be accustomed t o  exlensive proceseirag 
fcacilitkes t o  accolnplish t h e i r  day t o  da~r tasks,  operate t h e i r  prograuxsa a d  
profids them reseasch %n ion. h e n  the operations crew vill be f w c u ~ t m e d  
Lo a a e  computer msirsted fli@t control and monitoring equipment, al%Baough 
not of the ~ophfs t ica t ion  tha;L the  users m e ,  
Table D-l 
SPACE STATION C W  COMPOSITION REWIR 
Basic Skills Secondary Skills 
C dcr 
C der 
operations 
Opr a% ions 
engineer 
Pilot /navigator 
Pilot /navigator 
Electronics 
Mechanical 
Scientific Persomel 
&trophysicist Astronw 
iaf ologist Biology 
Physialogist Physiology 
Bwsician Medicine 
Physicim Medicine 
Engineer Medical electronics 
Electrical/ 
mechanical 
engineering 
Electrical/ 
mechanical 
engineering 
Mechanical engineer 
Electrical engineer 
Mechanical engineer 
Electrical engineer 
Physics, metallurg 
Physiology, mintenance 
General biology, laabtenmee 
Behavioral science, IMBW 
Behavioral science, 
lnaintenance 
Centrifuge operation/ 
mint enance 
Maintenance, free flyers 
Maintenance, free flyers 
Table D-2 
PROCESSIISG FUNCTION COMPAPiISON CHART 
APOUO VS SPME STATION 
- - 
Allocation 
Locakion 
Processing Functions Onborurd Grow& 
Control 
Test (~onopersrtionsl) 
Estecut ive Purnctions 
Faileafe services 
Self-test  capabili ty 
Data bus control 
Modeling and monitoring aye 
Assemblers 
Conpilers 
Specialized 1 
U t i l i t i e s  
Linkage edi tors  
Debug routines 
Debugging af ds 
Testing aids 
a tors  and t ranslators  
em loading & i n i t i a l .  
Management info 
Manufacturing f a c i l i t y  
Launch f a c i l i t y  
MCC f a c i l i t y  
Mission exper center fac 
Exper b e n t s  
OCS 
CNC 
Power System 
Propulsion 
Envirogunental control / l i fe  
support; 
Space Station 
ILS 
ALS 
rn 
"Indicates Apollo onboasd computierized tasks. 
Table D-2 
PPiOCESSImG FUNCTION 60WmfSON CWRT 
APOLM VS SPACE STATION (continued) 
Allocation 
bca-bion 
Processing Functions Onboard Ground 
@ommicea,tions Control Scheduling 
Verification 
CheckouL 
Acquisition 
Validation 
~ompressioa/decompression 
Fomatt  lng 
Distribution 
Ground c ds 
Inventory mnwement 
Scheduling 
Operakf on&/herg Proe 
Persomel/ski lP scheduling 
Subsystem Application Routines h e r d l  subsystem monitor 
Power supply control  
EC/LS control  
Subsystem s t a tu s  d i s p l s ~ r  
ConfigweLLion control  
Data acquis i t ion 
Commieations center  
a g i a e e r i s g  Data Management Test da ta  processing 
Perfomance earncement 
Gddmcc,  Navigation & Control Integrators  
Lat i tude /Longitude 
Accelerometer 
Rendezvous sensor 
Atti tude control  & r e f  
ildazleuvers , orb i t  keeping 
T r a n s b t  GBrN, t raeking da ta  
GEJC Crew c r i t i c a l  comands 
r n i f i c i a l  G 
GdtN 
Experiment pointing 
SII d i s p o s d  
- 
*Indicates Apollo onboard computerized tasks.  
Table D-2 
PROCESSING FllNCTION COMPARISON CHART 
APOLLO VS SPACE STATION (Continued) 
Loea%ion 
Allocation Processing Functions mboasd Orcam& 
Mode control 
Subsystem monitoring 
Status display 
DPLta acquisition 
C d i b r a t  ion 
Stimuli control 
Wend an-sis 
Data s torage/ re t r ievd  
Diagnostics 
Fault isolat ion 
Failure effect  
Component swi t ehing 
L h i t  checking 
Display ( f aul t / ins tmct ion  ) 
Dataistatus s 
Inventory systems 
Experiment Control/Processing Control 
Data acquisition 
Decmut  a t  ion 
FoHnatt ing 
Converglion 
Reduct ion 
Editing 
Buff e r ingls t  orage 
Retrieval 
Analysis 
Archival 
ion 
Distribut ion 
Iaaage, processing 
@Indicates Apollo onboard computerized tasks.  
"k oaLiPy t h i s  Job enviromen% it has been feud tha t  developent mst take 
place i n  onboard processing equipment and use tha t  is  not i n  being f o r  todays 
aero8pwe systemso Processors carried onboard a i r c ra f t ,  ( e l e n n  f o r  the  
Dmgla~ X-10) and Apollo, w e  classif ied ~ l s  pecial ose i n  the sense 
%hat we %hi& of eoqu te r s  today. They w e  l u t e d  i n  core mmory, have 
e&eneive memory project logic ,  b U  memory is held t o  a n in i  
h s t m c t i o n  s e t s  and the  companion data en tm devices w e  d e s i s e d  t o  solve a 
f&b of p a r l i e u l a  applicrslions. In mst cases these processors a re  deacated  
in nstme ail operate independentw. For con?p8rieon purposes Table D-2 and 
Appndix C shm -processing M e t i o n s  anticipated for  the Space Station with 
that pranss~atu done onboard Apollo spacecraft, It i s  not hard t o  visualize 
from an e x d n a t i o n  of the interactive opereLLions tha t  the de~aand on the  
processors and user d i k e  onboard the  1973-1980 spacecraft configurations w i l l  
be enomou~?, i n  compmison LO present f l igh t  operations. mere  fliat 
operations such as  Apollo using a "proceduse oriented" lan 
f o r  astrsnaut/eomputer com~~1ica t ion  w a s  suff icieqt  in  the past,  t he  operational 
enviromont 8~ld crew of future spacecraft dictaLe tha t  a "p rob la  oriented" 
approwh i s  needed. Colnputational needs during extended periods of deplopent 
may wise unexpectedly without avlanee knowlea@ (or planning) of the require- 
ments, Efficiency of solution de ds fast commieation with a responsive 
processing system, Designing and formulating the problen fo r  processor 
so7.ution m u t  be done rapidly and, t o  keep with the goal of autonorny, x i th  
d n i m m  satgporl;. Debugging has t o  be made easy and ef f ic ient ;  r e su l t s  nrust be 
obtained md displayed fast and the operators data entsy devices reconfigilrable 
$0 meet the changing situation. Where and when mlfunctions a d  warnings m e  
indicated, user/systern interaction and reaction mst take place with the  s m e  
ease, speed md responsiveness as i n  the original  environment. To meet t h i s  
condition, =themtical  and sc ient i f ic  computations, querying and updating 
data bmes, al ternate  path selection, sdaptive f i l t e r i n g  applications, e tc  . , 
c m  d l  provide problem-solving md fast response. However, the above 
require8 the  use of intermediate or large scale processing systems of the 
generd purpose class  as opposed t o  those processor configurations now i n  
use, ma: use of such a processor in  an interact ive,  highly responsive, problem- 
solving envimment ilnplies fast and easy selection of (1) M a ,  (2)  computer 
appliea%f on prsgrms , and ( 3 ) instructive type infomation, coupled with 
visual queues and "grraphics" t o  allow the  user the la t i tude  and responsiveness 
$0 mt md/or react t o  any given situation. 
D-16 
Nei the r  the present processing conf i w a t i o n s  nor the "vocabularies '' used 
aboard &crkft/spacecrafi have been fomd t o  possess the computation& 
""persr" ssld erne of use t o  m e t  a poblem oriented s i tua t ion ,  divorced from 
exLensive suppod f a c i l i t i e s .  
W e d  then, on the crew caonplbent and s k i l l s  expected onbosasd and the  
applications t o  be porfomed cswbomd, considerations were given t o  a clase of 
l m w g e s  tha t  are  used t o d w  fo r  computer eonnnunications in  gro~kld support 
operalions t o  ssscss su i t ab i l i t y  f o r  space eipplieation. 
D,2,1,1 Commieation Considerations 
Higher-level lw1;3uages carr be segregated into two categories, problem-oriented, 
in which the problem Lo be solved is  described, a d  proeedwal, in  which %he 
procedure or  a l g o r f t h  fo r  solution of the  problem is specified, In these 
two categories, languages associated w i t h  graphic displays can be sepmated 
again in to  two foms ,  the w i t t e n  f o m  and the pointing form, m e  first 
f o m  of l a t t e r  category is the most feunilim and i n  c n use, where, for 
exa~nnle, inputs t o  a c o q i l e r  are  statements consisting of s t r ings of alpbe- 
n w r i c  oharrteters, The second f o m  provides a mch be t te r  Paeili ty by 
which the operator can, In the cme of procedural language, s p e c i e  progrm 
operation by written statements combined d L h  the use of the meticon keys 
and l igh t  pen as additional inputs, The vocaioulq sJrnl&uc associated w i t h  
the m i t t e n  statements and the c d structures that  interface with the 
display devices ase c r i t i c a l  t o  responsive user interaction %slth the computer 
for  spaee applications . 
S m e  lwgusges i n  use today (e . ~ 5 .  , 3PL and CLASP) , have been found to be 
space oriented in  the sense tha t  they contain procedural oriented fmc t ions  
which w e  useful f o r  professional prom rs for  space applications, (e  , g , , 
ipulation) but these f u c t i o n s  s t i l l  belong t o  the wel.1 ho-m 
function se t  of general purpose langmges, oriented t o  prograrn design wd 
mintenmce i n  exLensive ground processing f a c i l i t i e s .  Functionally, "st 
i s  hi&ly ualikely thsct, the ac ien t fs t s  and other crew members onboared the 
space vehicle w i l l  consent "t the  burden of using a universal, ~1UlLi.pwposa 
la@wa of t h i s  nature. Also the  support equipment (keypunch, casd readers,  
e t c ,  ) viil:L not be available onboard, A s  previously iden t i f ied ,  t he  var ie ty  of 
discipl ines  md tasks  i n  space operations w i l l  require special izat ion and 
d8vcref"a; of m e t i o n ,  because while a general purpose language, by i t s  very 
definition, can hmdle a wide v m i e t y  of divers i f ied applications it cannot 
do so i n  a problem-solving operational enviroment where the pr ice  t o  be paid,  
nmely , esnsiderable design, p r o s  ng, and mental concentration, i s  too  high. 
marefore,  it has been concluded t h a t  the  operating environment requires 
problem-o:riented lwguages and s t ructure  voccabularies wherein functions a r e  
spee ia i zed  according t o  t he  conceptual needs of the  user and h i s  equipment 
a d  wherein t he  activation and execution of the  functions do not require 
c expressions t o  deviate s u b s t m t i a l l y  from the natural  way the  user 
would s t a t e  h i s  problem i n  a noncomputer environment. Neither a space oriented 
g e n e r a  pmpoee l a n e w e  ( in the  sense of SPL mentioned above) nor specified 
subsa-its of well-known general purpose langusges ( P L / ~ ,  JOVIAL,  ALGOL, e tc .  ) nor 
e lased i n  a i r c r a f t  o r  space systems t o  s a t i s f y  these requirements. 
"P"e fact 0% excluding universal ,  general-purpose languages from problem solving 
uswe  does not mean, of course, t h a t  one or  more universal  language ( e  .g. , a 
space-oriented lwguage) would not be incorporated in to  t he  t o t a l  vocabulary 
s"&uc$we f o r  use by professional progremnners. The overal l  properties and 
diversity of problem-solving uasge point,  however t o  a ve r sa t i l e  and f lex ib le  
lwmwe capabi l i ty ,  coexisting with the  langusge f o r  professional progrananners 
md capable of meeting two basic requirements needed f o r  future space operating 
tnviromenls,  ease of learning and ease of use. 
B a e d  on %he above, Section 3 presents a means f o r  establishing a comunication 
method mla prelirainary t e s t  r e su l t  using the recamrnended approach. 
m e  m@i.$ude of the  software available onboard the  spacecrafi w i l l  be of such 
a natwe that em assortment of l i b r a ry  subroutines t ha t  an operator m y  c a l l  
~ l l  offer a nmber of options depending on the job at  hand. This is  
parLicularly s ign i f i cmt  i n  the  area of experiments, an exmple of which 6s 
given i n  Appendix E, Mot onM w i l l  an operator/user have h i s  choice of 
processing options but the structure of the processor control progrsun (super- 
visor ,  executive) w i l l  a U w  control over processor r e s m c e s  and Job seheduing 
sidlsr t o  tha t  found i n  todays time shmed sys tem,  For e 
processing enviroment, i f  a t  any time the program (and operator) cusrently in 
control of a proeessor-shased device cannot use the resource due t o  dependency 
on the coanpletion of sorn requested service,  then the  processing system must 
be capable of shif i ing control t o  some other progrann (user) contending for  %be 
sharable resource. A siailm si tuat ion could occur i n  the ease of a piece 
of ml func t ionbg  equipment. It has been detemined also "%haL the user will 
need t o  aecoenplish a s e t  cf i n i l i a i z i n g  conditions a t  a t e  
e tast ing the processing operation. In i t i a l i z ing  w i l l  be required for  both 
the console operations and the computer p r o p a s  he desires (e,g., e l e m  
memosrgr, s e t  up job procedures, load).  For each user,  i n i t i a l i z ing  woad include 
ent r ies  of such data as name, task descriptor,  password ent r ies  ( i n  the case 
of secure da ta ) ,  identificsction of console and processing functional c a k e g s ~ ,  
1% raay also include h i s  processing control comunications such as of f l ine  owtput 
Pile  ident i f ie rs ,  Job pr ior i ty ,  Job timeline, processing lhit~, eLe, 
H i s  m j o r  e f for t  pr ior  t o  Job execution w i l l  be i n  establishing b t a  base 
paraa~eters and "liinErngl' together progrms t o  perfom the  specified job, In 
most cases the linking together w i l l  be %bough a "tree" margemen% where the 
stored c a p u t e r  prograans a re  grouped in to  successively more detai led BP8lsmeLions, 
The function categories rand the  reerultmt structures given in Appendix A are 
ref lect ive of t h i s  arrangement, With a hierarchy of processing s t rue tmes  
it i~ postulated tha t  a means of problem designation w i l l  proceed  an^^ procedural 
meLhod f o r  Pomulating and solving the task a t  hand. Obviously, a graphic 
disrphy device which presents the "procedures" m d  infoms h b  of aetfons 
reqdred/verif ied i n  a processing enviroment of t h i s  emplexity i s  highly 
desirable,  n u s ,  se t t ing  up the "problem" a d  the subsequent executlc~n by We 
processor it cazl be seen tha t  incorporav@ion of a, c ication methodi 
( v o c a b d q  s t ruc tures) ,  with the  processor must take i n  account snd provide 
f a i l i t i c s  f o r  definit ion and magement o f t h e  following: 
A, Display device input/output and display data structures.  
B, Pmages, views and geometrical en t i t i e s ,  
C , Problem (associative o r  re la t iona l )  dsta  structures , 
D , Ae~chronous events . 
E, Processor resource d l o c a t i o n  and comunications. 
In a d i t i o n ,  the complexity of the processing c o n f i v a t i o n s  and the  s i ze  of 
the  eornp~~tcr progrms, d ic ta tes  t h a t  the vocabulary allow for  some of the 
more bars i c progr ng oriented tasks such as: 
A, Construction of display f i l e s  similar t o  computer progr 
B, Relative addressing t o  permit relocation of f i l e s  and data anphere 
i n  rnemoIy. 
@, Indexing fo r  interat ions counts, data re t r ieva l ,  etc.  
D, Direct display access t o  a11 computer process reg is te rs .  
m e  docueat  function categories influencing the processing environment have 
been deteMned t o  be experhents ,  mission control, operational s t a tus ,  
agernent, and mission independent crew functions, 
The processing enviroment of t h i s  mapitude has been determined t o  contain 
aX1 the character is t ics  of tha t  associated with def ini t ion of a large scale 
b%6ama%ian processing system, ~ ~ l a ~ i n l y  data handling and routing, data forma- 
tion, data mmi p d a t i o n ,  data entry and data  output/presentation , and as such 
i s  b e ~ t  diescribed i n  these te rns  fo r  f w t h e r  definit ion of c icat ion 
met'b.1&se 
D . 3  REQUI TS 
The derivation and recornendation of methods by which the  crew can c o m u i c a t e  
Mith t h e  onboard computer t o  per fom the  functions deterlnined during Phase A 
of t h i s  study ( r e f  Appendix A )  has been shown i n  the  preceding sectioras to 
require  considerations of a broad range of technologies associated d-L;h an 
infomat ion system. 
A s  suck, we have found it necessary t o  es tab l i sh  a broad def in i t ion  o l 3 h e  
t e r n  "method" a s  used i n  t he  context of t h i s  study. Method r e l a t e s  La the 
integrated operation of t he  processing equipments, the  graphic-displa~lr 
t e m i n a l s  and the  computer softwwe, driven by operator c nds t o  provide 
f o r ,  and allow, crew members a systenne~tie means f o r  perfoming t h e i r  elzserigned 
tasks ,  The combination of the  equipment and software i s  considered as the 
operating system needed t o  in te rpre t  and a c t  upon the  operator c: 
By t h i s  approach, we have found it feas ib le  t o  define a structured voc:abasiq 
wound which can be fomulated equipment operational charac te r i s t i cs  m d  
software functions,  I n  t h i s  ner ,  assessments of the  interact ion of emb 
can be made i n  r e l a t i on  t o  overa l l  system requirements. 
The a l locat ion of perfo ee requirements and operating features  t o  a 
method f o r  accomplishing onboard comunication has been derived from the 
general c o m u ~ ~ i c a t i o n s  requirements iden t i f i ed  i n  Phase A of t h i s  stu&y, Ts 
r e i t e r a t e  : 
A, Flexible i n  Design--Methods rmst be "open-ended" fo r  f i t w e  enhace-  
ments and readi ly  susceptible t o  change f o r  ease i n  modification, 
B, "Straight-Forward" i n  Use--Methods must be easy t o  l ea rn  arzd easy to 
apply so as t o  minimize the  t ra in ing  process requirements, 
C, Consistent i n  Approach--Methods must be similar i n  perfo 
different functions in  a l l  function categories, and methods for  
perfoming ident ical  functions must be similar for  different  
space vehicles. 
A strue.twed vocabulary approach i s  one means of providing fo r  an effect ive 
computer eomunication operation, capable of satisfying the above requirements. 
The a t b a t e  implementation of the language used i n  the structured vocabulary, 
i s  centered around the  need fo r  a versa t i le  data entrylviewing-screen 
combination type device. The data entry and display equipments associated 
w i t h  this device has been found t o  be varied and, depending upon performance 
feat we^, can have a s iq i f i canL  impact upon the language design. An malogy 
wodd be th& used i n  the Apollo (verb/noun v i a  a numeric keyboard) versus 
a space language (PL-1 v ia  a typewriter terminal). Thus, the analysis 
of equipment and the  operating system has been predicated on a se t  of user 
operating conditions (designated system requirements ) t ha t  are  considered 
imperbkLive fo r  future onboard operations and consistent with the findings 
md assupl ions  previously given. These are:  
A, c icat ion methods should provide for  both problem solving and 
procedures oriented tasks.  
Be Display concepts and data presentation methods should negate the 
need f a r  providing t o  the operator extensive onboard dedicated 
ntation devices. 
C, Data entry approaches should minimize operator vocabulary memoriza- 
t ion  a d  checklisting. Adaptive instructions and t u t o r i a l  type 
ion displays should be provided fo r  each ident i f ied function 
category and operator action. 
D, Maximumn use should be made of audio snd visual  cues t o  ensure 
operator awareness and proficiency. 
E. Data entry character is t ics  a s  common a s  possible between computer 
input devices, console interact ion,  and a "roped" means fo r  data 
gaiLhering should be provided. 
F. h-ovisions should be made f o r  simple correction and response 
methods fo r  incorrect  data  en t r ies .  
D.3.2 Interact ive Data Requirments 
To ident i fy  the  e f fec t s  of crew functions on a operating system, i n  thia study 
we have choosen t o  ident i fy  and categorize processed information t h a t  will 
allow the  operator responsive action and reactions. The c lass i f ica t ion  o f  
infomation t o  be processed and controlled (au tomt ica l ly  o r  by -nu&$ input 
act ions)  i s  h i s to r i ca l ly  varied. Depending on the appl icat ion(s)  and. the 
individual identifying such da ta  i s  conhs ing  a t  bes t ,  There can be f i l e  data, 
ephemeris data ,  quick Look data ,  comand data ,  and an i n f i n i t e  n~mber o f  data 
s e t s  (e,g,, data  base) ,  
I n  this study, t he  categorization of t he  info ion t o  be processed has been 
substantiated i n  past  by the  IMDAC 90-day mnned t e s t .  The categories m e  
based on recammendations f o r  "minimum scanning requirements" by obserburers m d  
from an analysis of the  function categories i n  Appendix A ,  Four types o f  
infomation "fo s" are  ident i f ied:  
A. Current Status--Data or  =rays of data  associated with the operation 
(real-time i n  most cases) of onboasd subsystems and i n d i v i d ~ ~ a  
components. 
B. History--Data s e t s  associated with each subsystem md re la ted  dPaanaction 
category t h a t  cas be correlated t o  indicate  trends and ase usef i l  for  
p e r f o m n c e  prediction. 
C ,  Diagnostic--Data, presented i n  a f o m ,  t h a t  w i l l  be u s e f i l  in isala%Sng 
a f a u l t  or  i n  other cases pinpointing an e r ror  or  errors .  
--Infomation t h a t  a l e r t s  the  operator and/or other operations 
t o  nonnominal conditions. 
I n  considering a system configuration and features  of the control  and display 
equiperats t h a t  could best  meet the  above and s a t i s f y  the system requirements, 
the appromh used w a s  t o  separate the  processing problem i n t o  the  component 
pwt8  of m info ion processing system, distinguishing between categories 
of infomation (data)  t o  be e i t he r  displayed o r  entered, and the function 
required for  processing of t h a t  data. Having taken t h i s  approach, the  perfor- 
ce chwac te r i s t i c s  r e l a t i ve  t o  both the hardware and software could be 
asse~sed,  The functions associated with in te rac t ive  processing are defined 
gas (1 ) d a t ~  entry,  (2 )  data  handling, ( 3 )  data f o  ion,  (4 )  data  
md ( 5 )  data  presentation,  The data t ha t  the  operating system must be capable 
of in terpret ing and displaying has been separated in to  two broad areas 
(1) df splay categories (output ) and (2)  command actions (input ) . The char- 
acteristics of t h i s  data has been derived from features  inherent i n  the  
operazing systelns studied under t h i s  contract  ( a i r c r a f t ,  ground control  s t a t i ons )  
a d  $h& which has been determined t o  be applicable t o  the information formats 
preeaented above, The requirements and data  charac te r i s t ics  a r e  given i n  
Table D-3, Performance charac te r i s t ics  which bes t  s a t i s f y  these requirements 
m e  discussed i n  t he  subsequent paragraph, and a re  presented i n  Table D-4 i n  
terns of infomation processing functional components. 
Based on the in te rac t ive  data  requirements and factoring i n  the tasks  (reference 
Appendix A )  required onboard, along with the  s k i l l ,  t ra in ing ,  and professional 
backgromd of the crew hypothesized t o  perform these tasks ,  it becomes apparent 
that a nmber of data  entry and display devices (console) w i l l  be required 
onbowd, The exact number, of course, cannot be determined at t h i s  time and 
is dependent on many other fac tors  that  a re  outside the scope of t h i s  study. 
However, because of the  nature of the interact ive operation, a system t h a t  i s  
independent of an exact console configuration can be described. 
Table D-3 
INTERACTIVE DATA REQUIR 
-- 
Data Characteristic 
Applicability 
Information Type Requirements 
Display Categories 
Iliscrete* 
Attention* 
Tabular* 
Situation 
Graphic 
Relative 
X To autoxnatically present infamation 
to the operator or operators, notify- 
ing them of conditions requiring 
immediate or imminent action, 
The presentation of a point, character 
or symbol independent from other 
data sets. 
X Present information to the operator 
in a manner that will allow iannrediate 
recognition. 
Present text type infomation in a 
narrative, summary form, peedim to 
a particular function or task, 
Present in geometrical or video f o m  
with symbolic annotations indications 
of the mission operation and present 
status picture. 
Present in the form of line &awings 
or graphs, scientific/engineering 
type information, suitable for quick- 
look analysis. 
A combined presentation of video, 
graphics and text material, eouped in 
a manner that allows correlation of 
function. 
%Information in either alphanumeric or symbology or both. 
%rimary application to information formats. 
Table D-3 
INTERACTIVE DATA REQUIREMENTS ( ~ o n t  inued ) 
Applicabil i ty 
Data Characterist ic Information Type Requirements 
Commd Inputs 
Category se lec t  X 
Point designate 
Choose a par t i cu la r  operation/function 
and/or procedure. 
X Provide the  a b i l i t y  t o  se lec t  a discrete  
data  point from a bulk or display data ,  
e i t he r  symbolic or graphic i n  nature. 
X Provide means t o  allow l i n e  drawing or  
t rack  a moving point o r  locus of points. 
Data c a l l  X X X X Provide the  capabi l i ty  or re t r ieve  
preselected information from a particu- 
l a r  source or coxnmand an action.  
P w m e t r i c  
inser t ions  X X Provide t he  means t o  i n se r t  numerical 
or alphanumeric da ta  i n  real-world 
un i t s  of measurement. 
Mode se lec t  X Provide a capabi l i ty  t o  d i r ec t  and 
i n i t i a l i z e  t o  a par t i cu la r  operating 
condition. 
ion i n  e i t he r  alphanumeric or symbology or both. 
'primary application t o  information formats . 
Table D-4 
MIJLT IPURPOSE CONSOLE F'UIVCTIONAL ELEMEMTS 
- 
Component Characterist ics Function Operational Use 
Data Handling 
Computer interface To multiplex computer AuLomatic cheek of all 
input data and t o  dis- onboard d ig i t&  da%a, 
t r i bu t e  data from 
onboard sources. 
Console memory 
Process uni t  
Data Formation 
Vector generator 
Symbol generator 
Character generator 
Circle generator 
Audio synthysizer 
To provide buffering Data r e t r i eva l ,  
and display refresh 
for  computer generated 
data. 
Decodes control  signals 
received from console 
data entry devices or  
computer generated 
Produce continuous 
l i n e  segments. 
Produce special  
character se t s .  
Produce English 
alphabetic s and 
numerials . 
Produce continuous 
l i n e  c i r c l e s  from 
center and radius. 
To convert d i g i t a l  
b i t  streams in to  
audio, voice 
recognizable signals. 
Mapping, heading 
determination, 
Situation designa%ion, 
t a r g e t t  ing . 
Conversat ionai  lmguage , 
parametric i n a e ~ i s n  , 
Navigation, mpping , 
t a rge t t ing  . 
Warning, direct ion,  
Table D-4 
MULTIPURPOSE CONSOLE FLiNCTIONAL ELEMENTS (continued) 
Component Characterist ics Function Operational Use 
Data Mmijpulat ion 
Posi t  ion generator Locate and change Editing . 
placement of display 
image. 
Line s t ructur ing 
Blink control 
RotrEbLion control  
@aka Presentation 
EPd%ensity control  
Expmsion control  
Recorder 
Film Viewer 
Point designate a Figure drawing, t r ace ,  
location on display tabulat ion,  edit ing.  
screen. 
Permit se lect ion of Mapping, graphing. 
dotted,  dashed or  
dot-dash l i ne s /  
curves. 
Timed f lash  of 
display image. 
Rot a t e  symbols / 
characters i n  
c i rcu la r  increments. 
Provide manual 
control  t o  adjust  
foreground/background 
brightness. 
Provide magnification 
of par t i cu la r  display 
sector.  
Provide permanent 
hardcopy record of 
input/output 
informat ion. 
Provide d i sc re te ,  
event oriented 
indications t o  
operator. 
Project  photo image. 
Warning, a t tent ion.  
Graphs, navigation. 
Adjust t o  meet 
ambient conditions. 
Data analysis.  
Simulation, data  
reduction. 
Warning, s t a tu s ,  
automated procedures 
( event ac t  ions ) . 
Maintenance, checklists  
t a rge t t ing  . 
Table D-4 
MULTIPURPOSE CONSOLE mCTIONAL ELEMENTS ( ~ o n t  inued ) 
Component Character is t ics  Function Operat iond Use 
Data Entry 
Photoelectric reader To i n t e rp re t  and decode Simulation, mission 
d i g i t a l  information planning. 
stored on tape.  
Function keys 
Mode control  
Keyboards 
Reassignable s e t  of Category s e l e c t ,  menus 
switch actions t o  conversational action, 
designate a broad display manipula%ioa. 
range of data  
handling tasks .  
Provide a d i s c r e t e  Simulation, f l i g h t  
s e t  of operating ready, start, 
conditions fo r  console checkout. 
Switches assigned Parametric inse r t ions ,  
alphabetic,  numerics ed i t ing ,  cal3.s , 
and spec ia l  characters procedures, simdatisra, 
codes. 
A t  this point i n  the  study, it became c lea r  t ha t  t he  processor configuration 
(&nu1ticomputer, modular multiprocessor, and d i s t r ibu ted  processors ) t h a t  t h e  
consoles ' w i l l  i n t e r ac t  with what must be considered. The authors a r e  aware of 
t h e  multiple problems and arguments, pro and con, regarding the  centra l ized 
versus decentralized advantages i n  system design, but time and study l i m i t a -  
Lions did not permit us t o  t rade  al l  a l t e rna t ives .  For t h i s  study we simply 
based our consideration on an operating system configuration t h a t  could 
sa t is*  one basic requirement, conservation of resources. It i s  a well known 
fac t  that in  any one terminal in te rac t ive  system, t he  processor v i a  an executive 
control program w i l l  spend much of i t s  time id l ing ,  waiting fo r  t h e  next 
operator ins t ruct ion.  I n  an environment where onboard a c t i v i t i e s  have re la l ion-  
ships to each other,  such as  where a vehicle maneuver i s  a precursor t o  an 
experiment a well in tegrated,  interleaved processing need ex i s t s .  Independent 
dedicated processors a re  out of t he  question. However, i n  interleaved processing 
a scheduling problem surfaces where i d l i ng  time can s t i l l  ex i s t .  Its duration 
i s  dniaal and i n  most cases i n  times of high a c t i v i t y ,  it is  nonexistent. To 
ensure proper scheduling, three  fac tors  must be taken i n to  account: 
A ,  P r i o r i t y  of jobs and sequencing. 
B, Resource ava i l ab i l i t y  and management. 
C , Input data  loading. 
Therefore, t o  make t he  t o t a l  onboard multiple console "communication" concept, 
e f f i c i e n t ,  f l ex ib l e ,  and r e l i ab l e ,  it would seem p rac t i c a l  t o  share a processors 
resowees among a number of consoles, and have a dynamic control  program fo r  
scheduling. The a l t e rna t ive  t o  t h i s ,  as  previously i den t i f i ed ,  i s  t o  have 
s m a l l  specia l  purpose processors dedicated t o  every console. However, t h i s  
approach appears t o  be out of the  question i n  t h a t  (1 )  t he  language processor 
( i n t e rp re t e r )  associated with the  s t ructured vocabulary would consume f a r  too 
much core space, ( 2 )  t he  decentral ization of computer program l i b r a r y  routines 
and recording equipments would impose an excessive weight penalty as well as  
increase complexity of t he  system, and ( 3 )  interconsole communications and 
automtie scheduling i s  not available.  S t i l l ,  t o  require  the  control  program 
t o  be capable! of scheduling &in te rac t ive  operations, especially thop~e unique 
t o  the  console graphics seems an unreasonable denand on i t s  t h e .  W % a t  i s  
considered an optimunn configurs;lion i s  a compromise between the  above two 
approaches, where every console contains i t s  own special  purpose coq?uder fo r  
conlrol  eLnd other f a s t  response functions and i s  connected, v i a  a data  bus, 
Lo a l w g e  general pwpose multiple processor which d l o w s  access t o  large 
da ta  bases and c o m n  Pi les  ernd executes shwed ruoalyses programs. 
It follows then, i n  a conf f v a ; t i o n  such ae t h i s ,  t h a t  a requirement must also 
ex i s t  fo r  stsndasd interfaces  with the onboard processors and the operator, In 
addition,  with the s i z e  of the  craw c~mplement expected, kKld the  e s t f m t e d  
operator workloads (as  given f o r  each function category),  the  need ex i s t s  fo r  
m d t i p l e ,  (possibly portable) data entry and display consoles i n  uee through- 
ouL the spacecraft i n t e r io r  co~llpastaents, coupled t o  a cen t ra l  operea;&ing 
posit ion f o r  c Lion and data gathering, The t o t a l  hmdwwe 
operating system mst provide the  operator wjLth the resources t o  &low 
convenieace of opsrcrlion under t&l c i r c m s t m c e s  that m y  be e n c ~ ~ n L @ r e d  
during launch m d  f l i g h t ,  We can therefore conclude tha t  a requirement exists 
t ha t  the  t o t& operating system fo r  crew/computer comunications be mnaati- 
purpose i n  n a t w e  and capable of being reconfigurable r l t h  Itlinimurn o f  crew 
internention required, With t h i s  i n  mind, the p e r f o m a c e  charac te r i s t ics  
for  a responsive processing system based on the interact ive data r equ i r cnen t~  
are  given i n  Table D-3. 
l3.k SYSTEM CONFICWTION 
To m e t  the  requirelaents set fo r th  herein md t o  asccrmplish lintere~ctive 
c icat ions  within each function claLegor~r established by t h i e  atuay, a 
ion processing eyprte~ d t h  nrultiple %eminale ,  a. celcli'krd v i a d w  
screen and supporting peripheral  processing equipment ase envisioned, 
F i w e  13-3 shows the -ragernen% of such an onboard syetem. The d i w m  i.8 
intended t o  s h m  log ica l  a r r w a e n t  of a t ~ r p i c a l  onboard processl% system md 
its key elements, ra ther  % h a  depict  a design solution.  For e 
processing equ ipen t  group, the  proceseors can be configured ilato a 
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multiprocessing system (c  memory sharing) o r  each dedicated t o  a 
par t icu la r  processing element of the  t o t a l  system. In  e i t he r  case,  t he  
e f fec t s  on the  structured vocabulary a re  negligible,  however, the  processor 
control  program, l i b r a ry  routines,  and compiler implementation concepts we 
effected. Regardless, t h i s  portion of the  Phase I3 study is  primarily concerned 
with the  devices/consoles concerned with onboard computer communication, The 
equipment is depicted i n  Figure D-3 as t he  display/control group, operating 
i n  conjunction with t he  t o t a l  operating system. 
-The display/control group consists  of a functional 
grouping of input terminals, designated multipurpose consoles (MPc) , bussed 
together i n  a manner t o  s a t i s f y  each of the  function categories iden t i f i ed  
by t h i s  study. While each of the  consoles within a category a re  bussed 
together t o  s a t i s fy  reconfiguration and intercommunication requirements so 
are  each t i e d  together through a data  d i s t r ibu t ion  un i t  t o  es tabl ish  a 
standard interface with the  processor. All information emanating from the 
processor o r  from the consoles passes through t h i s  uni t .  The un i t  should 
accept, decode, check, and d i s t r i bu t e  information received from the  processors, 
over the  data bus and/or d i r ec t  from the  onboard sensors or subsystems, The 
multipurpose consoles a re  envisioned t o  consist  of a standard equipment 
complement throughout t o  allow: 
A. Interchangeability i n  the  event of a malfunction or  increased 
worMoad in  any one function category. 
B. Standardization i n  operator actions and onboard procedures. 
6 .  Standardization i n  processor in terface.  
D. F a c i l i t a t e  design production and ground and onboard maintenace,  
While this approach appears t o  needlessly force  addi t ional  equipment f ea tu res  
on operators o r  crew mem3ers whose jobs may be l e s s  complex i n  nature thereby 
complicating opera t ional  equipment (as i n  t h e  p i l o t s  controls  f o r  t h e  G&N 
f u c t i o n )  and thus increas ing change of e r r o r ,  t h e  simple expedient of 
hardwired mode control  i n  evidence i n  todays display systems can circumvent 
operez$iorarsl problems. Mode control  coupled with function keys can provide t h e  
operator with t h e  broadest range of i n t e r a c t i v e  f a c i l i t i e s  he w i l l  need t o  
40 h i s  job, gives him a la rge  degree of f l e x i b i l i t y  i n  operat ions,  and allows 
maximwn l a t i t u d e  i n  design of a s t ruc tu red  vocabulary. Included then,  i n  t h e  
concept is a dependence on a var ie ty  of data  en t ry  devices t o  accomplish control  
over both t h e  operat ing environment and t h e  processing environment t h a t  t h e  
operea$or w i l l  encounter i n  space. The board usage of these  devices include 
Raaction switch ac t ions ,  equipment mode con t ro l  switches, da ta  e d i t i n g ,  and 
formatting keyboards , stepping controls  f o r  graphic data  manipulation, photo- 
electric readers f o r  automatic operations and f i b e r  o p t i c  sensing devices. 
aylContro1 Console--The multipurpose consoles ( N P C )  contained with t h e  
con t ro l  a i d  display groups a re  s t ruc tu red  such t h a t  each can be reconfigured, 
v i a  the s'tructured vocabulary and t h e  display mult iplex u n i t ,  t o  assume t h e  
i d e n t i t y  of another l i k e  u n i t  (Figures D-4, D-5, and D-6). The l imi ta t ions  on 
a s s i g m e ~ t s  of course, a re  a function of operat ions and a re  not poss ib le  t o  
i d e n d i e  at t h i s  t ime,  however, t h i s  i s  not f e l t  t o  be a s i g n i f i c a n t  f a c t o r  i n  
tha t  the s t ruc tu red  vocabulary can e a s i l y  implement console " l ega l i ty"  
tilssignameaa-ts . The funct ional  block diagram of t h e  MPC i s  shown i n  Figure D-7. 
The h i s t o r y  of t h e  development of display terminals/consoles i s  a var ied  one, 
but parimwily one of terminals  custom-des igned f o r  s p e c i f i  c computers and 
p a ~ i c r a l u  appl ica t ions ,  such as m i l i t a r y  command and control ,  process con t ro l ,  
md engineering designs. Only recent ly  have da ta  en t ry  terminals  been designed 
t o  i n t e r f a c e  t o  a va r ie ty  of processing systems, without t h e  need f o r  customer 
engineering. Standardizat ion has been brought about primari ly through t h e  
use of mia?icomputers as p a r t  of t h e  overa l l  te rminal  design and t h e  use of 
higher order language compilers. Such computers can be l o c a l l y  o r  remotely 
in te r faced  t o  a l a r g e r  simp1.e~ o r  multiprocessor and provide t h e  capab i l i ty  
f o r  self.-contained graphics within t h e  terminal  r a t h e r  than using t h e  i n t e r -  
facing computers l i b r a r y .  
WATER ELECTROLYSIS SYSTEM 
PART I - NORMAL OPERATION 
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PART I I  - PREDICTION ANALYSIS 
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Figure D-7 MPC Functional Block Diagram 
With respect t o  the  terminal display devices and logic  i t s e l f ,  the  concepts 
used (which all center around a graphic CRT) have been found t o  f a l l  i n t o  one 
of three  categories,  video, storage tube, or programmed scan. Storage tube 
and program scan techniques used t o  draw vectors,  curves, characters (C"U be 
e i t he r  d i g i t a l  or analog. With d i g i t a l  log ic ,  the  path of a vector cxr emwe 
between i t s  end points,  or  the  components of a character,  are  formed by t h e  
computer and displayed e i t he r  by closely spaced dots or by short s t rokes ,  With 
malog logic  only the  end points of a vector or curve are  required La define 
the  path. It has been found t h a t  d i g i t a l  logic  is slower and often more complex 
and expensive than analog log ic ,  but permits a v e r s a t i l i t y  i n  application not  
readi ly  available i n  analog devices. For example, an operator has the ability 
t o  access the  coordinates of any point along the path of a vector o r  ~cwve 
d i r ec t l y ,  a useful  capabi l i ty  i n  s c i en t i f i c  or engineering work. Thus ,  i n  this 
study of hardware requirements fo r  astronaut computer comunications we have 
concentrated on d i g i t a l  techniques ( r a s t e r  scan, d i g i t a l  s t roke)  associated with 
CHT's and considered the  data entry devices tha t  w i l l  provide the  best  perfor- 
nzance with these techniques. However, we have recognized the  need m d  potential 
usefulness of other devices t o  benef ic ia l ly  augment both the  CRT display and 
the data entry method (vocabulary) t o  s a t i s f y  the  requirements. 
Equipme~t Considerat i .  
A s y of state-of-the-art hardware which can s a t i s fy  in te rac t ive  data 
requirements and the  charac te r i s t i cs  envisioned f o r  the  structured vocabulaq 
follows : 
Cormercial Interact ive  Graphic Display Systems--Commercial in te rac t ive  graphic 
----- 
display systems s i m i l a r  i n  charac te r i s t i cs  t o  those required f o r  spacecrafl  use 
of fe r  the  following typ ica l  specification: 
5" t o  21" CRT, 32 function keys, progr l e  memory. 1 t o  6 4 ~  words, 
8 t o  32 b i t s  ( s to res ,  ac t iva tes ,  refreshes) .  
Can a s p l w :  Charts, graphs, l i n e  drawings, 3 D  projections,  f u l l  page 
typewritten copy. Can aceornodate up t o  s i x  separate display screens, 
up t o  32K memo=. 
CRT resolution - 0.01 t o  0.15 
Positioning time - 1 4 ~  see. 
Ace~;lracy 23  percent 
Fmction generators - 62 t o  120 symbols 
Vector generator and c i r c l e  generator - continuous l i n e ,  in tens i ty  
compensation 
Size ,  in tens i ty ,  blink control 
Line s t ructure  - so l id ,  dash, dot 
Character ro t  a t e  
Direct memory access t o  PMU providing small percentage of PIvRI's time 
f o r  display generation. 
Character s izes  1 /8  t o  1/4  produced by dot matrix, stroking o r  monoscope 
stroke characters eas ie r  t o  read, monoscope characters most na tura l ,  between 
326 and 80/l ine - 40 t o  60 l i ne s  
Usually use storage CRT 
Those using core storage a re  usually refreshed a t  60 frames/sec 
CRT8s--CRT uni t s  used fo r  numeric and alphanumeric displays are  of four basic 
- --- 
types,  conventional TV-type r a s t e r  scan un i t s ,  higher l i n e a r i t y  x-y positioning 
wits, and storage type CRT un i t s ,  al l  of which require external  character 
generators, plus charactron shapped-beam CRT, i n  which the  characters a re  
produced by an aperture mask. 
Comercial  character generators f o r  standard, TV monitor CRT's can provide 
displays with composite video f o r  displaying numerals 0 through 9 on dot 
rnaLrices of from 8 by 13 t o  108 by 85. These displays can produce faom 
1 t o  160 characters on from 10 l i n e s  of 16 characters each t o  20 l i ne s  sf 
50 characters each. 
Charactron Tubes 
Produce characters by direct ing electron beam through individual 
characters etched in  micromatrix. 
P i c to r i a l  images time shared with alphanumerics 5000 t o  8000 l i ne s  per 
screen. 
Rear-window Tube 
Rmdom access s l i d e  projector.  
S t a t i c  data on s l ides  projected onto face of tube. 
A s  area changes operator of computer se lec t s  another s l ide .  
Through 1/2  s i lvered mirror, photographs of tube face can be tdcen from 
rear  par t  which display is  observed from f ron t .  
High speeds (25 revolutions/min or  more) may not allow suf f ic ien t  time t o  
form alphanumerics and symbols. 
One gun produces computer generated information other generates high 
resolution video images. 
A s  many as 5 guns plus rear-window display have been b u i l t .  
Recorder-.-Cassette ---- recording systems a re  very popular with minicomputer 
mdcers they enjoy all the  advantages of incremental magnetic type t ranspor ts  
except computer type compatibility and they a r e  useful  i n  many speed buffering 
applications.  They a re  generally useful  in  recording data  from manual entry 
ke~rboards , d i g i t a l  data  logging equipment, and program generation equipment 
for automsLic checkout or  numerical control .  
Kexboards--Almost all computer control  systems involve at l e a s t  one keyboard 
- ------- 
at &he computer console, usually with a number of specia l  function keys not 
fomd on any standard keyboard. Almost a l l  keyboards a r e  semiconductor 
logic rmging from s l i d e  matrices t o  LSI/MOS c i r cu i t s .  Manufacturers use a 
rna-titude of switching means, such a s ,  h a l l  e f f ec t  elements, magnetic cores, 
capacit ive eompling, and other proximity transducers. Many keyboards contain 
coding c i r c u i t r y  within each individual  key module, making it possible t o  
rewrmge keys a t  w i l l .  Other options a re  multikey in ter locks  t h a t  permit 
readout of only one key at a time and two-key rol lover  t h a t  provides t he  
correct  sequence code outputs when two keys a re  depressed at a f a s t  burs t  
rate a 
Visual feedback separate from s ty lus  positioning. 
Requires scanning and processing. 
Operates on horizontal  surface. 
Joystick 
Spring loaded, v e r t i c a l  handle which can be positioned i n  any d i rec t ion  
up to approximately 30 degrees thus posit ioning potentiometers. 
Regdres  scanning and processing. 
V i s u U  feedback separate from posit ioning device. 
Activating switch on handle. 
Mouse 
A s m a l l  block on wheels a t  r igh t  angles t o  each other which turn 
potentiometers when ro l led  across a f l a t  surface. 
Requires c lear  horizontal work space. 
Requires scanning and processing. 
Visual feedback separate from positioning device. 
Activating switch on un i t .  
B a l l  mounted i n  cup drives potentiometers a t  r igh t  angles t o  each other. 
Requires scanning and processing. 
Visual feedback separate from positioning device. 
Slower than joystick positioning. 
Separate switch fo r  activating.  
Light Pen 
The l i g h t  pen consis ts  of a f i be r  opt ic  l i g h t  pipe with photomu]l.diplicr for 
sensing l i g h t  on the face of a CRT, an aiming c i r c l e  of l i g h t  t o  facilitate 
select ion of the display element t o  be manipulated and a finger t i p  
switch t o  allow independent computer in terrupt .  It can be used by the 
operator t o  compose and ed i t  displays and programs by drawing input data 
p i c to r i a l l y  on the  screen and allows r e t r i eva l  and ipulat ion of 
stored data. Gives d i r ec t  posit ion information without addi t ional  
ing or  processing. Activating switch on pen. 
.An intersretive graphic display system can be very useful  in  providing 
pwmetsic information i n  condensed tabular  form f o r  subsystems having a 
m l t i p l i c i t y  of readings t o  be monitored. This o f fe r s  a great  advantage 
over moni"r,ring many d i sc re te  readout devices. 
One approach t o  presenting analog information t o  t he  crew with a graphic 
display system would be t o  provide rep l icas  of meter faces on t he  CRT screen 
d o n g  with numerical readouts corresponding t o  pointer  posit ions.  Assignment 
of f w e t i o n  keys could be such t h a t  individual  o r  re la ted  functional  groups 
of meters could be cal led up fo r  display. 
Caution a d  warning indicators  can be replaced by using a CRT display t o  
provide ~ p p r o p r i a t e  information on the  screen t o  indicate  when a c r i t i c a l  
parmeter approaches o r  exceeds tolerance l i m i t s .  Current development is  
aimed at a. l a rge  cen t ra l  display,  t he  most important information of t h e  moment 
wpears on t h i s  panel, In  emergencies, messages i n  red would in te r rup t  
normal a d  caution data  sequences and would convey correct ive  action advice. 
A few exmples of possible display representations a r e  included as f igures .  
A s  has been previously s t a t ed  the  keyboard is t h e  basic means of man/computer 
csmranieaitions. Data processing control  functions should be cen t ra l ly  located 
on %he operators console. Control functions w i l l  be implemented through an 
a l p h a m e r i c  keyboard and a group of function switches. The function switch 
keybowd could provide capab i l i t i e s  s i m i l a r  t o  t h e  following: 
A. One group of switches should provide f o r  se lect ion of t he  address 
f o r  data  being inser ted.  
B, Another group of switches should iden t i fy  the  data  parameters. 
@ ,  Address switches should be interlocked with one another so t h a t  
only one at a time can be engaged. They should a l so  be l igh ted  
upon engagement. Parameter iden t i f i ca t ion  switches should a l so  
be interlocked and l igh ted  i n  the  same manner. 
D. The switch keyboards could provide capab i l i t i e s  s i m i l a r  t o  the  
configuration described i n  Appendix D. 
Section 3 br i e f ly  describes Ohe hardware requirements f o r  a minimal type re%li,o%e 
graphic display terminal CRT, l i n e  se lec t  keys, function keys, vocabu.lary/ 
comand keys, numeric keyboard, l i g h t  pen/joystick automatic cursor. Appendix E 
describes an example operation of the  keyboards. 
Special purpose switches can be added t o  the  console fo r  power, display 
parameter control ,  mode or  subsystem control  a s  required. 
Potentiometers can be u t l i  zied fo r  brightness,  contras t ,  color ,  and a.udio 
adjustment control. 
Trackball, mouse, joystick,  and l i g h t  pen devices could be used fo r  ewsor 
control. However, from information gained through t h i s  study the  most 
e f f i c i en t  and accurate method of hooking, changing, and manipulating pictorial, 
graphic, and alphanumeric information on an in te rac t ive  graphic CRT display i s  
through the  use of a l i g h t  pen. 
To provide an in te rac t ive  display system t h a t  w i l l  present an optimum display 
with the  l ea s t  mount of memory space, hardware function generators ahoukd be 
used t o  produce alphanumeric characters,  vector,  c i r c l e ,  and other special 
symbol representations. This w i l l  conserve programming e f f o r t ,  time, md 
memory. Using t h i s  approach w i l l  allow aingle-command high leve l  control  of 
hardware features.  With a hardware character generator the  progr 
only specify the par t icu la r  mode followed by data words (one or  two characters 
per data word). With software generation, characters a re  stored as individual  
subroutines i n  memory. Programming may then involve a t  l e a s t  three steps, a 
character mode work, designation of a character subroutine, then a branch 
ins t ruct ion t o  the  par t icu la r  subroutine. With hardware provisions For sub- 
routining,  only two commands are  required (1) a jump t o  the  specif iee~ rou t ine  
and ( 2 )  a jump back t o  the  main display f i l e .  The a l te rna t ive  involures 
rewrit ing the  subroutine many times i n  the  display f i l e s .  
The employment of other devices has been traded against the  capabi l i t i es  of 
the  CRT t o  accomplish the  same requirement so as  t o  keep the  number of displays 
and controls down t o  the  absolute minimum and circumvent the  conditions 
prevelant now i n  aerospace systems, Over the  years the  p i l o t  and co-pilot 
of the  DG-3 were confronted by a t o t a l  of 109 displays and controls.  The 
s m e  Wwo nen i n  a DC-9 must contend wi th  a t o t a l  of 453. In  a much shor ter  
period o f  Lime, a similar increase i n  complexity has occurred i n  spacecraft .  
Mercwy (spacecraft  20) contained 102 displays and controls.  With Apollo 
(spaceera* 12)  t h i s  had r i s en  t o  448 d i f fe ren t  display functions,  350 of which 
are on di l~play simultaneously. Although the  same number of functions and 
possibly more, w i l l  be required on fu ture  spacecraft  it w i l l  be desirable t o  
display simultaneously no more than 150 of these.  If f o r  no other reason, t he  
sheer lebe:k of panel space w i l l  force the  use of multiformat displays which use 
the  s;me basic display f o r  many functions. 
During t h e  performance of a requirements analysis  of aerospace display/control/  
compu%er in te rac t ive  hardware many devices were investigated.  It was found 
that control  hardware including data  entry  devices as r e l a t ed  t o  t he  man/computer 
interface have not changed appreciably over the  l a s t  four o r  f i v e  years and a r e  
not expected t o  improve d r a s t i c a l l y  in  the  near fu tu re  ( t o  mid 1970's).  The 
most & m a t i c  improvement which we can look forward t o  is  computer control  
by use of the  spoken word. This advancement, however, is  not expected t o  be 
perfected fo r  spacecraft use p r io r  t o  1980. 
Speech input has a number of drawbacks t h a t  must be overcome before it w i l l  
become la3.aetical f o r  communications with computers. Calibration of machines 
Lo pwtic2k3ar voices is the  greates t  problem. Word recognition capab i l i t i e s  
tiire presently i n  the  a rea  of 90 percent accuracy. Speech input r a t e s  a r e  
twice %ha$ of key punching by inexperienced operators but no d i f f e r en t  when 
experienced key punchers a re  used. Long duration keypunching i s  reported t o  
be less t i r i n g  than continued speech input. The major advantage t o  speech 
comwiea t ion  is t ha t  it can f ree  the  hands fo r  work with graphic components. 
The forerunner t o  voice operated computers is  t he  voice synthesizer which 
has been t e s t ed  under simulation conditions and under controlled f l i g h t  condi- 
t i o n s  t o  determine i t s  f e a s i b i l i t y  as an in te rac t ive  t o o l  i n  spacecraft .  This 
device which i s  mainly being developed as a voice warning system i s  expected 
t o  be of p rac t ica l  value fo r  aerospace usage during the  mid 1970%. Some 
conclusions from these t e s t s  are:  
A. Voice warning systems have de f in i t e  advantages over tone warning 
systems. 
B. It of fe rs  added f l e x i b i l i t y  by allowing a p i l o t  t o  evaluate a failwe 
i n  terms of mission and sa fe ty  requirements before acting.  
C.  It does not merely serve as an a l e r t i ng  s igna l  but provides direct 
information t h a t  enables the  p i l o t  t o  take immediate corrective atetion, 
i). The benef i ts  a re  more apparent under high task  load conditi.ons, 
Unti l  the  state-of-the-art reaches t he  l eve l  of t he  voice operated eompu%er 
we w i l l  probably have t o  be content with t he  following standard control  md 
entry  devices : 
Keyboards 
Functional 
Alphanumeric 
Special purpose switches 
Rotary 
Pushbut ton 
Toggle 
Potentiometer 
Trackball 
Mouse 
Joystick 
Light pen 
The most prominent component of the  graphic in te rac t ive  display system is the  
a s p l a y  device i t s e l f .  For years industry has been s t r i v ing  t o  develop a 
replacement fo r  the  CRT which does not have the  disadvantage of the  great  
value of space required f o r  the envelope of the  tube. Many r e l a t i ve ly  f l a t  
innovcldive display devices are  available or under development i n  the  f i e l d  
of aerospace in te rac t ive  displays. In  determining what type of in te rac t ive  
displaxs w i l l  be available i n  the  mid 1970's and ear ly  1980's the  following 
devices were uncovered. 
CRY: Single G u n  
CWT: Multiple Gun 
F ie ld  Effect EL 
Cwr ie r  Injection EL 
Plasma ( Internal  Electrodes ) 
Plasma ( ~ x t e r n a l  Electrodes ) 
Inorganic Thermochromics 
Orgmie  Themochromics 
Pho-l;ochromies 
Fluidics 
M~zgnetics ( ~ i m a d )  
M~lgnetics emat at i c  ) 
PBast i c  Perf ormat ion 
Elec t ros ta t ics  
Frustrated Internal  Reflection 
Laser (scanning) 
Laser (holographic ) 
Piezoelectric 
Scotophor CRT 
Thermochromic CRT 
CRT - Plasma Hybrid 
Thermochromic - EL Hybrid 
Fluidic - Plasma Hybrid 
Fluidic - Thermochromic Hybrid 
Magneto - Optical 
Hapid a&rances are  taking place i n  t h i s  expanding area of technology, however, 
cer ta in  of the  l i s t e d  devices have undergone only l imited development o r  have 
other charac te r i s t i cs  which render them more useful  fo r  future  ground--based 
applications than f o r  more immediate aerospace usage. 
After reviewing available information on the  l i s t e d  devices it i s  evident 
t h a t  f o r  present day in te rac t ive  display systems (up through the  mid X970Bs) 
the  systems designer faced with the  problem of presenting anything Inore complex 
than a few alphanumeric characters must l i m i t  himself t o  cathode ray tubes, 
electroluminescent o r  plasma displays,  although cer ta in  of the  hybrid 
technologies should r e su l t  i n  useful  devices by t he  ear ly  1980's. 
Despite the  current supremacy of the  CHT f o r  aerospace applications,  some 
consideration of two other areas is warranted, plasma display and electro- 
luminescent. Plasma display i n  i t s  simplest form consists  of neon glaw Imps, 
A matrix display can be created using orthogonal electrodes e i t he r  in te rna l ly  
o r  external  t o  the  cavity. Present problems with t h i s  type display deal  with. 
gradual decrease i n  l i gh t  output due t o  deposition of mater ia l  from electrodes 
on cavity walls. It is expected t ha t  as the  state-of-the-art i s  f w t h e r  
advanced so l id  s t a t e  matrix displays w i l l  be used in  spacecraft in te rac t ive  
display systems. Solid s t a t e  displays may permit s ign i f ican t  improvements 
i n  the cos t ,  r e l i a b i l i t y ,  and accuracy of spacecraft displays by the  early 
19801s, 
Carrier  in ject ion EL offers  a r e a l  po ten t ia l  should i ts  r a t e  of developent  
be f a s t  enough t o  meet the  demand. Carrier  in ject ion EL depends upon comple$elg 
d i f fe ren t  pr inciples ,  and is  based upon seimconductor technology. Like 
t r ans i s to r s ,  the  l i fe t ime  of c a r r i e r  in ject ion EL devices i s  essential . ly 
unlimited. 
Several companies have been working on the  development of so l id  s t a t e  miiarix 
displays u t i l i z i n g  electroluminescent c e l l s  with f e r ro  e l e c t r i c  transchargers, 
The f e r ro  e l e c t r i c ,  i n  conjunction with a diode provides a se lect ion threshold 
which permits the  c i r cu i t  t o  be addressed i n  a matrix by voltage coincidence, 
This technique has provided considerable success but is  s t i l l  i n  need of Gwther 
research i n  certain areas such as brightness and resolution.  Efficiency i s  low 
and cost is high a t  the  present,  but because of i t s  low weight, volume, voltage,  
m d  extended l i fe t ime  promises t o  become competitive with t he  CRY i n  the  
next generation of space vehicles. 
Other companies a re  developing plasma so l id  s t a t e  displays which may o f f e r  a 
r e a l i s t i c  a l ternat ive .  The present problems s imilar  t o  those previously 
stated including requirements f o r  high voltage dr ive ,  but can help i n  handling 
l i fe t ime  l imita t ions .  It is possible tha t  displays of t h i s  type could be 
perfected t o  a useful  s t a t e  within the next few years,  however, from past  
experience with s i m i l a r  devices, such as  EL, it would be optimistic t o  expect 
fdl usage of such displays pr io r  t o  the  l a t e  1970%. 
b o t h e r  new readout device which promises low power and prac t ica l  large-size 
displws is the  l iqu id  c rys t a l  device. This type display of fe rs  good contrast  
even i n  erxcessively high ambient levels .  It is not self-illuminated but depends 
on re f lec t ion  of ambient l i g h t  from areas of the  display which are  made opaque 
through o?gmamic sca t te r ing  caused by an e l e c t r i c  f i e ld .  Despite recent 
advances several improvements such as temperature s ens i t i v i t y  must be 
accomplished before t h i s  device w i l l  be pract ical .  
The choice between EL and plasma f o r  spacecraft becomes one of weighing 
conversion efficiency versus power supply and switching c i r c u i t  complexity 
for the  intended application.  
1%; is a p e c t e d  t ha t  f o r  future  aerospace display applications,  a var ie ty  of 
asplay media w i l l  be needed t o  s a t i s f y  the  var ie ty  of requirements. In the  
no& so &stant  future ,  a number of hybrid technologies o f f e r  promise f o r  new 
wd improved displays. CRT's have been fabricated containing a mixture of 
conventional. phosphors and thermochromics and a thermochromic. EL hybrid 
has also been fabricated using the  same philosophy. The en t i r e  area of hybrid 
display is  quite new, but rapid progress is  being made. 
Long rmge plans fo r  future  spacecraft should include growth oriented command 
md con t~+o l  terminals incorporating sophist icated controls and displays such 
as so l i d  s t a t e  panel readouts, integrated displays f o r  reducing readout e r ro r ,  
three amensional displays fo r  improved depth perception, and the  use of normal 
speech for processor information exchange (cos t ly  but allows operation of 
computer while remote from keyboard). However, a f t e r  reviewing hardware 
developments t o  determine the state-of-the-art and trends towards fudwe 
aerospace display and control  capabi l i t i es  and requirements, it appems t h a t  
present and near a t  hand space programs (through the  mid 1970's) sho~zlld p l a  
on u t i l i z i n g  a computer driven CRT type graphic display system fo r  their main 
-/machine interface.  Although breakthroughs i n  the  development of EL m d  
plasma type display hardware w i l l  continue t o  make these new devices look more 
enticing. The use of so l id  s t a t e  hardware w i l l  be a gradual process wi$h 
conversion of a few of the  d i sc re te  displays a t  a time t o  mul t i fmct i sn  ~ o k i d  
s t a t e  displays. 
Appendix E 
CREW/COMPUTER COWTICATION'S VOCABULARY 
A crew/computer communication's language is  required t o  overcome the  
-/machine interface bar r ie r .  Attr ibutes of the  language must s a t i s fy  the 
in te rac t ive  requirements of the  graphic-display terminal and computer ~ d h s u t  
placing undue hardships on the  crew. The approach adopted by t h i s  study as 
the solution t o  the  above problem is t o  formulate a function oriented structwed 
vocabulary. The objective being t o  provide each onboard discipl ine  a m l q u e  
command vocabulary f o r  performing re la ted  in te rac t ive  Functions and eliminate 
the  need fo r  al l  crewmen t o  learn a general purpose language and adapt it 
t o  t h e i r  respective job duties.  
E . l  VOCAJ3ULARY STRUCTURE 
The structured vocabulary has four d i s t i nc t  l eve l s  which pa ra l l e l  the  bre&dorar;l 
of the  function categories presented i n  Appendix A. Figure E-1 shows the 
re la t ionship of the  leve ls  and a description follows: 
A. Category--Refers t o  nine function categories described i n  Appendix A ,  
e.g., Mission Control. 
B. Function--The function l eve l  is  f i r s t  l eve l  breakout of a flnnetioa 
category, e.g.,  Mission Control Planning. 
C. Subfunction--Subfunction, a s  expected, is  the  next l eve l  breao.81C 
of a function, e.g., Mission Control Planning Timeline Event Analysis, 
I). Vocabulary--The vocabulary l e v e l  i s  the  deta i led working l eve l  md is  
subdivided in to  two operating modes, t o  be discussed l a t e r .  
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Figure E-I. Vocabulary Structure Breakdown 
The purpose of the  structured vocabulary is  t o  expedite the  location a d  
access of the  desired fbnction language. T h i s  is accomplished through key-word 
association of Job functions t o  technology language. Another advantage of" 
a structured vocabulary is  t h a t  it is  easy t o  program, and adapts t o  an 
in te rac t ive  environment. 
The vocabulary l eve l  operating modes , "proceduralt' and "command, I t  ppe4.t the 
user the  option of constructing a complete function fo r  automatic execu"c;ion or  
performing each task s e r i a l l y .  The l a t t e r  affords the  user greater  con t ro l  
over the function being performed by providing intermediate task r e su l t s  f o r  
analysis before proceeding t o  the  next task.  
Example : 
Procedure Mod_e_ 
--- 
Telescope Experiment 
Point telescope 1 a t  s t a r  4, t rack fo r  2 hours, photograph 
a t  1 5  minute intervals .  (execute) 
Command Mode 
------- 
Free Flying Module Experiment 
Undock module from port  1 (execute) 
Undocking accomplished (evaluate s t a tu s  ) 
Perform evasive maneuver ( execute ) 
Evasive maneuver performed ( evaluate st  atus ) 
Fly t o  posit ion "X," "Y ,I1 "Z" 
The crewman continues t o  control  the  module i n  t h i s  manner 
u n t i l  it has achieved the  desired operating s t a t e .  
E - 2  V O C A B U U Y  METHOD OF USAGE 
The i n t e n t  of t h i s  discussion is t o  describe t h e  procedure f o r  using t h e  
remote terminal  and vocabulary, documented i n  Appendix D and Subsection 3.1 
respect ively ,  i n  performing onboard i n t e r a c t i v e  functions. Figures D-1 
md X-2 a r e  v i s u a l  references f o r  use i n  understanding t h e  procedural t a sks  
being described. Figures a-3 through E-7 a r e  photographs taken of t h e  
S t ,  Louis simulator t e s t s  described i n  Subsection 3.1 
The object ive ,  when i n i t i a t i n g  an onboard function from a remote graphic-display 
teminai  is  t o  s e l e c t  t h e  communication's language and operat ing l e v e l  required 
t o  perform t h e  desired function.  Figure E-2 is an example of an experiment 
using an x-ray telescope.  Following t h i s  example t h e  experimenter first 
depresses t h e  category/select  (CIS) key. The computer i n t e r p r e t s  t h i s  s i g n a l  
and i n  tu rn  displays function ca tegor ies  on t h e  CHT. The experimenter wishing 
to perform a p a r t i c u l a r  experiment depresses t h e  l i n e  s e l e c t  key corresponding 
to the l i n e  which accommodates t h e  experiment category. ( ~ o t e :  Should t h e  
CRT be incapable of containing a l l  e n t r i e s ,  i n  t h i s  case function ca tegor ies ,  
the user continues t o  depress t h e  appropriate function key f o r  t h e  next screen 
of data,) The computer then presents  t h e  various experiments u n t i l  t h e  
experimenter s e l e c t s  the  "grazing incidence x-ray telescope" experiment by 
depressing the  l i n e  s e l e c t  key i n  t h e  sane manner a s  he se lec ted  t h e  function 
category. The computer now responds with functions " i n i t i a t e  ," "execute ,IY 
m d  " terninate ."  Execute was t h e  se lec ted  f'unction a s  shown i n  Figure E-2. 
Th is  se lec t ion  was a l s o  made using t h e  l i n e  s e l e c t  keys. The computer then 
displays t h e  technology/command vocabulary on t h e  vocabulary/command keys. 
( ~ o t e :  Should t h e  experimenter d e s i r e  t h e  procedural mode, he can s e l e c t  it 
by depressing t h e  procedural s e l e c t  P/S key.) The experimenter is now ready 
t o  execute h i s  experiment by enter ing t h e  des i red  commands. This is accomplished 
by depressing the  vocabulary/command key and supplying t h e  arguments requested 
on the  CRY. Arguments can be entered by se lec t ing  option using t h e  l i n e  
s e l e c t  h y s ,  by posi t ioning t h e  cursor and using t h e  numeric keyboard o r  by 
selecting ssgurnents with t h e  l i g h t  pen. Regardless of t h e  technique used t h e  
en te r  (EMT) key is used f o r  p a r t i a l  da ta  e n t r i e s  and t h e  execute (EX) is  used 
t o  s igna l  cornand execution t o  t h e  computer. 
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The manual (MNL) function key is used by t he  terminal operator t o  go d i r ec t l y  
t o  t he  desired vocabulary l eve l  without going through category and function 
se lec t  operations. This i s  accomplished by depressing t he  MNL key, the 
appropriate function key and entering control  da ta  through t he  keybsa.rd, 
preferably an alphanumeric keyboard. 
The data  se lec t  (D/s)  function key is  used t o  engage t h e  da ta  magemen$ 
r e t r i e v a l  system. This is used t o  obtain general data  from the  computer data 
base. 
The c lea r  (CLR) f'unction key i s  used t o  c l ea r  the  l a s t  t a sk  signaled by the 
terminal operator so t ha t  it can be performed again (an e r ro r  mode). 
The c lea r  (cLR) key on the  numeric keyboard c lea rs  t he  last argument en$ered 
v i a  the  keyboard and posit ion t he  cursor f o r  reentry.  
As can be seen, there  i s  a need fo r  addi t ional  general purpose as well  as 
specia l  purpose hardware in performing onboard functions. The alpha keyboard 
is the  most apparent general purpose component. The alpha keyboard u 4 l B  be 
required by most functions i n  label ing data ,  but some functions w i l l  be mabPe 
t o  use it. 
Examples of specia l  purpose hardware can be iden t i f i ed  with all functions bu% 
a few l i s t e d  below: 
A. Flight  control  w i l l  need t o  use yokes, rudders t rans la t ion  md 
ro ta t ion  devices, e tc .  A l l  of these  hardware components wi.311 
communicate with t h e  computer. 
IS. Guidance and navigation could have a requirement t o  enter  data base 
on op t i ca l  s e t t i ngs  of telescopes and/or sextants.  
C. Mission control  and onboard checkout functions w i l l  require the 
use of dedicated and/or specia l  purpose displays ( i .e . , elect ronic  
a t t i t u d e  di rect ion indicator ,  map display,  oscil loscope,  ete , ) ,  
The p i n %  is ,  even though many functions w i l l  u t i l i z e  spec ia l  purpose hardware 
$0 commiea t e  and control  in te rac t ive  functions v i a  the  onboard computer, 
mdificc%lions or  changes t o  these functions can be accomplished using t h e  
procedwal mode of the  language described. This, of course, i s  assuming 
that the software is not hardwired. 
E , 3  ST, LQUIS VOCABULARY TEST 
The fallawing f i v e  photographs were taken as t h e  s t ructured vocabulary 
e o m u i c ~ t i o n s  technique was being demonstrated i n  the  Space Shut t le  Cockpit 
Simulator located i n  the  McDonnell Douglas f a c i l i t i e s  i n  S t .  Louis, Missouri. 
The purpose of the  experiment was t o  t e s t  the  f e a s i b i l i t y  and "workability" 
of the vocabulary concept established by t he  study. Preliminary r e su l t s  from 
this tesS not only confirmed t h i s  approach as reasonable and advanced over 
conventional methods but a l so  iden t i f i ed  areas where t h e  s t ruc ture  and 
technique must be refined.  Solutions t o  these  problems w i l l  be f o m l a t e d  
d w i n g  $he follow-on e f f o r t  t o  t h i s  study. 
F i g w e  E.3--Was taken a f t e r  the  computer had responded t o  the  category s e l ec t  
(c/s) key and before t he  operator had se lected a category, A s  can be seen, 
the operator i s  se lect ing t he  maneuver management category using a l i n e  s e l ec t  
key. 
F i ~ e  ~,k--Was taken a f t e r  the  operator had se lected t he  par t i cu la r  maneuver 
t o  be perfomed, i n  t h i s  case reentry.  The missing p ic tu re  i s  t h e  response 
t o  mmeuver management se lect ion which would have been a display of vehicle 
mmemers. The operator then selected reentry which t h e  computer responded 
w i t h  Figure ~ , 4 .  This f igure  shows the  operator se lect ing t he  preparation 
fwctioaa of the  reentry maneuver. 
Figwe E,5--Shows the  operator using t he  l i n e  se lec t  keys t o  es tab l i sh  h i s  
euver reentry eomand sequence. 1 
Figme ~ , G - - ~ e p i c t s  t he  operator using the  numeric keyboard t o  update and 
initialize data  base elements i n  support of t he  ant ic ipated reentry maneuver. 
Figure E.7--Was taken a f t e r  completion of a l l  preparation functions a ~ d  after 
the  execution function key had been depressed t o  s ignal  the  computer 'to 
commence maneuver execution. 
Appendix F 
TECmICAL DISCUSSION OF THE SYHTAX DIRECTED COMPILER 
m e  development and extension of progr ing languages is a problem which 
increases with each new conaputing application. There a r e  several  s o d  general 
purpose p r o g  ing languages, but it i s  unreasonable t o  expect q one lmguwe 
t o  ever s a t i s fy  the requirements of people such as bankers, design engineers, 
and men i n  space. Consequently, a prol i ferat ion of languages i s  inevitable,  
The developent  of a t rans la tor  or  language processor fo r  each new plgogr 
language can be a very time consuming and cost ly  process i f ,  f o r  evem new 
l aguage ,  developnent must be s ta r ted  anew. This becomes even more s i p i f i e m t  
i f  the application is  such tha t  language experimentation i s  needed prior t o  %he 
actuaP processor development. 
During recent years considerable e f fo r t  has been devoted t o  the  language 
t rans la tor ,  or compiler, development problem. Much of t h i s  work has been 
directed toward the development of generalized programs which, given the 
proper input, can process v i r tua l ly  any programming language. Further, much 
work has been directed toward techniques which w i l l  allow these progrms $0 
be as  machine hdependent as possible. Input has generally consisted o f  a 
comprehensive description of the s t ructures  of the  various elements of the 
language t o  be processed, referred t o  as syntax, i n  addition t o  the meming 
or action msociated with each element, referred t o  as semantics. In this 
context, a description of the  syntax must include a detai led account of the 
f o m  of each statrnent of the  language. The se t i c  def ini t ions  must s t a t e  
precisely the actions t o  be performed by the language processor whenever m 
acceptable statement is  encountered. Then, using both the  syntax and 8e 
defini t ions  it becomes possible, within cer ta in  l imita t ions ,  t o  procesa my 
statement &longing t o  the described language. 
Mmy approaches t o  th is  problem have been offered by as m y  people, mis 
docment describes one approach. To l i m i t  the discussion as much as wssible, 
the Lecbique offered here w i l l  not be compared with a l te rna t ive  approaches. 
Wowever, am attempt w i l l  be made t o  of fe r  the  ra t ionale  behind the more 
serious design considerations. 
Before describing the technique i n  d e t a i l  it is first necessary t o  ident i fy  
eef la in  m j o r  components of a language processor and introduce the  functions 
of each, Then, discussion of the  proposed language analysis technique becomes 
more easily understood. For t h i s  discussion, the language analysis process w i l l  
be considered as involving source statement input, syntax recognition, parsing, 
a d  semmtic execution. The f i r s t  of these is merely an input function which 
e m  be t r i v i a l  fo r  sorne applications. It has been ident i f ied  here because it 
w i l l  later help t o  describe more c lear ly  the application of the  available t oo l ,  
The remaining three components w i l l  be t reated i n  more de t a i l .  
A s  s o u c e  hages  for  a programing language a re  read in to  a computer they 
quickly become unwieldy. A s  a r e s u l t ,  it i s  desirable t o  subs t i tu te  a numeric 
code Pol- each element of the syntax. This encoded form of the  image can then 
be mmipulated t o  determine whether or  not the  statement conforms t o  t he  
rdes  of the gr r. The encoding process has h i s to r i ca l ly  been referred t o  
as "sp"Q recognition," and the process of comparing the encoded image t o  
the f o m 1  def ini t ion of the  language is  referred t o  as "parsing." Once it 
has been detemined tha t  a statement s a t i s f i e s  all syntactic ru les ,  and i f  it 
e a  be determined Tshich actions are  required for  the  processing of the  s ta te -  
ment, those actions can be executed t o  const i tute  the  language processing 
%metion. These actions,  f o r  the  purpose of t h i s  discussion, are col lect ively 
called "senwt ics  execution. " 
Up to this point, care has been taken t o  avoid referr ing t o  t h i s  type of 
lamwe malys i s  processor as  a "compiler." The more c lass ica l  def ini t ions  
of a compiler indicate t ha t  it t rans la tes  a source lan e statement i n to  
mchine l a n a a g e  which can then be executed. For the  work being described 
here, this defini t ion is somewhat r e s t r i c t i ve .  I f ,  i n  the  language analysis 
process described above, the semantic actions were involved with the  generation 
of equivalent machine laguage  code, then the process as outlined sa t i s f i e s  
the classic& definit ion of a compiler. I f ,  however, the s 
are not res t r ic ted  Lo t h i s ,  the language analysis processor has capabi$i$ies 
above and beyond that  of a compiler. An exarnple of t h i s  might be an info 
storage and r e t r i eva l  system i n  which the se t i c  actions, or procedwes , 
lpight a c t w l l y  perfom the data agement functions without ever generating 
aay machine code. For the sake of t h i s  discussion, t h i s  more general fom 
of a language a a l y s i s  processor w i l l  also be referred t o  as a "compiler9" 
but it is an expanded definit ion of 'kompiler" which is  being used as opposed 
t o  the classic& definit ion. This does not appear t o  be an unwarranted aii"aaer%y 
i n  view of the existence of such things as interpret ive,  incremental c=ompibers, 
These wi l l  not be discussed here, but are  mentioned t o  exemplify the scwe 
of already existing compilation processes. 
Consider now a program, a compiler, with the four components described ewl ie r ,  
It is theoret ical ly  possible t o  implement such a program i n  a 
the s p t a x  and se t i c  definit ions are  expressed as interpretable dsta  itern 
which reside in  tables.  In t h i s  instance, the source input routine, the a y n t m  
recognition module, and the parser must be suff ic ient ly  general t o  process my 
language which csn be adequately described and stored i n  the data tables ,  wd 
conversely, a n g ~  language which can be properly expressed and stored i n  the 
tables should be processable. This program could then be called a "tab%e?-dr/ven, 
smtax-directed compiler. '" 
There are some very serious problems involved with the development of table- 
driven compilers as just described. F i r s t ,  some technique must be made 
available t o  allow a user t o  express both the syntax and semantics of a non- 
t r i v i a l  language i n  a format acceptable t o  the compiler. Presently, k-11 Mom 
meta-1ang;uages for  describing semantics are suff ic ient ly  limited so as t o  
make them vi r tua l ly  useless for  a wide range of applications. To circwvent 
t h i s  res t r ic t ion ,  the method proposed here includes an extremely powerfd 
meta-lmguage for  describing the syntax, as well as cer tain,  very select  
semantics. This has been augmented with the f a c i l i t y  for  writing subroutines 
which can perform the more sophisticated semantic actions, and the f a c i l i t y  
fo r  associating these subroutines, or procedures, with syntactic elements 
defined throwh the use of the meta-language. Using these f a c i l i t i e s  a 
compIet e prom ing l a n a a g e  can be e f f i c i en t ly  described, The progr 
Amwage d g h t  then be processed by a syntax-directed compiler which consis ts  
of a data input routine,  a recognizer, and a parser,  assuming t h a t  methods ex i s t  
fir W i n g  the  metaclanguage def ini t ion acceptable t o  the  parser and f o r  
asso@igb%bg semantic procedures with t he  appropriate syntax elements. 
The generalized syntax-directed compiler jus t  characterized has one severe 
shortcolu9ng which great ly  l i m i t s  i t s  u t i l i t y .  If the  recognition phase is 
completed pr io r  t o  t he  i n i t i a t i o n  of parsing, a s  implied by the  above organiza- 
tion, t h e  language analysis must necessari ly be r e s t r i c t ed  t o  t he  processing 
of context-independent grammars. That i s ,  a statement cannot be properly 
malyzed, i f  the  context of any of t h e  syntact ic  elements influences t he  semantic 
ac t ions  t o  be performed on them. This can be quickly i l l u s t r a t e d  by considering 
t h e  statement GOTO=A. In  a context-independent grammar t h i s  might be recognized 
aa an meonditional branch c d wri t ten improperly. However, a context- 
sensit ive analysis would reveal  t h a t  i n  t h i s  context GOT0 i s  a variable name 
which is t o  be se t  t o  t h e  value contained i n  A. It is real ized t h a t  t h i s  is 
e?k trivial exmple,  but it i l l u s t r a t e s  c lear ly  t he  point of concern. 
I n  order f o r  a table-driven language processor t o  be of r e a l  value, it should 
be p.ten.Lially capable of handling context-sensitive grammars. To f a c i l i t a t e  
t h i s  it becomes necessary t o  in tegrate  the  recognition and parsing functions 
ner which does not preclude t h e i r  generalization. This r e s u l t s  i n  
a compiler organization which consis ts  of a data  input rout ine ,  a recognizer- 
parser ( referred t o  hereaf ter  as  t he  parse r ) ,  the  syntax def ini t ion (possible 
stored i n  a tabular  form), and the  semantic procedures. 
It should now be c lear  t h a t  a generalized recognizer-parser can form the  
nucleus of any language analysis processor provided (1) it is suf f ic ien t ly  
~ w e r f d  t o  handle r i ch  grammars and ( 2 )  it is  eas i ly  used as  a tool .  Item 2 
h p l k e s  tha t  there  must be some convenient method f o r  making available t o  it 
%he s p t a c t i e  and semantic def ini t ions .  Such a parser has been developed along 
with the  necessary t oo l s  t o  e f fec t ive ly  use it in  the  development of a language 
maawsis processor. li'"urther, these too ls  do provide fo r  the  implementation 
of con%ext-sensitive grammars. 
The reminder  of t h i s  docment is devoted t o  a description of parsing 
methodolog~r, a b r ie f  overview of the  operational soflware, and a description 
of how it can be used t o  jsnnlement a language. 
F.2 PARSING PHILOSOPHY 
Given the c lass  of dl characters input t o  a computer, there ex is t s  subsetw 
which consist of structured character s t r ings .  One of the  too ls  which has been 
developed and which is required t o  lnake a generalized parser usable i s  a method 
f o r  defining all possible s t ructures  comprising a subset. A m e t a - l m ~ a g e  
has been developed for  t h i s  purpose, and it can be used t o  describe a 1 m m g e  
t o  be hplemented. In  t h i s  contexl, a "language" is  any subset of tlae set of 
structured character s t r ings .  
e s t ructure  can be expressed i n  terms of a network of t e m i n a l  md 
nonterrninal delimiters and parsing direct ives .  A delimiter represents a 
defining node of a lmguage s t ructure .  A t e m i n a l  delimiter specif ies  a 
cod ina t ion  of one or more characters which can appear i n  the input s t r i n g ,  w d  
a nonterminal delimiter specif ies  any combination of terminal delimiters,  
nontenninal d e l i d t e r s  ( t h i s  is  a recursive def ini t ion of the  term "~non temina  
d e l h i t e r " ) ,  and parsing and se  t i c  direct ives .  I f  the  language s t ruc twe  
was completely f r ee  of mbigui t ies ,  each nonteminal delimiter would appew i n  
the  def ini t ion of one and only one other nonterminal delimiter. This s d m c l w e  
is nmed the "inverted t r e e  structure" in which the trunk represents the p r i m y  
nonterminal delimiter ( the  head node), the  branches and twigs represent non- 
t e m i n a l  d e l h i t e r s ,  the  leaves represent t e m i n a l  delimiters,  and the forks 
represent pmsing directives.  
There are two fundmental methods f o r  parsing an input image defined by re, t ree  
strueture.  The first method, referred t o  as a "top-dom" technique, involves 
s t a r t i ng  at the head node and following each of the  branches t o  a leaf m%il 
one is found which nraLches an element i n  the input image. One mador problem 
with t h i s  method i s  tha t  in  r e a l i t y  the  leaves a re  not nomally  all ~mique,  
The r e s f i t  is tha t  a network evolves in  which multiple branch combinations e m  
lead t o  the  sarae t e d n a l  node. If hproper  search techniques a r e  used dwing 
%he pwsl.ng process, nonunique terminal nodes w i l l  need t o  be examined fo r  each 
combinatl.on of branches leading t o  it. The second search method for  t h i s  type 
of s t ruc tme  involves first isolat ing the terminal delimiter and exmining all 
places i n  the structure where these leaves can be attached, substi tuting the 
satisfied twigs for  leaves, finding a l l  places where those twigs can be attached, 
subsLi%uthng branches for  the twigs, etc.  This method is referred t o  as 
"bs$t om-LIP. " 
For a completely nonambiguous structure it is easi ly  shown tha t  the bottom-up 
deebique is  the more eff ic ient  of the two methods. Further, for  a language 
with h i g a y  ambiguous elements in  which twigs and branches may be ident ical  
t o  others in  the t r e e ,  the bottom-up method can s t i l l  be shown t o  be more 
eff icient  than a pure top-down approach. The inefficiency of the top-down 
method is di rec t ly  at t r ibutable  t o  the redundant scanning of the input innage 
dwing  %be processing of terminal delimiters. I f ,  however, "truth" indicators 
c w  be mnintained which record the s ta tus  of delimiters during the parsing 
process, a d  i f  semantic information can be used t o  help "prune" the t r e e ,  then 
ent ire  sections of the t r e e  can be eliminated from the search procedure and 
delimiters once analyzed need never be re-examined. These and other parsing aids  
mke the  top-down method very competitive from a performance standpoint, and 
since it is  easier t o  explain, more natural  t o  use, and lends i t s e l f  nicely t o  
%he hplementation of programming languages, it has been chosen as  the preferred 
pwsing technique. This method has been refined and developed in to  an opera- 
t i o n d ,  generalized parsing program which can be used for  compiler development. 
The folkowing subsection describes the operation of t h i s  parser. 
A new definit ion of a compiler has been offered, and it involves an input 
facility,, a parser, a syntax definit ion, and a s e t  of se t i c  procedures. In  
rn opera%lonal environment, the syntax definit ion could conceivably reside i n  a 
data table as a se t  of interpretable parsing c ining components 
c o d d  d l  consist of executable subroutines. The problem now t o  be confronted 
is that  of autmat ica l ly  producing the data which represents the  syntax defini- 
tion i n  a f o m  acceptable t o  the parsing progrm. This requires the  development 
of a compiler capable of processing a language definit ion expressed i n  the  f o m  
of a meta-language. This compiler is called a "meta-compiler ," m d  it prduees 
all, or par t ,  of en operational cornpiler fo r  any defined prom 
Within the  Pra~lework just described, such a meta-compiler would accept bs 
defini t ion of the syntax of a language expressed i n  the meta-lanwage , md 
produce a tab le  for  the parser. A user could then develop sn input n'sutine 
i c  procedures, integrate the components, and an opera%iond 
compiler for  the new l aneage  would be available. 
The basic approach just  outlined i s  val id  and has been used on various occasions, 
IIowever, it is possible t o  modie  the approach s l ight ly  t o  produce more 
ef f ic ien t  compilers in  terms of execution. As outlined above, the pmser must 
be capable of in t e rp re t ing the  contents of the syntax table.  That is, the 
parser lmst interrogate the  syntax table  t o  get all parsing instruclfons,  md 
then perform those instructions throu& the use of parsing subroutines, This 
procedure i s  indeed interpret ive,  and interpret ive execution has a high rate 
of processing overhead. I f  possible, t h i s  should be avoided. 
Since each entry i n  the syntax table  represents a parsing direct ive,  i t is 
easy t o  image an executable subroutine, or macro, associated with each directive 
which p e r f o m  the actual parsing f'unction. This being the case, it becomes 
possible t o  subst i tute  each of these executable components fo r  the table 
entries.  The resu l t  produced by doing t h i s  is an executable, rather thm 
interpret ive,  parser fo r  the language whose definit ion originally appeared i n  
the syntax table.  This method w i l l ,  given the proper definit ion of the smtw 
of a language i n  a tabular form, automatically generate an executable pmser 
ta i lored t o  meet the exact requirements of the described language. Wthermore, 
t h i s  parser w i l l  be capable of being the nucleus of an operational compiler for 
t ha t  language, and the  resul t ing compiler w i l l  be syntax-directed. This 
technique has been used as the basis fo r  an operational parser-generator which 
may be termed a meta-compiler ( t h i s  must be qualified because the sowee input 
routine and the semaatic procedures are  not generated), Input t o  the p r o p a  
eonsists of a meta-language description of the language fo r  which a processor 
is t o  be implemented, and a parser for  that  language is  automatically generated, 
Figure F-l i l l u s t r a t e s  more clear ly what is  required t o  use t h i s  met#%-compiler 
and a l l  of the steps involved. The symbology consists of dashed boxes represent 
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Figure F-1. Meta-Compiler Application 
user supplied components, so l id  boxes represent automatically generated boxes, 
double so l id  boxes represent s ignif icant  meta-compiler components, so l id  
l i nes  represent data flow, and dashed l i n e s  represent system integrakion 
functions which usually require nothing more than the application of certain 
of the  computer" operating system u t i l i t i e s  (e.g., the  l i nk  ed i tor  cbr l o d e r ,  
FOR compiler, e t c  , ) . 
Begming a t  the  top of Figure F-1, the  user must prepare a def ini t ion of the 
s~rntax for  the  new language using the  meta-language acceptable t o  the m e h a - .  
compiler. This meta-language has t he  f a c i l i t i e s  f o r  specifying e x a c t b  which 
t i c  procedwes a re  t o  be associated with the various syntactic elements, 
So, the  linkage between the  syntax def ini t ion and the semantic procedlwes m e  
specified by the user while developing the meta-language def ini t ion,  
Conceptually, t h i s  i s  very s i m i l a r  t o  s t a t i ng  in a main program that, a sub- 
r o u t h e  must be cal led t o  perform a specif ic  Punction. The s p t a x  definition 
represents an abstraction of a main program, and the se  t i c  proeedwes 
correspond t o  the  subroutines. 
The parser-generator accepts as  input t he  meta-language description a d  compiles 
it i n t o  a parser fo r  t he  language being implemented, This parser has; built 
in to  it, the parsing direct ives  needed t o  completely analyze the sowee input 
plus executable linkages t o  t he  semantic procedures. The output generhed 
by the meta-compiler consis ts  of a code which can be assembled by a niaero 
assembler. This code is then passed t o  the  assembler t o  generate ara kb;bject 
time version of the  desired parser. 
The meta-compiler was designed so as t o  maximize i t s  u t i l i t y .  A s  a retsdt, no 
input routine is au tomt i ca l ly  generated fo r  use by the  parser. It was fel$ 
tha t  t h i s  could often r e s t r i c t  i t s  appl icabi l i ty .  A s  a r e s u l t ,  the  user must 
provide the  input f a c i l i t i e s .  The executable parser which has been developed 
so far in t h i s  discussion w i l l  in terface with FORTRAN coded subrou%ines, A l l  
linkages have been organized in t h i s  manner, The r e su l t  i s  tha t  all se 
procedures, as  well as the input routine,  can be implemented as FORTRM sub- 
routines,  and standard operating system u t i l i t i e s  can be used t o  perfom +he 
integration indicated by the  three dashed l ines .  
Before concluding t h i s  discussion there  is  one point worthy of mention 
reg-ding the  implementation of the  meta-compiler. In  Figure F-1, the  
generated code which comprises t he  block labeled "language parser" w i l l  consist  
of a set of macro invocations. That i s ,  i n  order t o  assemble t he  language 
pwse r ,  a complete s e t  of macro def ini t ions  w i l l  need t o  be provided, These 
m c r o  def ini t ions  w i l l  be made available as  par t  of the  t o t a l  meta-compiler 
pe.ekesge, and need not burden the  user. They are  mentioned t o  demonstrate a 
very pwer fu l  feature  of t he  package. The code generated by the  meta-compiler 
consists ent i re ly  of macro invocations. This means t h a t  the  generated code 
is eseen t ia l ly  machine independent. In  order t o  develop a language processor 
which c m  execute on a machine other than the  host machine, it only becomes 
necesswy t o  define the  macros on t he  new machine, and assemble the  new parser 
on i ts  macro-assembler. This task is not t r i v i a l ,  but it does represent a 
s ignif icant  degree of machine independence, par t i cu la r ly  i n  view of the  f a c t  
t i c  and input procedures can be coded in  FORTRAN, a r e l a t i ve ly  
-chine-independent language. It is  a l so  s ign i f ican t  t h a t  the  meta-compiler 
itself has been implemented using the  same macro package. A s  a r e s u l t ,  moving 
t h e  meta-compiler from one host machine t o  another becomes great ly  simplified. 
APA overview has been presented of a t o o l  which can be used f o r  the  development 
of l a n ~ a g e  analysis processors. This t oo l  consists  primarily of a meta- 
compiler capable of generating operational parsers (possibly it should be 
called a "meta-parser") which in turn a re  po ten t ia l ly  capable of processing 
eonte*-sensitive grammars, and which a re  based upon syntax-directed techniques. 
Because of the  apparent broad application fo r  too ls  such a s  t h i s ,  primarily 
the p r s i n g  problem has been dea l t  with. The development of t he  semantic 
prscedmes (actions which carry out the  in ten t  of the  language) have been l e f t  
as a task fo r  the  user ,  however, he is given considerable assistance i n  h i s  
t ask  through the  ava i l ab i l i t y  of a very powerful meta-language. 
No attempt has been made in  t h i s  discussion t o  provide a suf f ic ien t  l eve l  of 
detai l  Lo allow a user t o  apply t h e  tool .  Rather, an attempt has been made 
t o  describe the  concepts involved so t ha t  a po ten t ia l  user might assess i t s  
t i  Much of the  t oo l ' s  capabi l i ty  l i e s  in  t he  t a l en t s  of the  user ,  how- 
ever, It does have a great  deal  t o  o f fe r  the  language implementer i n  terms of 
time a d  cost savings. 
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Appendix G 
USING THE SYlEJTAX DIRECTED COMPILER 
A s  an explanation of a typical  use of the syntax directed compiler, consider 
the language of the onboard experiment. Typically, t h i s  language woaald 
include a data base query capability 8s well as a c d capability. For 
the purpose of t h i s  example, the syntax definition for  one c d,  specie 
f i ca l ly  a point c and, w i l l  be i l lus t ra ted  and described. 
A typical e d forlnat for  the x-ray polarimeter, telescope free f ly ing  
rnodule experintent ~ g h t  be, "'point telescope-1 a t  vega on 5th day from 
launch at 0343,'hhere telescope-1 is one of several i n s t r u e n t s  which m y  
be specified, vega is one of many targets  which may be specified (axernately 
azimuth ernd elevation may be specified),  and the  day for pointing is  o p t i o n d ,  
It is desired tha t  the point c d be recognized as the  7th type of eommd, 
tha t  the instruraent code be validated against a predefined table  of" .%pal%& 
i n s t r u e a t  codes, tha t  the  target  be validated as one of a table  of h o r n  
targets  or  tha t  the azimuth and elevation be of the proper form. Th.e i n s tm-  
ment, target  azirmtth and elevation, as  well as the  time of execution, shodd 
be validated t o  assure tha t  the given instruction can physically obtain the 
desired target  at the specified time. The system scheduler must then be 
given instructions t o  point the  appropriate instrument t o  the target a%; the 
required time. 
SYNTAX D E F I N I T I O N  LE 
1. NKEESS TNM, ER, ... . 
2. S~CPTTAX .= c /QUERY / . . . . 
. = FLAG10- ( ' POINT ' , ' CALIBRATE \ . . . ) , ( @N FLAG10 
POINT ,CALIBRATE, . . . ) '. ' "/LAG10 EQO ,SAVE ' ILLEGAL 
C ' . 
.= (1,lO ICS ,1$- ,CHARACTER, (1PI) / EXIT ' ILLEGAL 
INSTRUMENT'. 
. = TNAME (2~1) /c@$RD/EXIT WKNOWN TARGET ' . 
.= LETTER,(~,~O ICS) . 
. = AZIMUTH, FLAG~~=FLAG~~ ,FLAG~~=FLAG~? ,FLAG~~=FLAG~~ ,ANGLE.
. = ''AZIFIIUTH ' WHERE/Wffm. 
.= 'ANGLE', WHERE,/WHERE. 
. = DEGREES ,MINUTES ,SEClbNDS. 
.  FLAG^^=^ (0 ,l , '- '   FLAG^^=-^ ) ,FLAG12=NWER ,FUG~~*FUGU 
(0,l 'DEGREES'). 
. = FLAGl7=HUMBEFl, ( 0 ,l , ' SECONDS ' 
. = FLAG~~=NUMBER, ( O,1, 'MINUTES ' ) 
.= '$Nt,FLAG20=NUMBER,CONTR,"DAY', (0,1 'F'ROM', 
' LAUNCH ' ) /NULL. 
.= 'AT' FLAG21=NUMBER/WLL. 
The syntax exmple is a definition of the point c d: "Point telescope-l 
a t  vega on 5th deg from launch a t  0343." The general f o  wuld  "La: 
TARGET, TIME. 
POINT = C d t o  be perfomed 
INST T = Specific device t o  be pointed 
TBRGCT = Direction t o  p i n t  ( m a ~ r  be a specific target  or coordixleL$as 
of target  ) 
TIME = T h e  a t  which c d is t o  be executed. 
INS T w i l l  be recognizable by a nagne followed by ra &ash (-1, 
followed by a character. - 
M: DEVICE - X , 
The target  a s v e n t  wi l l  be recognized by the SDC by ei ther  isolating the 
target  rime or the t w g e t  coordinates. The target  name w i l l  be conl;ained i n  
a table of predeterrmined targets.  The name w i l l  be a s t r ing  of chesmtera a 
Target coordinates wi l l  be recognizable by the  numerics followed by the mrd 
degrees, asld/or d n u t e s ,  and/or seconds. The first coordinate wi l l  rnepreseBaa; 
the azinauth and the second the angle of elevation. Both coordfnatee c m  be 
preceded by the word "AZIMUTH" or " M G ~ "  as applicable. The coorBinaGe m q  
also b "plus" or "minus. ( 1  
The TIME paranreter is optional and i s  entered for  %he purpose of bd.Bea%fng 
the c d execution time for  automtic c ds. I f  t h i s  parmeLer is  
m i t t e d  than "TIME-NOWn or "mREAGTIME" "execution is assmed. me T W  ~ n ~ 1 -  
e te r  is entered by entering the day from la~unch, hour, and a u t e e  of' st& 
time. The SDC wi l l  r e c o s i z e  the t h e  by the fo "a naniber fo l lmed by 
the word 'Dag"ollowed by the  military time representation It 
d has been entered through an input terminal, the executive 
g r o p m  wi l l  invoke the  parser which was generated by the syntax directed 
compiler, The parser, vhen given t h i s  c d,  w i l l  recognize the form of 
this statement as satisfying the  definition of a point c d. In 
dalemining tha t  the c d is valid,  two external procedures are  executed. 
me first of these (procedure 1) ver i f ies  tha t  the instrument code, which had 
previously been determined t o  be of the proper form, is  indeed one of the 
available b s t  nts. The second of these procedures examines the l ist  of 
b o r n  %=gets t o  verif\y tha t  the  specified target  is in  the  list.  If the tasget 
Is in the l is t ,  the  azimuth and angle are  stored as i f  they had been d i rec t ly  
speeif ied, 
A f i s r  the - t i re  s ta tment  has been recognized as a valid statement, procedure 
3 ~ 1 %  be e d l e d  which w i l l  verify tha t  the ins t  n t  , ta rge t ,  and t i n e  are  
legi t imte  sues and tha t  the  ins t  t can physically be pointed t o  the 
%=get a% the specified time. 
The fo&h and f i n a l  procedure w i l l  command the system scheduler t o  perform 
the required action. The c a l l  t o  the system scheduler w i l l  be of the form: 
where : POINT is the  c 
T is an integer instruction code, 
and ANGLE are in SECONDS, 
TIME i s  the  t h e  from launch. 
me schednalisg of t h i s  task completes the action required of the parser. 
Pwser ~ l l  then be ready t o  accept another input statement. 
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